DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
PUBLIC MEETING
A meeting of the Dumfries and Galloway NHS Board will be held at 12.30pm on
Monday 7th September 2020. The meeting was held via video conferencing links
with the NHS Board Members.

AGENDA
Time

No

Agenda Item

Who

Attached
/ Verbal

12.30pm 100 Apologies

L Geddes

Verbal

12.30pm 101 Declarations of Interest

N Morris

Verbal

12.35pm 102 Previous Minute

N Morris

Attached

12.40pm 103 Matters Arising and Review of Actions List N Morris
• Board Agenda Matrix

Attached

URGENT ITEMS FOR APPROVAL
12.45pm 104 Review of the Integration Joint Board V Freeman / Attached
Integration Scheme
J White
1.00pm

105 Priorities for Delivery in 2020/21

COVID-19 PANDEMIC
1.10pm 106 COVID-19 Update
• COVID Activity in Hospital
• Recovery Planning
• Care Home Support
• Test and Protect Programme
ITEMS FOR UPDATE
1.30pm 107 Financial Performance Update 2020/21,
Position to Quarter One 2020/21
1.40pm 108 Transforming Wigtownshire Report

J Ace

Attached

J Ace

Verbal

K Lewis

Attached
Attached

Attached

1.50pm

109 Healthcare Associated Infections Report

J White /
S Mottram /
J Ross
A Wilson

2.00pm

110 Corporate Risk Register

L Geddes

2.10pm

111 2020 Influenza Vaccination Campaign V White
Attached
Plan
112 Whistleblowing Update
K Donaldson Verbal
/ M Caig
113 Reflections on Staff Experience over the
C Cooksey / Verbal
COVID period and how we will measure it V Keir
going forward

2.20pm
2.30pm
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Attached

Time

No

Agenda Item

2.40pm

114 Board and Committee Minutes
•

Audit and Risk Committee –
22nd June 2020

•

Staff Governance Committee –
29th January 2020

•

Area Clinical Forum Committee –
22nd July 2020

ANY OTHER COMPETENT BUSINESS
2.45pm 115

Who

Attached
/ Verbal

N Morris

Attached

N Morris

Verbal

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING
116 • 5th October 2020 @ 11am – 1pm. This meeting will be held via
video or telephone conferencing.
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Agenda Item 102

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
NHS PUBLIC BOARD
Minute of the public meeting of Dumfries and Galloway NHS Board held on
Monday 10th August 2020 at 11.00am by Microsoft Teams.
Present
Mr N Morris (NM)
Mr J Ace (JA)
Dr K Donaldson (KD)
Mrs K Lewis (KL)
Ms L Bryce (LB)
Ms M Caig (MC)
Mrs G Cardozo (GC)
Mr A Ferguson (AF)
Mrs R Francis (RF)
Mr B Irving (BI)
Mrs V Keir (VK)

-

Chair
Chief Executive
Medical Director
Director of Finance
Non Executive Member
Non Executive Member
Non Executive Member
Non Executive Member
Non Executive Member
Non Executive Member
Non Executive Member

In Attendance
Mrs C Cooksey (CC)
Mrs J White (JW)
Mrs V White (VW)
Ms S Beacher (SB)
Mr R Edgar (RE)
Mrs L Geddes (LG)
Mrs J Pollard (JP)
Mrs L McKie (LM)

-

Workforce Director
Chief Officer
Interim Director of Public Health
Deputy Nurse Director
Communication and Engagement Manager
Corporate Business Manager
Associate Director of Allied Health Professionals
Executive Assistant (Minute Secretary)

Apologies
Dr L Douglas (LD)
Mrs P Halliday (PH)
Mrs A Wilson (AW)

-

Non Executive Member
Non-Executive Member / Vice Chair
Nurse Director

Introduction
NM welcomed Members and observers to the meeting being held by Microsoft
Teams, extending a welcome to BI as Chair of Area Clinical Forum to his first
meeting of the Public Board.
NM advised that due to waiting on further guidance from Scottish Government the
Revisions to Temporary Board Governance Arrangements Report had been
withdrawn from today’s agenda.
79.

Apologies
Apologies noted above.
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80.

Declarations of Interest
NM asked members if they had any declarations of interest in relation to the
items listed on the agenda for this meeting.
It was noted that no declarations of interest were put forward at this time.

81.

Minute of the Meeting of the NHS Board held on 6th July 2020
NM presented the minute from the last meeting on 6th July 2020, asking NHS
Board Members to review the minutes and highlight any points of accuracy.
It was noted that the title of Item 65 was incorrect and therefore should be
amended to Financial Performance Update Month 2.
NHS Board Members agreed to change the paragraph within Item 65 –
Financial Performance Update Month 2 on page 11 to read as follows: NM
welcomed sight of the scale of savings that are still to be identified and the
potential impact this will have on staff and the services we deliver.
A query was raised on which version of the July minutes NHS Board
members were being asked to approve. LG advised that the track changes
version of the minute with the above changes was the version being put
forward for approval.
Further to discussion NHS Board Members were content to approve the
minute as an accurate record of discussion subject to the agreed changes
noted above.

82.

Matters Arising and Review of Actions List
NM asked NHS Board Members if they had any items to be discussed under
matters arising that were not noted on the agenda or within the action list. No
items were put forward for discussion.
NM presented the Actions List, taking members through the updates that had
been received, noting the following key points of progress from the list:
•

Item 21 – Adverse Events and Incidents Report
This action relates to the Boards desire to see work done
nationally to promote a campaign to reduce violence against NHS
and Social Care Staff.
NM advised that this item has now been progressed to the First Minister
and Cabinet Secretary for the possible inclusion in the regular public
COVID briefing. Board Members were content to close this action.
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•

Item 59 – Any Other Competent Business
This item relates to mental health morbidity data through the Suicide
Review Group.
VW advised that there had been a paper presented to the Public
Protection Committee, which was being progressed. JW noted that a
paper was also to be presented to the Chief Officers Group on 21st
August 2020 to address local processes for multi agency suicide
reviews and would feedback findings to NHS Board Members.
Further to discussion NHS Board Members agreed that a verbal update
on Suicide Review Group will be taken to NHS Board in September
2020, following which a paper will be taken to Healthcare Governance
Committee for review.

LG gave a brief update on the Board Matrix noting that following the last NHS
Board meeting in July 2020, work was still to be progressed on the Matrix
from October onwards, which will be picked up as part of the governance
review and presented to NHS Board in October 2020 showing the plan for the
period October 2020 – March 2021.
Further to a brief discussion on governance arrangement NHS Board
Members agreed:
•

LG was asked to work with the Executive Team to clarify timescales for
possible workshops.

•

One page briefing on Workshop calendar dates/workshop titles
presented to NHS Board Meeting in October 2020.

•

Report to be presented to the Board Meeting in October 2020 on
whether Governance Arrangements require amending.
Action: LG / KL / JA

NHS Board Members noted the Action list and the Board Agenda Matrix.
83.

Governance Arrangements for Care Home Professional Oversight and
Summary of Care Assurance Visits
SB presented the Governance Arrangements for Care Home Professional
Oversight and Summary of Care Assurance Visits paper to NHS Board
Members, highlighting that the paper outlines the requirements for assurance
in respect of care homes during the COVID-19 period, as well as the
governance arrangements for this and the outcomes of the recent programme
of Care Homes assurance visits.
The following key points were noted during the presentation of the paper:
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•

The First Minister’s letter in relation to guidance on inside and outside
visiting within Care Homes including the required risk assessments
which are required to be signed of by the Director of Public Health.

•

Scottish Government has instigated weekly telephone meetings with
Boards in relation to testing performance in Care Homes for both
patients and staff. NHS Board Members were advised that as there
have be no issues in relation to testing for NHS Dumfries and
Galloway, Scottish Government are content to suspend the weekly
calls with the Board at the moment.

•

The Corporate Risk Register will be presented to the NHS Board
meeting in September 2020, which now includes an additional risk that
reflects the additional remit of Care Homes for the Board.

•

Webinars have been held with Care Home Managers across the
region, offering guidance and support around issues such as testing,
data collection and reporting.

•

Recognition was given towards the input from Community Teams in
both Health and Social Work around Care Home assurance visits.

•

The appointment of two temporary posts, a senior nurse and social
worker, has been made to support the work of the Care Home
Oversight Group.

•

Staff testing in Care Homes currently sits at 73%. It was noted that
100% of Care Homes within the region are operated by the Third and
Independent Sector.

•

The introduction of daily safety huddles for Care Homes which include
issues such as PPE, staff testing and meeting the care needs of
residents have been introduced.

Following the presentation of the paper, the following points of interest were
raised by Board Members:
•

Congratulations were extended on the work undertaken by the Care
Home Oversight Group

•

A question was raised around the Board’s governance arrangements
and whether the NNS Board or the Integration Joint Board was taking
the lead for Care Homes, or was it that each Board held different
responsibilities, and if so can the responsibilities be defined. JW
highlighted the complexities of the governance arrangements. Although
the 31 independently run organisations were accountable for the
quality and safety on the delivery of services within their Care Home, it
was the health Board’s responsibility to oversee the quality and safety
of services being delivered.
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The professional named in the Cabinet Secretary’s letter was the
Director of Nursing – employed by the Heath Board.
•

Board Members asked what route future reports on Care Homes would
take and whether they would continue to come to NHS Board or
through one of the committees. It was agreed that future update
reports would be taken through Healthcare Governance Committee
going forward, with reports coming to NHS Board by exception.

NHS Board Members noted:
•

the requirements set by the Scottish Government for the NHS Board to
provide assurance in relation to care homes.

•

the governance arrangements in place.

•

the summary report of the findings from the programme of care home
visits.

KD left the meeting at 12.10pm
84.

Remobilisation Plan
JW presented the draft Remobilisation Plan to Board Members, highlighting
that the plan sets out how we begin to remobilise our services following the
initial wave of COVID-19.
The following key points were noted during the presentation of the paper:
•

The workforce plan sits underneath the remobilisation plan and is an
important part of the process and looks at not only the capacity of
resource to deliver on the plan, but also the health and wellbeing of our
staff.

•

Challenges were highlighted in relation to the remobilisation of
colleagues in the Third and Independent Sector to support the delivery
of the plan.

•

Options around the proposal for a Board Workshop on the
Remobilisation Plan to be held prior to NHS Board in September 2020.
LG was asked to make the necessary arrangements for the workshop.
Action: LG

NHS Board Members noted the Remobilisation Plan
85.

COVID-19 Update
JA gave NHS Board Members a verbal update on the current COVID-19
position, noting the recent positive COVID case in the hospital which is the
first case since early June 2020.
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NHS Board Members were made aware of the NHS Grampian cluster, which
is showing evidence of sustained community transmission.
JA advised that the Board had received a letter today from Eleanor Mitchell,
Acting Director General – Health and Social Care Directorate, Scottish
Government, asking the Board to confirm that the Test and Protect workforce
capacity was adequate to respond to any further COVID outbreak.
VW updated NHS Board Members on the COVID cases over the last 10 days
and the work of the Test and Protect Team to identify any links to positive
cases, asking those members of the public to self isolate as per the Scottish
Government requirements.
NHS Board Members noted the verbal report.
86.

Participation Request and Community Asset Transfer Annual Report
2019/20
LG presented the Participation Request and Community Asset Transfer
Annual Report 2019/20, asking NHS Board Members to approve the report for
publication on the NHS Dumfries and Galloway external website and
submission to Scottish Government.
The following key points were noted during the presentation of the paper:
•

Discussions had been held with Ian Bryden regarding the process and
strategy for Community Asset Transfer requests. LG advised that
initially Central Legal Office were leading on the drafting and
implementation of a “Once for Scotland” process and strategy for these
requests to ensure that all legislation around assets have been covered.
Unfortunately, it has not been possible to draft up a single process and
strategy; therefore, NHS Boards have been asked to develop their own
local strategy and process. Both documents are being developed at the
moment and will be brought back to the November 2020 NHS Board for
approval.

•

Once approved the strategy and process will be uploaded to the Board’s
Information and Engagement section of the external website for public
access.

•

It was noted that no Asset Transfer requests had been received
between 1st April 2019 – 31st March 2020. However, Board Members
were made aware that discussions are ongoing with the existing
occupants in Mountainhall House.
This enquiry has not been added to the report as the occupants do not
qualify as a Community Participation Body, however, they do have a
valid proposal and evidence to support the discussions at this stage,
therefore, negotiations are being progressed by the Board.
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Following the presentation of the paper, the following points of interest were
raised by Board Members:
•

A question was raise around how the Board is notified of new requests
that are being progressed through the process. LG advised all initial
enquiries for a Participation Request are sent to herself at which point
the request is assessed and an appropriate person, usually a General
Manager or Director, is passed the enquiry to either identify somebody
else within their team to take the request forward to the discussion
phase or they would handle it themselves. Board Management Team
is then notified that an enquiry has been received and they will receive
updates on the enquiry. Only when the enquiry moves to a formal
request would the Board Members be notified of the submission.
•

NHS Board Members discussed the Community and Engagement
Strategy for the Board and asked for further information on this, as the
development of this strategy is part of the overall legislation around
Community Engagement.

NHS Board Members approved the Participation Request and Community
Asset Transfer Annual Report 2019/20 for publication on the NHS Dumfries
and Galloway external website and submission to Scottish Government.
87.

Financial Performance Update 2020/21 – Month 3 Position
KL presented the Financial Performance Update 2020/21 for month 3,
highlighting that the report provides a high level summary position as at 30th
June 2020.
The following key points were noted during the presentation of the paper:
•

The complexities around the current financial position were highlighted,
including the COVID costs that we are seeing coming through.

•

Reassessments are being undertaken on the savings plans, which
included a review of the risks around funding allocations and looking at
opportunities for planned developments.

•

Quarter 1 reviews were held with the Directorates last week to talk
through a range of service issues tied into the financial position, some
of which will be covered in the Remobilisation Plan.

•

The NHS Board reports a year to date overspend of £7.85m before any
allocation of funding to support the Local Mobilisation Plan.

•

Increased operational costs during this period relating to the COVID-19
crisis is estimated to be in the region of £5.5m, partially offset through a
saving from a decrease in elective activity during the same period and
deployment of existing resources to support the COVID-19 crisis.
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•

The Scottish Government is still to confirm any in-year allocations other
than the revised baseline budgets received in April’s allocation letter,
funding for Social Care and a limited number of minor allocations.

•

There has been limited progress towards identifying further savings to
date, with the programme significantly impacted due to the response
required to COVID-19.
Work to restart the Sustainability and
Modernisation (SAM) Programme has commenced.

•

The change in internal governance arrangements in relation to the
management of the Capital Plan.

Following the presentation of the paper, the following points of interest were
raised by Board Members:
•

It was noted that an understanding on cost variance relative to other
Boards would be beneficial to NHS Board Members. KL noted that this
has been shared with Board Members via the Discovery Tool
approximately 18 months ago, although it was recognised some Non
Executives would not have been appointed at that time. KL agreed to
speak with the Deputy Director of Finance on whether an updated
position is readily available to share with Board Members.
Action: KL

•

Further to discussion KL asked for LG to circulate the Integration Joint
Board paper relating to the Sustainability and Modernisation
Programme to Board Members for review.
Action: LG

NHS Board Members discussed and noted the report.
88.

Summary Performance Report
JW presented the Summary Performance Report for June 2020, highlighting
that the report give an overview of the operational performance for key
measures relating to the Board’s priority areas.
The following key points were noted during the presentation of the paper:
•

An increase in activity has been seen within unscheduled care, with
medical beds currently sitting at 105% occupancy.

•

An increase in A&E attendance and in some instances back to pre
COVID levels.

•

A reduction on performance in relation to Treatment Time Guarantee
Targets, due to the delivery of the targets against those treated, with 12
weeks targets also reducing.
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•

Identified additional capacity and progress made on the confirmation of
the number of patients now on waiting lists as a consequence of the
reduced services available over the last 6 months. There are 600
patients still to triage.

Following presentation of the report, NHS Board Members raised the following
points of interest during discussion on the information provided:
•

A question was raised on the demand for the Wellbeing Hub during
COVID, in particular the long term impact on individuals mental health,
enquiring to the length of wait for non-urgent support. JW advised that
at the end of June 2020, 600 individuals had accessed the Wellbeing
Hub, with each receiving either the same day or next day follow up
telephone calls and assessments, prior to being signposted to the
appropriate services.

•

In relation to Care Homes, were any of the delayed transfers of care for
Care Homes and were Care Homes are accepting discharges from
hospital. JW advised that the number of Care Home transfers was
quite low, however, Care Homes were accepting discharges with an
agreed pathway, with the exception of one Care Home whereby the
Health Board have suspended discharges or transfers as a result of a
recent inspection.

•

An enquiry was made on whether Scottish Government was revisiting
access targets and whether there had been any engagement with NHS
Chief Executives. JA advised that Chief Executives have requested a
review of the target framework, noting the review by Professor Harry
Burns 4/5years ago, which had included JA and PH as members of the
working group on the resetting of the performance narrative.

•

A question was raised on what was the reason behind the non
attendance highlighted in an enquiry raised at the In Committee
Session on 3 August relating to “Attend by Video” which had
highlighted a high non attendance rate. JW advised that although this
was a concern this was being addressed and agreed to bring an
update back to the Board Meeting in October.
Action: JW

NHS Board Members discussed and noted the Summary Performance
Report.
90.

Annual Report on Feedback, Comments, Concerns and Complaints –
2019-2020
JP presented the Annual Report on Feedback, Comments, Concerns and
Complaints – 2019-2020, which helps to determine how well the Board has
performed over the last 12 months and what areas of improvement we need
to focus on, based on the various types of feedback received.
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The following key messages were noted during the presentation of the paper:
•

There had been Increase in compliments, care opinions stories and
complaints received during 2019/20.

•

Clinical treatment remains the main theme for all types of feedback
including compliments and complaints which is consistent with other
Boards.

•

Although there is room for improvement around compliance with
timescales in relation to complaint responses, performance and
timeframes have improved.

•

Continuing to face challenges in gathering complaint data from
independent contractors, therefore working closely with Primary Care
Development, with good cross directorate working and coordinators in
place.

•

The availability of mediation, good practice and the capturing of learning
continues to be a challenge within the directorates.

Following presentation of the report, NHS Board Members raised the following
points of interest during discussion on the information provided:
•

A question was raised on whether using the new healthcare complaints
analysis tool on page 9 of the report was reported to Healthcare
Governance Committee. JP advised Datix had been amended to
capture information in the healthcare analysis tool format and currently
the team is working with Health Intelligence in order to capture the
information in a reportable format. Once the information is reportable
this will be included in the routine reporting arrangements to Healthcare
Governance Committee.

•

An enquiry was made on the refreshed virtual training described on
page 12 of the report., with JP advising that work has been progressed
between NHS Scotland's Education and training body (NES) and the
Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO) which includes a suite of
training videos with questions which are currently being reviewed and
will hopefully be available within the organisation by end of October
2020.

•

It was highlighted that there was little feedback from young people
within the report, therefore, how well is the organisation engaging with
younger people. JA advised that although we have not engaged well
with young people in the past, the organisation has participated in
events which are extremely good for learning on how services work for
young people, which should see improved communications being
evidenced in 2020/21.
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NHS Board Members discussed and noted the Report.
91.

Board and Committee Minutes
NM referenced the minute from the Area Clinical Forum meeting on
26th February 2020, which was included within the Board papers for review.
Topics included receiving an update of the Sustainability and Modernisation
Programme and feedback from the GP Sub Group meeting.
NHS Board Members noted the minute.

92.

Any Other Competent Business
No other competent business was discussed.

93.

Date of Next Meeting
The next Meeting of the NHS Dumfries and Galloway Board will be held on
7th September 2020 at 11am – 1pm via Microsoft Teams.
The meeting concluded at 12.56pm
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Agenda Item 103

Actions List from NHS Board Meeting
Date of
Meeting
08/04/2019

07/10/2019

03/02/2020

Agenda
Item
20.

97.

147.

Responsible
Manager

Action
Future delivery of Adult Urology
Services in Dumfries and Galloway
NHS Board Members discussed the
input of the Integration Joint Board
agreeing that VG would bring back any
further developments of the future
delivery of Urology services within
Dumfries and Galloway to NHS Board
for consultation.

Summary Performance Report
JW said she would include more detail
on support to unpaid carers in the 6
monthly performance reports and that
we will continue to report separately on
the implementation of the carers
strategy.

Regional Update
JA advised NHS Board Members that a
report on Vascular and Ophthalmology
services would be submitted to the NHS
Board meeting in April 2020.

Current Status

Anticipated
End Date

V Gration

Service changes means that
further work is required. Board
Members will be updated at the
first possible opportunity when
new information is available.

31/10/2020

J White

The paper has be deferred due
to COVID- 19, information on
unpaid carers will be included
within the 6 monthly performance
report, which will be reported
back through Board later this
year.

31/10/2020

V Freeman /
V Gration

This paper has been delayed due
to the work currently being
actioned
around
COVID-19.
Further updates on the timescale
will be notified to Board Members
when available.

31/10/2020
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Date
Completed

Date of
Meeting

Agenda
Item

25/05/2020

41.

06/07/2020

59.

Responsible
Manager

Action
COVID-19 Update
LD enquired to when the Board moved
into the emergency planning phase, did
the Board discharge anyone from
services to a Care Home without testing
for COVID-19, particularly the patients
affected by COVID-19. JW advised that
work was ongoing with the Discharge
Co-ordinator and colleagues in Public
Health to review every discharge from
hospital to Care Homes from 1 February
2020 to 13 May 2020. JW advised the
detail of the report would be presented to
a future Board In Committee.

Matters Arising
Actions List

and

Review

Current Status

Anticipated
End Date

J White

A provisional date has been set 31/10/2020
for October 2020, but this will be
amended upon advice from JW.

V White

VW confirmed that information 31/10/2020
had been shared with the Public
Protection Team with Claire
Thirwall reviewing in more detail.

of

Item 42 – Any Other Competent
Business
NM advised that VW agreed to seek
additional information relating to mental
health morbidity data through the Suicide
Review Group, and bring back to NHS
Board Members in August 2020.

JA asked that further information
on this be brought back to
Healthcare
Governance
Committee and then NHS Board
in September / October 2020
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Date
Completed

Date of
Meeting

Agenda
Item

06/07/2020

61.

Responsible
Manager

Action

63.

Anticipated
End Date

Complaints Policy Update
NM noted that he had raised with Joan
Pollard the approval process of the
Policy, noting that there is additional
work to be completed on the delegated
authority of Committees, requesting a
discussion outwith the Board with KL
and others regarding the Standing
Orders and the delegation of some
approvals of policies to Committees.

06/07/2020

Current Status

Community
Report

Empowerment

N Morris/
L Geddes/
K Lewis

A meeting has still to be 31/10/2020
arranged
to
discuss
the
delegation of committees. An
update will be brought back to
the October 2020 meeting with
the Governance Arrangements
Review paper.

L Geddes

Community
Asset
Transfer 30/11/2020
strategy and process will come to
NHS Board for approval and then
publication on the website.

Annual

To ensure compliance with the Act the
Board must create a section on the
external
website
on
Community
Engagement.
The site will need to
include
the
strategies
for
both
Participation Requests and Community
Asset Transfers, details on key contacts
for enquiries and the process for making
a request. LG was asked to ensure that
all of the information was available on
the site

Discussions will take place with
LG and JA around the production
of
the
Communication
Engagement and Participation
Strategy.
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Date
Completed

Date of
Meeting

Agenda
Item

10/08/2020

82.

10/08/2020

88.

Responsible
Manager

Action
Matters Arising and Review of
Actions List
Further to a brief discussion on
governance arrangement NHS Board
Members agreed:
•

LG was asked to work with the
Executive Team to clarify timescales
for possible workshops.

•

One page briefing on Workshop
calendar
dates/workshop
titles
presented to NHS Board Meeting in
October 2020.

•

Report to be presented to the Board
Meeting in October 2020 on whether
Governance Arrangements require
amending.

Current Status

Anticipated
End Date

L Geddes /
K Lewis /
J Ace

Information on this item will be 31/10/2020
included in the Governance
Update paper being presented to
NHS Board in October 2020.

J White

Details on this item will be 31/10/2020
included within the Summary
Performance
Report
being
presented to the NHS Board in
October 2020.

Summary Performance Report
A question was raised on what was the
reason behind the non attendance
highlighted in an enquiry raised at the In
Committee Session on 3 August relating
to “Attend by Video” which had
highlighted a high non attendance rate.
JW advised that although this was a
concern this was being addressed and
agreed to bring an update back to the
Board Meeting in October.
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Date
Completed

Closed actions to be removed from the Actions List
Date of
Agenda
Action
Meeting
Item
20/04/2020
21.
Adverse Events and Incidents Report
The Board agreed that general levels of
violence towards hospital and healthcare
staff was not tolerable – it was agreed
that a dialogue at Cabinet Secretary
level may be helpful in capitalising on
current good will from the public as a
way of developing a campaign of no
tolerance of violence towards staff from
the public.

Responsible
Manager

N Morris

Anticipated
End Date

Date
Completed

30/09/2020

10/08/2020

This item is on the agenda for 30/09/2020
NHS Board on 7th September
2020

07/09/2020

Current Status

NM advised that he would draft
an official letter to the Cabinet
Secretary within the next week
relating to the Board’s desire to
build on the campaign of goodwill
with the public with regards to the
attacks on NHS and Social Care
staff and will copy Board
Members into the letter.
An update on this item was
presented to NHS Board on 10th
August 2020. No further action
needed by NHS Board.

08/06/2020

49.

COVID-19 Update
KL noted that she had been asked for
information around the key risk element
within the plan, noting that the key risks
are associated with the financial
modeling. There is a COVID risk within
the risk register around resources which
she will review again following today’s
discussions.

J Ace/
L Geddes
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Date of
Meeting
06/07/2020

Agenda
Item
59.

Responsible
Manager

Action
Matters Arising
Actions List

and

Review

65.

84.

Date
Completed

N Morris/
L Geddes

This item has been added to the 30/09/2020
NHS Board agenda for 7th
September 2020.

07/09/2020

K Lewis

LG to work with KL to set up the 30/09/2020
workshop and include David
Rowlands in the discussions.

07/09/2020

Mobilisation Plan Financial Update
NM welcomed sight of the scale of
savings and the potential impact this will
have on staff and the services we
deliver.
It was suggested that a
workshop be held with Board Members
to give an understanding of the impact
assessment process which is applied by
the Operational Team. KL agreed noting
that the discussion could include the
review by David Rowland.

10/08/2020

Anticipated
End Date

of

Item 49 – COVID-19 Update
NM advised that the Risk Register would
be presented to the NHS Board in
August 2020
06/07/2020

Current Status

Workshop/In Committee session
on the Remobilisation Plan has
been arranged for 7th September
2020.

Remobilisation Plan
Options were discussed around the
proposal for a Board Workshop on the
Remobilisation Plan, to be held prior to
NHS Board in September 2020. LG was
asked
to
make
the
necessary
arrangements for the workshop.

L Geddes

A workshop has been arranged 07/09/2020
as part of the In Committee
session at NHS Board on
7th September 2020
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07/09/2020

Date of
Meeting
10/08/2020

Agenda
Item
87.

Responsible
Manager

Action
Financial
Performance
2020/21 – Month 3 Position

87.

Financial
Performance
2020/21 – Month 3 Position

Anticipated
End Date

Date
Completed

Update

It was noted that an understanding on
cost variance relative to other Boards
would be beneficial to NHS Board
Members. KL noted that this has been
shared with Board Members via the
Discovery Tool approximately 18 months
ago, although it was recognised some
Non Executives would not have been
appointed at that time. KL agreed to
speak with the Deputy Director of
Finance on whether an updated position
is readily available to share with Board
Members.
10/08/2020

Current Status

K Lewis

An update on the status of this 30/09/2020
item will be included in the
Financial Performance Update to
NHS Board on 7th September
2020.

07/09/2020

L Geddes

Paper was circulated to NHS 10/08/2020
Board Members for review.

10/08/2020

Update

Further to discussion KL asked for LG to
circulate the Integration Joint Board
paper relating to the Sustainability and
Modernisation Programme to Board
Members for review.
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NHS Board
Agenda Matrix -

Date of NHS Board Meeting
6th April 2020

Meeting Items

20th April 2020

11th May 2020

25th May 2020

8th June 2020

6th July 2020

10th August 2020

7th September 2020

5th October 2020

Apologies

Apologies

Apologies

Apologies

Apologies

Apologies

Apologies

Apologies

Apologies

Declarations of Interest

Declarations of Interest

Declarations of Interest

Declarations of Interest

Declarations of Interest

Declarations of Interest

Declarations of Interest

Declarations of Interest

Declarations of Interest

Previous Minutes

Previous Minutes

Previous Minutes

Previous Minutes

Previous Minutes

Previous Minutes

Previous Minutes

Previous Minutes

Previous Minutes

Matters Arising & Actions List

Matters Arising & Actions List

Matters Arising & Actions List

Matters Arising & Actions List

Matters Arising & Actions List

Matters Arising & Actions List

Matters Arising & Actions List

Matters Arising & Actions List

Matters Arising & Actions List

Any Other Business

Any Other Business

Any Other Business

Any Other Business

Any Other Business

Any Other Business

Any Other Business

Any Other Business

Any Other Business

Date of next meeting

Date of next meeting

Date of next meeting

Date of next meeting

Date of next meeting

Date of next meeting

Date of next meeting

Date of next meeting

Date of next meeting

Register of Members Interests - 2019/20

Temporary Governance Arrangements Paper

Audit and Risk Committee Assurance
Statement

Community Participation and Engagement
Annual Report

Revised Temporary Governance
Arrangements

Review of the IJB Integration Scheme

Revised Temporary Governance
Arrangements

NHS Dumfries and Galloway - Temporary
Governance Arrangements

NHS Dumfries and Galloway - Revised
Temporary Governance Arrangements

Healthcare Governance Committee
Assurance Statement

Audit and Risk Committee Assurance
Statement

Participation Request and Community Asset
Transfer Annual Report - 2019/20

Priorities for Delivery in 2020/21

Modified Performance Framework

Healthcare Governance Committee minute 20th January 2020

Performance Committee Assurance
Statement

Healthcare Governance Committee
Assurance Statement

Healthcare Governance Committee minute 16th March 2020

Person Centred Health and Care Committee
Assurance Statement

Performance Committee Assurance
Statement

Person Centered Health and Care Committee
minute - 19th August 2019

Staff Governance Committee Assurance
Statement

Person Centred Health and Care Committee
Assurance Statement

COVID-19 Update

COVID-19 Update

COVID-19 Update

COVID-19 Update

Surge Triggers Descriptions

Care Home Governance Arrangements

Temporary Revision to Corporate Governance Audit and Risk Committee minute - 27th
Arrangements - COVID-19 Pandemic
January 2020

Financial Plan 2020/21 - 2022/23

Items for Approval

COVID-19 Update

Healthcare Governance Committee minute 11th November 2019

Person Centered Health and Care Committee
minute - 9th December 2019

Staff Governance Committee Assurance
Statement

Person Centered Health and Care Committee
minute - 17th February 2020

Complaints Policy Update

Staff Governance Committee minute - 27th
January 2020

Annual Report 2019-20 - Local Child Poverty
Action Report

COVID-19 Update

COVID-19 Update

COVID-19 Update

COVID-19 Update

COVID-19 Pandemic
Mobilisation Plan

COVID Testing of Care Home Discharges

Remobilisation Plan

Financial Plan Update 2019/20

External Audit Plan

Mobilisation Plan Financial Update

Financial Performance Update

Financial Performance Update

Patient Services Feedback Report

Reflections on Staff Experience over the
COVID period and how we will measure it
Summary Performance Report
going forward

In Committee Board Minute - 3rd February
2020

Summary Performance Reporrt

Healthcare Associated Infections Report

Area Clinical Forum minute - 27th November
2019

Whistleblowing Update

Summary Performance Report

Items for Update

Patient Services feedback

Adverse Events and Incidents Update

Financial Position - Year End

Financial Performance Update

Financial Performance Update

Transforming Wigtownshire Report

Patient Feedback Report

Annual Report on Feedback, Comments,
Conceerns and Complaints - 2019/20

Corporate Risk Register

Board and Committee Minutes

Board and Committee Minutes

2020 Influenza Vaccination Campaign Plan

Palliative Care Plan

Audit and Risk Committee - 18th November
2019

Whistleblowing Update

Strategic Governance Paper

Staff Governance Committee - 25th November
2019

Reflections on Staff Experience over the
COVID period and how we will measure it
going forward

Healthcare Associated Infections Report

Board and Committee Minutes

Agenda Item 104

DUMFRIES and GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
7th September 2020

Draft Revision of the Dumfries and Galloway Health
and Social Care Integration Scheme
Author:
Alison Warrick
Corporate Governance Officer

Sponsoring Director:
Julie White
Chief Operating Officer/Chief Officer

RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to approve the following points:
• The Draft Review of the Dumfries and Galloway Integration Scheme between
Dumfries and Galloway Council and NHS Dumfries and Galloway.
The Board is asked to discuss and note the following points:
• That a successor to this reviewed Integration Scheme is scheduled for 2021.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
The Draft Revision of the Dumfries and Galloway Integration Scheme is a
requirement of the Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014.
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
Appendix 1, the Draft Revision of the Dumfries and Galloway Integration Scheme is
a legally binding document and requires to be approved by the Scottish Government

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
NHS -

National Health Service
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

The content of this Report is in line with the Public
Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014 and is
also in line with the 9 National Health and
Wellbeing Outcomes for Health and Social Care.

Staffing Implications

There are no staffing implications arising from the
content of this Report

Financial Implications

There are no financial implications arising from the
content of this Report

Consultation / Consideration

The Dumfries and Galloway Draft Integration
Scheme has been shared with the Chief Executive.
The content of the Scheme and this Report has
been shared with the Health and Social Care
Executive Group.

Risk Assessment

No risk assessment has been carried out as a
result of this Report.

Risk Appetite

Low
Medium X
High
As the Integration Scheme sets out how we
integrate services with Health and Local Authority,
while maintaining a high standard of patient safety
throughout, a medium risk appetite has been noted
for this paper.

Sustainability

The Integration Scheme provides information on
how the Integration of Health and Social Care is
implemented to reduce health and social care
inequalities, improve wellbeing, and to make the
best use of resource for the wellbeing of our
communities.

Compliance
Objectives

with

Corporate The content of this report meets the requirements
of No’s 1,2, 3 and 6

Local Outcome Improvement The content of this report meets the requirements
Plan (LOIP)
of Outcomes 3 and 6
Best Value

This report supports the Partnership Working Best
Value statement

Impact Assessment
As this report and its appendix does not propose a change in policy or procedure an
Impact Assessment is not required.
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DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY INTEGRATION SCHEME BETWEEN NHS
DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY AND DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY COUNCIL
1.

The Dumfries and Galloway Integration Scheme between NHS Dumfries and
Galloway and Dumfries and Galloway Council was approved by Scottish
Ministers on the 3rd October 2015. This report is presented to fulfil the legal
requirements on both NHS Dumfries and Galloway and Dumfries and
Galloway Council to jointly prepare a successor Integration Scheme that sets
out which integration model is to apply, the functions to be delegated and the
financial arrangements and payments for the functions for the integration of
health and social care as outlined in the Public Bodies (Joint Working)
(Scotland) Act 2014.

2.

In March 2020, Scottish Government informed Chief Officers of Integration
Authorities, NHS Board Chief Executives and Local Authority Chief
Executives to advise that due to local health and social care systems planning
their response to the COVID-19 situation, and in view of announcements
made by the First Minister and the Cabinet Secretary for Health and Sport on
the stringent new measures now in force throughout the UK to slow the
impact of the virus, they do not expect work to continue on developing
successor schemes. For clarity, the Act does not require the Health Board
and Local Authority to produce a successor scheme, it requires a review.

3.

This information from the Scottish Government supersedes the work planned
for a full review of the Integration Scheme to produce a successor to the
Scheme, scheduled for earlier this year. Following discussion at the IJB it
was agreed that the Chair would write to both Chief Executives to advise them
of the timescales for completion of a minimal review.

4.

In May 2020, the Chair of the IJB received notification from the Chief
Executive of Dumfries and Galloway Council that the Chief Social Work
Officer would lead on the minimal review on behalf of the Council and the
Chief Executive of NHS Dumfries and Galloway advised that the Chief
Operating Officer and the Head of Strategic Planning would lead on the
minimal review on behalf of NHS Dumfries and Galloway.

5.

Following an initial meeting with the lead officers, it was agreed they would
each review the current Scheme and agreed that due to time constraints, the
Corporate Governance Officer would collate all responses and do a
consistency check of the document.

6.

The revised document was presented to the Health and Social Care
Executive Group, consisting of the Chief Officer, Chief Social Work Officer,
Head of Strategic Planning, Chief Finance Officer and Nurse Director for
confirmation that all sections of the Integration Scheme were reviewed. It was
agreed that further sections regarding Workforce and Information Sharing and
Data Handling were forwarded to relevant individuals to ensure accuracy and
these were also incorporated into the document.
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7.

The Health and Social Care Executive Group reviewed the changes at its
meeting on the 7th August and agreed to each undertake a final review of the
document which would then be presented to the meeting of the Executive
Group on the 21st August 2020.

8.

The subsequent further review confirmed there were no changes to be made
and the Group confirmed that they were content with the minimal review of the
Integration Scheme and the content within the document.

9.

Following review by the relevant officers of the current Integration Scheme it
was shared with the following people: Chief Executive of Dumfries and
Galloway Council, Leader of Dumfries and Galloway Council, Chief Executive
of NHS Dumfries and Galloway and the Chair of the NHS Board.

10.

If Dumfries and Galloway NHS Board are happy to approve the changes
made as a result of the minimal review of the Scheme it will be forwarded to
Scottish Government for formal approval by the 3rd October 2020

11.

This Report will also be presented to Dumfries and Galloway Council at their
Full Council meeting on the 24th September 2020 for formal approval.

12.

The Chief Officer, Chief Social Worker and Head of Strategic Planning have
agreed that a successor Integration Scheme, which will include a full review of
the current Scheme, is planned for 2021 and will include partnership working
between NHS Dumfries and Galloway and Dumfries and Galloway Council.
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1.

Introduction

Background
1.1 The Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014 (the Act) required Health
Boards and Local Authorities to integrate planning for, and delivery of, certain adult
health and social care services and that they prepare jointly an Integration Scheme
setting out how this joint working was to be achieved.
1.2 The Act provides a choice of ways in which they may do this. In Dumfries and
Galloway, the Health Board and the Local Authority have chosen to delegate to a
third body called the Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board (IJB). This is
known as a “body corporate” arrangement1.
1.3 This Dumfries and Galloway Integration Scheme, approved by Scottish
Government on the 3rd October 2015, sets out the detail as to how the Health Board
and Local Authority integrate services and includes the matters prescribed in the
Regulations underpinning the Act.
1.4 The IJB is responsible for the strategic planning of the functions delegated to it
and for ensuring the delivery of its functions through the locally agreed operational
arrangements set out within the Integration Scheme.
Working in partnership
1.5 The establishment of the integrated IJB has ensured good levels of health and
wellbeing for individuals, families and communities in our region. Bringing together
separate adult health and social care services has allowed us to improve, existing
good practices and strengthens our relationships with local people, our staff and our
partners and providers across all sectors.
1.6 Engaging and consulting with individuals, families, carers and communities is
crucial in all that we do: listening to, and taking into account, their views,
experiences and ideas helps the IJB to ensure that the design and delivery of
services meet identified local needs and aspirations now and in the future.
1.7 No single organisation can successfully plan and/or provide the varied and
often complex integrated health and social care services adults can require: the
Third and Independent sectors have a key role in working with the IJB to ensure the
effective delivery of services.
Supplementary information
Once the review is approved by Scottish Ministers, the contents of this Integration
Scheme shall be full and final and, in terms of the Act, it shall not be possible to
make any modifications to the Integration Scheme without a further consultation on a
revised Integration Scheme being carried out jointly by the Health Board and the
Local Authority and subsequent further approval by Scottish Ministers. For this
reason, the Integration Scheme sets out the core requirements for the IJB and will be
supplemented by separate documents which will provide further detail in respect of
1

1(4)(a) delegation of functions by the local authority to a body corporate that is to be established by
order under section 9 (an “integration joint board”) and delegation of functions by the Health Board to
the Integration Joint Board, Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014
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the workings and arrangements for the IJB. As the IJB continues to develop, it may
be necessary to make changes and improvements to certain operational
arrangements, and this can be achieved through modification of the separate
documents supplementing this Integration Scheme. Any changes to the
supplementary documents may be made by the approval of the IJB as it sees fit from
time to time and such changes will not require to be intimated to, or approved by,
Scottish Ministers.
2.

Aims and Outcomes of the Integration Scheme

The main purpose of integration is to improve the wellbeing of people who use health
and social care services, particularly those whose needs are complex and involve
support from health and social care at the same time.
2.1
National Health and Wellbeing Outcomes
The Integration Scheme is intended to achieve the National Health and Wellbeing
Outcomes prescribed by the Scottish Ministers in Regulations under section 5(1) of
the Act, namely:
2.1.1 People are able to look after and improve their own health and wellbeing and
live in good health for longer
2.1.2 People, including those with disabilities or long term conditions or who are frail
are able to live, as far as reasonably practicable, independently and at home or in a
homely setting in their community
2.1.3 People who use health and social care services have positive experiences of
those services, and have their dignity respected
2.1.4 Health and social care services are centred on helping to maintain or improve
the quality of life of people who use those services
2.1.5 Health and social care services contribute to reducing health inequalities
2.1.6 People who provide unpaid care are supported to look after their own health
and wellbeing, including to reduce any negative impact of their caring role on their
own health and wellbeing
2.1.7 People using health and social care services are safe from harm
2.1.8 People who work in health and social care services feel engaged with the
work they do and are supported to continuously improve the information, support,
care and treatment they provide
2.1.9 Resources are used effectively and efficiently in the provision of health and
social care services
2.2
Our Vision
‘Making our communities the best place to live active, safe and healthy lives by
promoting independence, choice and control’.
2.3
Our Principles
We are committed to our agreed local principles were agreed as the foundation on
which we will build and progress our plans for integration. These include:
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2.3.1 Integration must focus on improved health and wellbeing outcomes for local
people; quality of care and the needs of the individual are central to how we plan and
provide services
2.3.2 Self-determination and a commitment to a person-centred approach to care
are central in our considerations and decisions
2.3.3 All adult health and social care services, including acute services, will be
included from the outset; opportunities to extend integration across other service
areas will be explored.
2.3.4 Services will be provided at community or locality level wherever possible
and we will avoid unnecessary hospital admissions and duplication of professional
input
2.3.5 Local GPs must be at the heart of our community and locality services
2.3.6 Clear and robust decision-making structures will fully reflect the unique and
different roles of the NHS and the Local Authority, retaining the respective
accountability for resources, outcomes and performance and quality of services
through a continuing commissioning approach
2.3.7 The IJB will have oversight of the delivery of all commissioned services
2.3.8 Health and social care services in each locality will be accountable to their
local community through the Area Committees and to the IJB
2.3.9 Clear and robust structures will provide for full delegation and empowered
decision-making
2.3.10 Professional leadership and oversight and practice development should
remain with senior professional officers in each organisation
2.3.11 Professionals will be freed up to focus on delivery and solutions, learning
from experience through, for example, Joint Future
2.3.12 An integrated budget shall be in place to respond to all situations; the work
being progressed in Dumfries and Galloway on a Joint Resourcing Framework will
assist
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Dumfries and Galloway Integration Scheme
The Parties:
Dumfries and Galloway Council, established under the Local Government etc
(Scotland) Act 1994 and having its principal offices at English Street, Dumfries DG1
2DD (“the Council”);
And
Dumfries and Galloway Health Board, established under section 2(1) of the
National Health Service (Scotland) Act 1978 (operating as “NHS Dumfries and
Galloway”) and having its principal offices at Mountainhall Treatment Centre,
Bankend Road, Dumfries, DG1 4AP (“NHS Dumfries and Galloway”); and
(together referred to as “the Parties”; individually referred to as “the Party”).
1.

Definitions and Interpretation

In this Integration Scheme the following terms shall have the following meanings:
“The Act” means the Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014;
“The Parties” means Dumfries and Galloway Council and NHS Dumfries and
Galloway;
“IJB” means the Integration Joint Board to be established by Order under section 9
of the Act;
“Outcomes” means the National Health and Wellbeing Outcomes prescribed by the
Scottish Ministers in Regulations under section 5(1) of the Act;
“The Scheme” means this Integration Scheme;
“Integration Planning and Delivery Principles” means the principles through which all
integration activity should be focussed to achieve the Outcomes in accordance with
sections 4 and 31 of the Act;
“Strategic Plan” means the plan which the Integration Joint Board is required to
prepare and implement in relation to the delegated provision of health and social
care services to adults in accordance with section 29 of the Act; and
“Strategic Planning Group” means the group which the Integration Joint Board is to
establish in accordance with section 32 of the Act.
In implementation of their obligations under the Act, the Parties hereby agree as
follows:
In accordance with section 1(2) of the Act, the Parties have agreed that the
integration model set out in section 1(4)(a) of the Act will be put in place for the
delegation of functions by the Parties to a body corporate that was established by
Order under section 9 of the Act. The original Scheme came into effect on the 3rd
October 2015 which was the date the Parliamentary Order to establish the
Integration Joint Board comes into force.
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2.
2.1

Local Governance Arrangements
The IJB is a distinct legal entity and is autonomous.

2.2
The arrangements for appointing the voting membership of the IJB are that
the Council and NHS Dumfries and Galloway will each appoint 5 representatives to
be members of the IJB. The IJB members appointed by the Parties will hold office
for a maximum period of 3 years. IJB members appointed by the Parties will cease
to be members of the IJB in the event that they cease to be a non-executive Board
member of NHS Dumfries and Galloway or, where applicable, cease to be an
appropriate person for the purposes of article 3(5) of the Public Bodies (Joint
Working) (Integration Joint Boards) (Scotland) Order 2014, or an Elected Member of
the Council.
2.3
The first Chair of the IJB was an IJB member nominated by the Council and
they held office as Chair for a period of 2 years. NHS Dumfries and Galloway
nominated the Vice-Chair and the Vice-Chair held office for a period of 2 years. At
the end of the period of 2 years, responsibility for appointing the Chair and ViceChair transfers to the other Party and a new Chair and Vice-Chair are appointed for
a period of 2 years. Thereafter, responsibility for appointing the Chair and ViceChair alternates between the Parties and the appointments will be made for a period
of 2 years.
2.4
The IJB must include the following non-voting (advisory) members as
specified in the Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Integration Joint Boards) (Scotland)
Order 2014:
2.4.1 The Chief Officer of the IJB
2.4.2 The Chief Social Work Officer of the Council
2.4.3 The Chief Finance Officer of the IJB
2.4.4 A registered medical practitioner whose name is included in the list of
primary medical services performers prepared by NHS Dumfries and Galloway
2.4.5 A registered nurse who is employed by NHS Dumfries and Galloway or by a
person or body with which NHS Dumfries and Galloway has entered into a general
medical services contract
2.4.6 A registered medical practitioner employed by NHS Dumfries and Galloway
and not providing primary medical services
2.5
The IJB must also appoint at least one non-voting (advisory) member in
respect of each of the following groups as specified in the Public Bodies (Joint
Working) (Integration Joint Boards) (Scotland) Order 2014:
2.5.1 Staff of the Parties engaged in the provision of services provided under the
Scheme
2.5.2 Third sector bodies carrying out activities related to health or social care in
the Dumfries and Galloway area
2.5.3 Service users residing in the Dumfries and Galloway area
2.5.4 Persons providing unpaid care in the Dumfries and Galloway area
2.6
The IJB may, from time to time, appoint such additional non-voting (advisory)
members as it considers necessary and expedient for the effective discharge of its
functions as specified in the Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Integration Joint Boards)
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(Scotland) Order 2014.
3.
Delegation of Functions
3.1
The functions that are delegated by NHS Dumfries and Galloway to the IJB
are set out in Part 1 of Annex 1. The services to which these functions relate, which
were previously provided by NHS Dumfries and Galloway and which are now
integrated, are set out in Part 2 of Annex 1. The functions in Part 1 are delegated
only to the extent that they relate to services listed in Part 2 of Annex 1.
3.2
The functions that are delegated by the Council to the IJB are set out in Part
1 of Annex 2. The services to which these functions relate, which were previously
provided by the Council and which are now integrated, are set out in Part 2 of Annex
2.
3.3
In addition to the services that must be integrated, NHS Dumfries and
Galloway agreed to add the following:
3.3.1

The entirety of Acute Hospital Services; and

3.3.2 The following health services as they relate to provision for people under the
age of 18:
(a) Primary Medical Services and General Medical Services (including GP
Pharmaceutical services)
(b) General Dental Services, the Public Dental Service
(c) General Ophthalmic Services
(d) General Pharmaceutical Services
(e) Out of Hours Primary Medical Services
(f) Acute Hospital Services
(g) Community Health Services including Health Visiting and School Nursing
3.4
In exercising its functions, the IJB must take into account the Parties'
requirements to meet their respective statutory obligations. Apart from those
functions delegated by virtue of this Scheme, the Parties retain their distinct statutory
responsibilities and therefore also retain their formal decision-making roles.
4.
Local Operational Delivery Arrangements
Strategic Planning
4.1
The IJB was required by section 29 of the Act to prepare a Strategic Plan
which set out the arrangements for carrying out the integration functions and how
those arrangements achieve or contribute to achieving the Outcomes. The IJB
directs the Parties to deliver services [relating to the functions] in accordance with
the Strategic Plan. This is completed by the issuing of Directions. Directions are a
legal mechanism and are the means by which clarity on decision making is achieved
under Integration. The IJB must issue a direction in respect of every function that
has been delegated to it to either the Local Authority, NHS Board or both and must
include detailed information on the financial resources available for carrying out the
functions.
4.2
The Strategic Planning Group has a role in shaping and influencing the
Strategic Plan, they review progress against the statutory outcomes for health and
8

wellbeing and the associated performance indicators, provide a view to the IJB on
the effectiveness of arrangements for carrying out the integration functions and on
any significant decisions out with the Strategic Plan.
4.3
The Strategic Plan was prepared and consulted on to ensure it meets the
principles of integration and describes how it will deliver on strategic commissioning
priorities to meet the health and social care needs of local people and evidence this
against the Outcomes.
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4.4
The Parties provided support to the IJB for the purposes of preparing and
reviewing a Strategic Plan and for carrying out integrated functions that required to
be discharge under the Act and other legislation to which it operates.
4.5
The Parties will continue to provide the IJB with the necessary activity and
financial data for services, facilities or resources that relate to the use of services by
service users within Dumfries and Galloway for their services and for those provided
by other Health Boards and by other Local Authorities.
4.6
The Parties ensure that their Officers acting jointly will consider the Strategic
Plans of other Integration Joint Boards or Integration Authorities to ensure that they
do not prevent the Parties and Dumfries and Galloway IJB from carrying out their
functions appropriately and in accordance with the Integration Planning and Delivery
Principles, and to ensure they contribute to achieving the Outcomes.
4.7
The Parties shall advise the IJB where they intend to change service
provision of non-integrated services that will have a resultant impact on the Strategic
Plan.
Operational Delivery Arrangements
4.8
Under section 26 of the Act, the IJB will give directions to the Parties to carry
out the functions delegated to the IJB. The IJB must issue a direction for each of the
functions delegated to it by the Parties; these are a legal mechanism and are
intended to clarify responsibilities and requirements between the IJB, the Local
Authority and the Health Board. The local operational arrangements agreed by the
Parties are:
4.8.1 The IJB has responsibility for the planning of services. This will be achieved
through the Strategic Plan.
4.8.2 The IJB is responsible for the operational oversight of integrated services,
including the entirety of Acute Hospital Services. The Chief Officer will be
responsible for the operational management of integrated services. The health and
social care management team will provide information on a regular basis to the Chief
Officer on the operational delivery of these services. This information will inform the
Chief Officer’s performance reports to the IJB as set out in Clause 4.23.
4.9
The IJB may agree with the Parties or another IJB in another area that
operational delivery arrangements for delegated functions will be hosted by one of
them. In those cases, the Parties, the IJB and the other IJB will agree the
operational delivery, management, monitoring and reporting arrangements.
4.10
The Chief Social Work Officer of the Council, the Executive Nurse Director
and the Medical Director of NHS Dumfries and Galloway (or such other nominated
officer) will have a key role in the planning and delivery of integrated services and
the IJB and these senior professional leads shall liaise with each other, and the Chief
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Officer, regarding the planning and delivery of integrated services and non-integrated
services to ensure that these are appropriately co-ordinated.
Provision of corporate support services
4.11
In order for the IJB to both prepare the Strategic Plan and effectively carry
out the integration functions, the Parties agreed that technical, professional and
administrative resources will require to be provided by them to the IJB.
4.12
The Parties will provide the IJB with the corporate support services it
requires to fully discharge its duties under the Act.
Performance
4.13
The Parties identified a core set of indicators that relate to services from
publicly accountable and national indicators and targets against which the HSCP
will report to the IJB. The Parties have, in consultation with stakeholders,
established a Performance Management Framework (PMF) focused on the
delivery of the Outcomes. The PMF provides the necessary activity and financial
data for planned use of services in the Dumfries and Galloway area, including
targets and measures. The Parties share all information from the PMF with the
IJB. The Framework will ensure that there are clear linkages between the
Outcomes, the Dumfries and Galloway Single Outcome Agreement, the Strategic
Plan, Locality Plans and the Parties’ delivery plans for services.
4.14
The PMF is reviewed regularly to ensure the improvement measures it
contains continue to be relevant and reflective of the Outcomes and local outcomes.
4.15
A key element of the PMF is to ensure continuous engagement with
local communities, local staff and clinicians to inform improvements in integrated
services and outcomes. The IJB continues to engage using the process
established.
4.16
In preparing the PMF, the Parties ensured the following lists are prepared
and included in the PMF:
(a) a list of any targets, measures and arrangements which relate to functions of the
Parties which are not Integration Functions but which are to be taken account of by
the IJB when preparing the Strategic Plan (“Non-integration Functions Performance
Target List”); and
(b) a list of all targets, measures and arrangements which relate to Integration
Functions and for which responsibility is to transfer, in full or in part, to the IJB,
including a statement of the extent to which responsibility for each target, measure or
arrangement is to transfer (“Integration Functions Performance Target List”).
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4.17
The Integration Functions Performance Target List was prepared by the
Parties in two stages:
(a) all targets, measures and arrangements were identified and consolidated in
one document which sets out the integrated services covered by each target,
measure or arrangement, the values of each under current service provision, and
(b) those targets, measures and arrangements are reviewed to ensure that
(i) they continue to be appropriate under the IJB and (ii) any gaps are identified and
appropriate targets, measures or arrangements recommended for the approval of
the IJB.
4.18
The Parties recognise the importance of local community ownership in the
development of health and social care services. As we continue to deliver on our
Strategic Plan we will continue to engage with our democratic accountability to local
communities as this is important to the progress and success of integration. In
Dumfries and Galloway, the Parties agreed that Area Committees will scrutinise the
local delivery of the planned outcomes established within the Strategic Plan.
4.19
The Chief Officer provides regular performance reports on the Strategic
Plan to the IJB for the IJB to scrutinise performance and impact against planned
outcomes and priorities. The IJB also provides a report on the delivery of the
Strategic Plan each year.
4.20
The IJB receives regular performance reports from the Chief Officer, in
consultation with the Parties, on the operational delivery of services delegated to
the IJB. These reports include information on the activity and resources that relate
to the use of services, including the patterns of use of health and social care
resources by locality.
4.21
In line with statutory requirements an IJB Annual Performance Report will
be published by the 31st July each year.
5.

Clinical and Care Governance and Professional Oversight

5.1
The Parties and the IJB are accountable for ensuring appropriate clinical
and care governance arrangements in respect of their duties under the Act. The
Parties recognised that the establishment and continuous review of the
arrangements for clinical and care governance are fundamental to the IJB delivering
its ambitions. The clinical and care governance arrangements described below will
provide to the IJB the required assurance of the quality and safety of service
delivered. The Parties will have regard to the principles of the Scottish
Government’s Clinical and Care Governance Framework, including the focus on
localities, and service user and carer feedback.
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5.2
The Act does not change the professional regulatory framework or
established professional accountabilities currently in place. The Parties will ensure
that explicit arrangements are made for professional supervisions, learning, support
and continuous improvement for all staff.
5.3
Assurance to the IJB and subsequently, to the Parties, in respect of the key
areas of clinical and care governance will be achieved through explicit and effective
lines of accountability. Professional responsibility and accountability for Nursing,
Midwifery and Allied Health Professional practice is devolved to the Executive Nurse
Director of NHS Dumfries and Galloway. Professional responsibility and
accountability for social work practice is to the Chief Social Work Officer of the
Council. Professional responsibility and accountability for Medical Staff is devolved
to the Medical Director of NHS Dumfries and Galloway. Operational management,
responsibility and accountability rest with the Chief Officer. Clinical and care
governance will be embedded at the clinical/professional interface using the
framework outlined below and at Annex 3.
5.4

The clinical and care governance framework includes the following:

5.4.1 Service user/patient experience of integrated service delivery, including
complaints raised by service users, carers and families
5.4.2 Achievement of personal outcomes
5.4.3 Risk Management, including adverse event reporting and learning systems
5.4.4 Inspection activity and associated improvement plans
5.4.5 Research and Development
5.4.6 Quality and safety of care, including continuous improvement
5.4.7 Statutory and legal requirements
5.4.8 Quality Assurance in commissioned services
5.4.9 Workforce development and regulation
5.5
The Parties are responsible, through commissioning and procurement
arrangements, for the quality and safety of services procured from the Third and
Independent sectors and to ensure that such services are delivered in accordance
with the Strategic Plan.
5.6
The Locality Teams are responsible for embedding clinical and care
governance and quality improvement practice across the services they manage and
deliver.
5.7
Clinical and care governance oversight is undertaken through the Clinical
and Care Governance Committee. This Committee brings together senior
management and professional leadership from within the Parties and provides an
effective overview of the clinical and care governance agenda across integrated
services. The Chief Social Work Officer, Executive Nurse Director and Medical
Director will be members of this Committee. This Committee, chaired by one of its
members, ensures that quality monitoring and governance arrangements are in
place for safe and effective health and social care service delivery in Dumfries and
Galloway and includes as a minimum all those elements listed in section 5.4.
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5.8
The Clinical and Care Governance Committee provides reports to the IJB,
NHS Dumfries and Galloway’s Healthcare Governance Committee and the Council’s
Social Work Services Committee to provide assurance with regards to the quality
and safety of services being delivered via the IJB. The Clinical and Care
Governance Committee receives reports from, and provides oversight of the work of,
the locality services.
5.9
The Medical Director and Executive Nurse Director have joint accountability
for clinical governance of NHS Dumfries and Galloway services as a
responsibility/function delegated from the Chief Executive of NHS Dumfries and
Galloway.
5.10
The Medical Director and the Executive Nurse Director remain accountable
for quality of care and professional governance with regard to the NHS Dumfries and
Galloway functions delegated to the IJB.
5.11

In addition, the Medical Director:

5.11.1 Holds the delegated responsibility for information governance with regard to
NHS Dumfries and Galloway services, and is also the Caldicott Guardian
5.11.2 Is the Responsible Officer within the terms of the Medical Profession
(Responsible Officers) Regulations 2010, including the statutory role in making
recommendations about the revalidation of doctors with a prescribed connection to
NHS Dumfries and Galloway
5.11.3 Is responsible for under and post graduate education and training and
teaching of medical students and this continues to be discharged through the
Director of Medical Education
5.12

In addition, the Executive Nurse Director:

5.12.1 Has delegated responsibility with regard to the Local Supervisory Authority
for NHS Dumfries and Galloway Midwifery Practice
5.12.2 Is responsible for all undergraduate and post-graduate nurse and midwifery
education and evaluation of student nurse clinical placements for all NHS Dumfries
and Galloway services
5.12.3 Is responsible for revalidation of Nurses and Midwives by the Nursing and
Midwifery Council (NMC), and Allied Health Professionals by the Health and Care
Professions Council (HCPC)
5.13
The Chief Social Work Officer ensures that the IJB maintains an overview of
the quality assurance of social work services delegated to the IJB. The Chief Social
Work Officer is held to account by the Council for the quality of social work practice
and will continue to report to the Council’s Social Work Services Committee and Full
Council when required. The Chief Social Work Officer’s Annual Report on these
matters is reported to the Council, NHS Dumfries and Galloway and the IJB.
5.14
The Chief Social Work Officer provides appropriate professional advice in
relation to the Council’s statutory social work duties and makes certain decisions in
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terms of the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968. The Chief Social Work Officer
supports the Council and the Elected Members in ensuring that this statutory post
not only enhances professional leadership and accountability, but provides a key
support and added value to the Council and its partners in delivering positive
outcomes locally within the Scheme.
5.15
The Chief Social Work Officer and the Executive Nurse Director and
Medical Director are non-voting (advisory) members of the IJB, providing clinical
and care governance and professional advice at that level. These professional
leads also advise the Chief Officer in all matters pertaining to professional issues
covered by the clinical and care governance framework.
5.16
In addition, professional advice is available to the IJB (and any groups it
chooses to establish) and localities through an Integrated Professional Advisory
Committee comprising health and social care professionals. Existing advisory
committees will also be available for the provision of advice as required, for
example, the Area Nursing and Midwifery Advisory Committee and the Area Medical
Advisory Committee. A complementary Social Work Advisory Committee will be
established.
6.
Chief Officer
6.1
The IJB appointed a Chief Officer in accordance with section 10 of the
Act. Before appointing a person as Chief Officer the IJB consulted the Parties.
6.2
The Chief Officer has operational management responsibility for the
delivery of all integrated services to the IJB. The Chief Officer reports to the IJB
on the delivery of the Strategic Plan.
6.3
The Chief Officer report to the Chief Executives of the Parties. Joint
performance review meetings involving both Chief Executives and the Chief Officer
take place on a regular basis.
6.4
The Chief Officer is a member of the appropriate senior management
teams of NHS Dumfries and Galloway and the Council. This enables the Chief
Officer to work with senior management of both Parties to carry out the functions of
the IJB in accordance with the Strategic Plan.
6.5
The Chief Officer, through the IJB, is jointly accountable to the Parties for
the operational management of the integrated services and is jointly managed by
the Chief Executives of the Parties. For other functions the Chief Officer is
accountable only to the IJB.
6.6
In addition, the Chief Officer has established and maintains effective
relationships with a range of key stakeholders across NHS Dumfries and Galloway,
the Council, the Third and Independent sectors, service users, carers, Scottish
Government, Trades Unions and professional organisations.
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6.7
In accordance with the Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Integration Scheme)
(Scotland) Regulations 2014, in the event that the Chief Officer is absent on an
unplanned basis, or otherwise unable to carry out his or her functions, at the request
of the IJB a suitable interim replacement for the Chief Officer will be nominated by
the Parties and submitted to the IJB for approval.
7.
Workforce
Successful delivery of integrated services i s dependent on an engaged workforce
and this is achieved through effective leadership, management, support, learning
and development.
The following principles apply to staff delivering integrated services:
7.1
The employment status of staff has not changed as a result of the Scheme
i.e. staff from the Parties involved in delivering integrated services will continue to be
employed by their current employer and retain their current terms and conditions of
employment and pension status.
7.2
Any future changes that may be required within the Parties will be agreed
and promulgated following the engagement of those affected by the proposal in
accordance with established policies and procedures.
7.3
Both Parties are committed to ensuring staff are equipped with the
necessary knowledge, skills and values base to deliver high quality services across
the communities they serve and a workforce plan, which will include development
and support for the workforce, was prepared and put in place by 1 April 2016 which
provides for this. The workforce plan is reviewed annually and reviewed by the IJB.
7.4
Core Human Resources and Learning and Organisational Development
(OD) services are provided from existing organisational resources and services and
a plan for this was prepared and put in place by 1 April 2016. The plan is
reviewed annually and the IJB are invited to be party to this review.
7.5
Support in relation to cultural change, consultation and engagement,
communication and structures and management is provided through existing
corporate support services.
7.6
Joint Appointments take account of the existing recruitment policies and
practice that exist within the Parties. Joint positions can be hosted by either Party
and operationally managed within a structure appropriate to the delivery of the
integrated services.
8.

Finance

8.1

Resources

8.1.1 The Parties set out the method of determining amounts to be paid by the
Parties to the IJB in respect of each of the functions delegated by them to the IJB.
8.1.2

Payment in the first year to the IJB for delegated functions

The payment for the shadow year 2015/16 reflected the baseline established from a
review of 2014/15 financial year and reflected agreed changes through the 2015/16
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budget setting process, to provide the Parties and the IJB with assurance that the
delegated resources are sufficient to deliver the agreed delegated functions and
level of service to be provided. These amounts recognised existing plans for the
Parties for the functions which are delegated, adjusted for material items in the
shadow period. These figures were agreed as part of a due diligence procedure as
agreed between the Parties. The payment was linked through to patient activity
information and the latest Integrated Resources Framework (IRF) was referred to
when deriving the allocation to localities.
8.1.3

Payment in subsequent years to the IJB for delegated functions

In subsequent years the Chief Officer and the IJB Chief Finance Officer develop a
case for the Integrated Budget based on the Strategic Plan. The Parties review this
as part of the required budget process. The case should be evidenced, with full
transparency demonstrating the following assumptions:
8.1.3.1
8.1.3.2
8.1.3.3
8.1.3.4
8.1.3.5
8.1.3.6
8.1.3.7

Activity Changes
Cost inflation
Required Efficiency Savings
Performance against outcomes
Legal and statutory requirements
Transfers to/from the budget for hospital services
Adjustments to address equity of resource allocation

The Parties will evaluate the case for the Integrated Budget and agree their
respective contributions accordingly.
If the Strategic Plan sets out a change in hospital and community capacity, the
resource consequences will be determined through a bottom up process based on:
8.1.3.8 Planned changes in activity and case mix due to interventions in the
Strategic Plan
8.1.3.9 Projected activity and case mix changes due to changes in demography
8.1.3.10 Analysis of the impact on the affected hospital and community care
budgets, taking into account cost behaviour (i.e. fixed, semi fixed, and variable costs)
and timing differences (i.e. the lag between reduction in capacity and the release of
resources)
8.1.4

The Parties will consider the following when reviewing the Strategic Plan:

8.1.4.1 The Local Government Financial Settlement
8.1.4.2 The uplift applied to NHS Board funding from Scottish Government
8.1.4.3 Efficiencies to be achieved
8.1.4.4 Specific funding provided to either Party or the IJB to support delegated
functions or integration
The allocations will be based on priority and need.
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8.1.5 Further due diligence was undertaken during the 2015/16 financial year to
assess the adequacy of the initially determined payments to the IJB to help inform
payment levels from the 2016/17 financial year.
8.1.6

Method for determining the amount set aside for Hospital Services

The entirety of Hospital Services are included in the payment to the IJB, therefore
there will be no amount set aside for Hospital Services.
8.1.7

Schedule of Payments

The net difference between payments made to the IJB and resources delegated by
the IJB, Resource Transfer and virement between the Parties and IJB will be
transferred between the Parties on a six monthly basis, with a final adjustment on
closure of the Annual Accounts. The timetable and payment schedule are prepared
in advance of the start of the financial year.
8.2

Integrated Budget In-Year Variations

8.2.1

Process for resolving budget variances

Overspend
8.2.1.1 The Chief Officer is expected to deliver the outcomes within the total
delegated resources and where there is a forecast overspend against an element of
the operational budget, the Chief Officer, the Chief Finance Officer of the IJB and the
relevant finance officers of the Parties must agree a recovery plan to balance the
overspending budget.
8.2.1.2 In addition, the IJB may increase the payment to the relevant organisation
responsible for commissioning/providing services, by either:
(a) Utilising an underspend on the other arm of the operational Integrated Budget to
reduce the payment to that body; and/or
(b) Utilising the balance on the general fund, if available, of the IJB in line with the
reserves policy.
8.2.1.3 If the recovery plan is unsuccessful and there are insufficient general fund
reserves to fund a year end overspend, then the partners have the option to:
(a) Make additional one-off payments to the IJB; or
(b) Provide additional resources to the IJB which are then recovered in future years,
subject to scrutiny of the reasons for the overspend and assurance that there is a
plan in place to resolve this.
8.2.1.4 As a default position, should the recovery plan be unsuccessful, the IJB may
request that the payment from the Parties be adjusted to take account of any revised
assumptions. It is expected that as the IJB matures, that the Parties will share out
the additional contributions, if required based on the proportion of their allocations. It
will be incumbent on the Party who originally delegated to budget to make the
additional payment to cover the shortfall.
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Underspend
8.2.1.5 Where there is a forecast underspend in an element of the operational
budget, the first priority for use of the forecast underspend will be to offset any
forecast overspend within the operational budget. If a total underspend remains to
be forecast the IJB should forecast the retention of the underspend, except where
material errors in the assumptions made in the method to determine the payment for
the function. In these circumstances the payment for this element should be
recalculated using the revised assumptions.
8.2.1.6 In the event of a forecast underspend the IJB will be required to decide
whether this results in a re-payment to the relevant Party or whether any surplus
funds will contribute to the IJB’s reserves.
8.2.1.7 The Chief Officer and the Chief Finance Officer of the IJB has an
agreed reserves policy for the IJB which will be reviewed annually.
8.2.1.8 In the event of a return of funds to the Parties, the split of the re-payment will
be based upon the Parties’ proportionate share of the baseline payment to the IJB,
regardless of the operational budget in which the underspend has occurred.
8.2.1.9 Similarly, underspends in "ring fenced" allocations may not be available for
alternative use and may need to be returned to Scottish Government.
8.2.2

Non Integrated Budgets

8.2.2.1 In the event of a projected in-year overspend elsewhere across the Parties’
non-integrated budgets, they should contain the overspend within their respective
non-integrated resources.
8.2.2.2 In exceptional circumstances should they require the IJB to contribute
resources to offset the overspend, they must do this by amending their contributions
to the IJB. This provision should only be used in extremis, and will be subject to
consultation with the IJB. The Chief Officer will determine the actions required to be
taken to deliver the necessary savings, to fund the reduction in contributions and
should be approved by the IJB. If necessary, either Party may increase its in year
payment to the IJB.
8.3

Managing Financial Performance

8.3.1

A Chief Finance Officer was appointed by the IJB.

8.3.2 The IJB Chief Finance Officer has established a process of regular in year
reporting and forecasting to provide the Chief Officer with management accounts for
both arms of the operational budget and for the IJB as a whole.
8.3.3 The Chief Finance Officer provides the Chief Officer with financial advice
for the respective operational budgets.
8.3.4 Financial reports are produced as part of the financial performance structure
provided to the IJB. Reports were initially produced on a quarterly basis and the
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content and frequency was agreed with the IJB. The reports set out information on
actual expenditure and budget for the year to date and forecast outturn against
budget together with explanations of significant variances and details of actions
required. These reports also set out progress with achievement of any budgetary
savings.
8.3.5 The IJB will receive financial management support from the Chief Finance
Officer.
8.3.6 Initially, the consolidation of financial information for the IJB took place
outwith the core financial ledgers.
8.3.7 Financial advice and support is provided to the Chief Officer by the Chief
Finance Officer of the IJB, supported by the finance staff who support the operational
budgets for delegated functions.
8.3.8 Services for processing transactions for the delegated functions (e.g.
payment of suppliers, payment of staff, raising invoices) continue to be
provided to the IJB by the Parties.
8.3.9 The responsibility for preparing the Annual Accounts of the IJB reside with
the Chief Finance Officer of the IJB, who is also responsible for agreeing a
timetable for the preparation of the Annual Accounts in conjunction with the Director
of Finance of NHS Dumfries and Galloway and the Head of Finance of the Council.
The Chief Finance Officer will also be responsible for the financial planning input to
the Strategic Plan.
Prior to 31 January each year the Chief Finance Officer of the IJB agrees with the
Head of Finance of the Council, and the Director of Finance of NHS Dumfries and
Galloway, a procedure and timetable for the coming financial year end for reconciling
payments and agreeing any balances.
8.3.10 The Parties allocate a share of the corporate overhead costs (matched by
a corresponding budget allocation) to the IJB at the end of the financial year in
order to comply with Local Authority accounting regulations.
8.4

Arrangements for Asset Management and Capital

8.4.1 The IJB will not receive any capital allocations, grants or have the power to
borrow to invest in capital expenditure. The Parties will continue to own any property
and assets used by the IJB and have access to appropriate sources of funding for
capital expenditure.
8.4.2 The Chief Officer of the IJB feeds in the needs of integrated health and
social care services to the overall capital investment considerations of the Parties
and consults with the Parties to make best use of existing resources.
9.

Participation and Engagement

Principles
9.1

The Parties have established shared Principles as follows:
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The Parties will
9.1.1
Work across organisational boundaries
9.1.2
Inform, engage and feed back to people and organisations as appropriate
9.1.3
Recognise the importance of partnership and team working
9.1.4
Work in a way that is inclusive and accessible
9.1.5
Ensure that engagement and participation is open and transparent
9.1.6
Respect people’s privacy, dignity and confidentiality
9.1.7
Use modern methods of communication to ensure that the widest range of
individuals and communities can participate
9.1.8
Ensure that there are adequate resources allocated to this work, including
staff with the necessary skills and confidence
9.1.9
Ensure that engagement and participation work informs and influences the
design and delivery of services and programmes
9.2
A joint consultation took place on the original Scheme in February March 2015. The stakeholders who were consulted in this joint consultation
were:
9.2.1 Local communities/general public
9.2.2 Health professionals, including GPs
9.2.3 Users of health care
9.2.4 Carers of users of health care
9.2.5 Commercial providers of health care
9.2.6 Non-commercial providers of health care
9.2.7 Dumfries and Galloway Council employees
9.2.8 NHS Dumfries and Galloway employees
9.2.9 Dumfries and Galloway Council Elected Members
9.2.10 Dumfries and Galloway NHS Board members
9.2.11 Social care professionals
9.2.12 Users of social care
9.2.13 Carers of users of social care
9.2.14 Commercial providers of social care
9.2.15 Non-commercial providers of social care
9.2.16 Staff of the Health Board and Local Authority who are not health
professionals or social care professionals
9.2.17 Non-commercial providers of social housing
9.2.18 Third sector bodies carrying out activities related to health or social care
9.2.19 Trades Unions
9.2.20 Dumfries and Galloway Community Planning Partnership
9.2.21 Dumfries and Galloway Community Planning Stakeholders Group
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9.2.22
9.2.23
9.2.24
9.2.25
9.2.26
9.2.27
9.2.28
9.2.29
9.2.30
9.2.31
9.2.32
9.2.33
9.2.34
9.2.35
9.2.36
9.2.37
9.2.38
9.2.39
9.2.40
9.2.41
9.2.42
9.2.43

Dumfries and Galloway Public Protection Committee
Learning Disability Interest Groups
Accessible Transport Forum
Older People’s Consultative Group
Alzheimers Scotland
Day Centres
Dumfries and Galloway Over 50s Group
Royal Voluntary Service
The Food Train
Dumfries and Galloway Carers Centre
Capability Scotland
Third Sector, Dumfries and Galloway (Interface)
Department of Work and Pensions
Dumfries and Galloway Citizens Advice Service
Further/Higher Education
DG Voice
Dumfries and Galloway Multicultural Association
Dumfries and Galloway Inter Faith Group
MPs, MSPs, MSYPs
Age Scotland
Dumfries and Galloway LGBT Centre
User and Carer Involvement (UCI)

9.3
The range of methodologies used to contact stakeholders includes the
Parties’ websites and intranets; e-mail; in writing; survey monkey; annual
performance review (which is held in public and gives the public the opportunity to
ask questions and comment on issues) and face to face contact Dumfries and
Galloway NHS Board met in workshop session and its Performance Committee
considered the Scheme and the Council held an Elected Members’ Seminar to
discuss the Scheme.
9.4
This Scheme was Impact Assessed (IA), involving a range of stakeholders
including representatives of equality groups, carers, patients and users and this
considered a wide range of issues particularly relevant to health and social care
integration including equalities, human rights, health and health inequalities,
economic and social sustainability and environment. The results of the IA informed
the Scheme.
Consultation responses
9.5
All consultation responses received were fully considered by the Parties and
taken into account prior to finalisation of the original Scheme.
Strategy for engagement
9.6
The Parties have both adopted the National Standards for Community
Engagement and committed to using the VOiCE (Visioning Outcomes in Community
Engagement) a web-based tool used to plan and deliver engagement activity. The
Remote Rural Practice Advice Note (produced as part of the National Standards) is
particularly relevant to local arrangements given the geography of the area.
9.7
The Parties supported the IJB in developing a Participation and
Engagement Strategy in accordance with the National Standards for Community
Engagement.
9.8
The Parties have committed all necessary resources to ensure the
development of the Participation and Engagement Strategy.

9.9
The IJB’s Participation and Engagement Strategy was completed by 1
April 2016 and addresses:
9.9.1
9.9.2
9.9.3
9.9.4
9.9.5
9.9.6
9.9.7
9.9.8
9.9.9

Communication routes
Hard to reach groups
Plain English
Training and development
Public Involvement Panel
Community Councils
Locality and thematic partnerships
Employee engagement
Impact Assessment

10.
Information-Sharing and data handling
10.1 The Parties worked up a supporting Information Sharing Protocol (ISP) in line
with the Information Commissioner’s Office guidance, on a staged basis of
disclosure. This is working well and is now supporting the joint approach to share
information through the issue of a single shared information portal. A new accord
process has very recently been published and is also being considered for future
arrangements.
10.2 The Parties developed an ISP which covers guidance and procedures for staff
for sharing of information.
10.3 All staff managed within the delegated functions are contractually required to
comply and adhere to respective local information security policies, procedures
including data confidentiality policies encompassing GDPR of their employing
organizations and the requirements of the Integration Joint Board’s agreed ISP.
10.4 The Parties established a group to agree the ISP and procedures before 1st
April 2016. Agreements and procedures are reviewed annually by the group, or more
frequently if required. The NHS Dumfries and Galloway Information Assurance
Group and the Council’s Information Security Group, acting on behalf of the Parties,
will meet to review the ISP for the consideration of the IJB.
10.5 With regard to individually identifiable material, data is held in both electronic
and paper formats and will only be accessed by authorized staff, in order to provide
the patient or service user with the appropriate service. This will be invoked through
the Information Sharing Portal.
In order to provide full integrated services it may be necessary to share information
within the delegated functions with external agencies. Where this is the case the IJB
will seek consent of the service user for the sharing of data, unless a statutory
requirement exists. In order to comply with the Data Protection Act 2018, the IJB will
always ensure that personal data it processes will be handled fairly, lawfully and
within justification.
10.6 In order to comply with the Data Protection Act, the IJB will ensure that any
personal data it holds will be processed in line with the Data Protection Principles
contained within Schedule 1 of the Act.
11.
Complaints
11.1
The Protocol below sets out how the Parties will work jointly to achieve an
integrated approach to handling complaints about any integrated health and social

care service from service users, patients, carers and any other authorised
representatives.
The Parties agree that:
11.1.1 The responsibility for handling complaints by patients/carers/service users
is delegated to the Party responsible for the delivery of the particular health or
social care service being complained about, with an overview by the Chief Officer
and a commitment to joint working, wherever necessary, between the Council and
NHS Dumfries and Galloway when dealing with complaints about integrated
services.
11.1.2 This provides for the respect to be given to the existing separate statutory
complaint handling arrangements in place for health and social work services, which
in the event where a complainant may be dissatisfied with the Chief Social Work
Officer’s decision in relation to a complaint about social work services, the
complainant has a legal right to access a third stage independent review by Scottish
Public Services Ombudsman whereas legislation only provides for the complainant
with a health care complaint to pursue any appeals direct with the Scottish Public
Services Ombudsman (SPSO), after the one-stage complaint procedure has been
exhausted.
11.1.3 Service users, patients, carers and others, authorised to act as their
representatives, will continue to make complaints either to the Council or NHS
Dumfries and Galloway, by submitting an online complaint form, by telephoning the
relevant department or attending in person or in writing.
11.1.4 In 2017 Scottish Government advised that all Integration Joint Boards must
have their own Complaints Handling Procedure in place. This allows for members
of the public to express their dissatisfaction about the Integration Joint Board’s
action or lack of action, or about the standards of service the IJB provided in
fulfilling its responsibilities as set out in this Integration Scheme.
11.1.5 There are currently 4 key established processes for a complaint about health
and social care services to follow depending on the lead Party:
- Dumfries and Galloway Council Complaints Handling Procedure (CHP)
- Dumfries and Galloway Council’s Statutory Social Work Complaints Procedure
- NHS Dumfries and Galloway Complaints Procedure
- Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board Complaints Handling Procedure
11.1.6 External providers - All external providers commissioned by the Parties to
provide services to the IJB will be required to have their own Complaints Procedure
in place which will be quality assured by the Parties. Where complaints are received
that relate to a service provided by an external provider, the lead Party will refer the
complainant to the external provider for resolution of their complaint. This may be
done by either provision of contact details or by the lead Party passing the complaint
on, depending on the approach preferred by the complainant.

11.1.7 Each Party has a clearly defined description of what constitutes a complaint
contained within its complaints handling documentation, although for consistency,
and since the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO) exercises regulatory
and scrutiny functions over health and social care, it is reasonable to adopt the
SPSO’s definition of a complaint, which is ' an expression of dissatisfaction by one or

more members of the public about the local authority's (or NHS) action or lack of
action, or about the standard of service provided by or on behalf of the local authority
(or NHS).'
11.1.8 Should there be any data sharing requirements in relation to any complaint,
the data sharing protocol referred to in Clause 10 of this Scheme (InformationSharing and data handling) will detail how this will be managed.
11.1.9 All complaints will be signed off as per the lead Party’s procedure. The Chief
Officer will monitor the level and nature of complaints received.
11.1.10 Staff shall follow the complaints handling process of their employing Party.
The employing Party will take responsibility for the triage of the complaint, and liaise
with the other Party where required.
11.1.11 The current process for gathering service user/patient/carer feedback within
the Parties, how it has been used for making improvements and learning, and how it
is reported, will continue.
11.1.12 Existing performance information, and lessons learned relating to complaints
investigations, will be collected and reported to the IJB in line with Clause 5 (Clinical
and Care Governance and Professional Oversight) of this Scheme.
11.1.13 Performance information and lessons learned relating to complaints
investigations will be reported to the IJB at its next meeting following reporting to the
Dumfries and Galloway NHS Board or the Council’s Audit and Risk Management
Committee.
11.1.14 The proposed arrangements will be monitored and evaluated annually.
12.
Claims Handling, Liability and Indemnity
12.1
The Parties and the IJB recognise that they could receive a claim arising
from or which relates to the work undertaken on behalf of the IJB.
12.2
The Parties agreed to ensure that any such claims are progressed quickly
and in a manner which is equitable between them.
12.3
So far as reasonably practicable the normal common law and statutory rules
relating to liability will apply.
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12.4
Each Party will assume responsibility for progressing and determining
any claim which relates to any act or omission on the part of one of their employees.
12.5
Each Party will assume responsibility for progressing and determining
any claim which relates to any building which is owned or occupied by them.
12.6
In the event of any claim against the IJB or in respect of which it is not
clear which Party should assume responsibility then the Chief Officer (or his/her
representative) will liaise with the Chief Executives of the Parties (or their
representatives) and determine which Party should assume responsibility for
progressing the claim.
13.

Risk Management

13.1
The IJB Audit and Risk Committee consisting of voting and non-voting
(advisory) members of the IJB, was established. The sub-group:
13.1.1 Developed a risk management strategy by 31 December 2015 which was
approved by the IJB
13.1.2 Advises on the appropriate risk appetite for the IJB
13.1.3 Advises on any subsequent changes to the strategy and risk appetite,
for approval by the IJB
13.1.4 Considers the effectiveness of the risk management process, ensuring
that significant risks are being adequately managed
13.1.5 Monitors implementation of improvement action plans
13.2

The risk management strategy:

13.2.1 Includes the responsibilities of the Chief Officer, risk owners, and the Parties
13.2.2 Describes acceptable processes for mitigating risks
13.2.3 Proposes that significant risks be reviewed every quarter by the
IJB Audit and Risk Committee, along with progress on agreed actions
13.2.4 Sets out the agreed reporting standard that will enable significant risks
identified by the Parties to be compared across the Parties. These risks will be
reviewed either annually or every six months. Information on risks will be
effectively communicated through the use of a shared system to record and
monitor any action being taken
13.3
The Parties have assessed and prioritised risks relating to the delivery of
services under integration functions, particularly any which are likely to affect the
IJB’s delivery of the Strategic Plan, by 1 April 2016. Amendments to the risk
register will be subject to scrutiny by the risk management sub-group.
13.4
The Parties will provide appropriate resource to ensure that the
risk management of the IJB is delivered to a high standard.
14.
Dispute resolution mechanism
Where either of the Parties fails to agree with the other on any issue related to this
Scheme, then they will follow the process as set out below:
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(a) The Chief Executives of the Parties will meet to resolve the issue;
(b) If unresolved, the Parties will each prepare a written note of their position on the
issue and exchange it with the other within 21 calendar days of the meeting in (a);
(c) In the event that the issue remains unresolved, representatives of the Parties will
proceed to mediation with a view to resolving the issue;
(d) A representative of each of the Parties will meet with a view to appointing a
suitable independent person to act as mediator. If agreement cannot be reached a
referral will be made to the President of the Law Society of Scotland inviting the
President to appoint a person to act as mediator. The mediation process will
commence within 28 calendar days of the meeting in (c); and
(e) Where the issue remains unresolved after following the processes outlined in
(a) • (d) above, and if mediation does not allow an agreement to be reached within 6
months from the date of its commencement, or any other such time as the Parties
may agree, either Party may notify Scottish Ministers that agreement cannot be
reached.
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Annex 1
Part 1
Functions delegated by NHS Dumfries and Galloway to the Integration Joint
Board
Column A
Column B
The National Health Service (Scotland) Act 1978
All functions of Health Boards
conferred by, or by virtue of, the
National Health Service (Scotland)
Act 1978

Except functions conferred by or by virtue of –
Section 2(7) (Health Boards);
Section 2CB(1) (functions of Health Boards
outside Scotland)
Section 9 (local consultative committees);
Section 17A (NHS contracts);
Section 17C (personal medical or dental
services)
Section 17I(2) (use of accommodation);
Section 17J (Health Boards’ power to enter
into general medical services contracts);
Section 28A (remuneration for Part II
services);
Section 48 (residential and practice
accommodation)
Section 55 (6) (hospital accommodation and
services for private patients)
Section 57 (accommodation and services for
private patients)
Section 64 (permission for use of facilities in
private practice)
Section 75A(7) (remission and repayment of
charges and payment of travelling expenses);
Section 75B (8) (reimbursement of the cost of
services provided in another EEA state);
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Column A
Enactment conferring functions

Column B
Limitations
Section 75BA(9) (reimbursement of the cost of
services provided in another EEA state where
expenditure is incurred on or after 25 October
2013
Section 79 (purchase of land and moveable
property);
Section 82 (10) use and administration of certain
endowments and other property held by Health
Boards);
Section 83 (11) (power of Health Boards and
local health councils to hold property on trust);
Section 84A (12) (power to raise money, etc., by
appeals, collections, etc);
Section 86 (accounts of Health Boards and the
Agency);
Section 88 (payment of allowances and
remuneration to members of certain bodies
connected with the health services);
Section 98 (13) (charges in respect of nonresidents); and
Paragraphs 4,5,11A and 13 of Schedule 1 to the
Act (Health Boards);
and functions conferred byThe National Health Service (Charges to
Overseas Visitors) (Scotland) Regulations 1989
(14);
The Health Boards (Membership and Procedure)
(Scotland) Regulations 2001/302;
The National Health Service (Clinical Negligence
and Other Risks Indemnity Scheme) (Scotland)
Regulations 2000;
The National Health Service (Primary Medical
Services Performers Lists) (Scotland)
Regulations 2004;
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Column A
Enactment conferring functions

Column B
Limitations
The National Health Service (Primary Medical
Services Section 17C Agreements) (Scotland)
Regulations 2004;

The National Health Service (Discipline
Committees) (Scotland) Regulations 2006;
The National Health Service (General
Ophthalmic Services) (Scotland) Regulations
2006;
The National Health Service (Pharmaceutical
Services) (Scotland) Regulations 2009;
The National Health Service (General Dental
Services) (Scotland) Regulations 2010; and
The National Health Service (Free Prescriptions
and Charges for Drugs and Appliances)
(Scotland) Regulations 2011 (15)
Disabled Persons (Services, Consultation and Representation) Act 1986
Section 7
(persons discharged from hospital)
Community Care and Health (Scotland) Act 2002
All functions of Health Boards conferred
by, or by virtue of, the Community Care
and Health (Scotland) Act 2002.
Mental Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2003
All functions of Health Boards conferred
by, or by virtue of, the Mental Health
(Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act
2003

Except functions conferred by –
Section 22 (approved medical practitioners);
Section 34 (inquiries under Section 33:
cooperation) (16)
Section 38 (duties on hospital managers:
examination, notification etc.) (17);
Section 46 (hospital managers’ duties:
notification) (18);
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Column A
Enactment conferring functions

Column B
Limitations
Section 124 (transfer to other hospital);
Section 228 (request for assessment of needs:
duty on local authorities and Health Boards)
Section 230 (appointment of patient’s responsible
medical officer);
Section 260 (provision of information to patient);
Section 264 (detention in conditions of excessive
security: state hospitals);
Section 267 (orders under section 264 to 266;
recall);
Section 281 (19) (correspondence of certain
persons detained in hospital);
and functions covered byThe Mental Health (Safety and Security)
(Scotland) Regulations 2005 (20);
The Mental Health (Cross border transfer: patients
subject to detention requirement or otherwise in
hospital) (Scotland) Regulations 2005 (21);
The Mental Health (Use of Telephones) (Scotland)
Regulations 2005 (22); and
The Mental Health (England and Wales Crossborder transfer: patients subject to requirements
other than detention) (Scotland) Regulations 2008

Education (Additional Support for Learning) (Scotland) Act 2004
Section 23
(other agencies etc. to help in
exercise of functions under the Act)
Public Services Reform (Scotland) Act 2010
All functions of Health Boards conferred
by, or by virtue of, the Public Services
Reform (Scotland) Act 2010

Except functions conferred by –
Section 31 (public functions: duties to
provide information on certain
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Column A
Enactment conferring function

Column B
Limitation
expenditure etc.); and
Section 32 (public functions: duty to
provide information on exercise of
functions).

Patient Rights (Scotland) Act 2011
All functions of Health Boards
conferred by, or by virtue of, the
Patient Rights (Scotland) Act 2011

Except functions conferred by the
Patient Rights (complaints Procedure
and Consequential Provisions)
(Scotland) Regulations 2012/36 (24)
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Part 2
Services currently provided by NHS Dumfries and Galloway which are to be
integrated
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

District General Hospital inpatient (scheduled and unscheduled)
Diagnostic Services
Community Hospital services
Inpatient Mental Health
Paediatrics
Community Hospitals
Hospital Outpatient Services
NHS Community Services (Nursing, Allied Health Professionals, Mental
Health Teams, Specialist End of Life Care, Older Adult Community Psychiatric
Nursing, Re-ablement, Learning Disability Specialist, Community Midwifery,
Speech and Language Therapy, Occupational Therapy, Physiotherapy,
Audiology
Community Children's Services - Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service,
Primary Mental Health workers, Public Health Nursing, Health visiting, School
Nursing, Learning Disability Nursing, Speech and Language Therapy,
Occupational Therapy, Physiotherapy and Audiology, and Community
Paediatricians
Public Health Practitioner services
GP Services
GP Prescribing
General and Community Dental Services
Hotel services and facilities management
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Annex 2
Part 1
Functions delegated by the Council to the Integration Joint Board
Column A
Enactment conferring function

Column B
Limitation

National Assistance Act 1948 (1)
Section 48
(duty of Councils to provide
temporary protection for property of
persons admitted to hospitals etc.)
The Disabled Persons (Employment) Act 1958 (2)
Section 3
(provision of sheltered employment
by local authorities)
The Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968 (3)
Section 1
(local authorities for the
administration of the Act)

So far as it is exercisable in relation to
another integration function.

Section 4
(provisions relating to performance of
functions by local authorities)

So far as it is exercisable in relation to
another integration function.

Section 8
(research)

So far as it is exercisable in relation to
another integration function.

Section 10
(financial and other assistance to
voluntary organisations etc. for social
work)

So far as it is exercisable in relation to
another integration function.

Section 12
(general social welfare services of
local authorities)

Except in so far as it is exercisable in
relation to the provision of housing support
services.

Section 12A
(duty of local authorities to assess
needs)

So far as it is exercisable in relation to
another integration function
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Column A
Enactment conferring function
Section 12AZA
(assessments under section 12A
– assistance)

Column B
Limitation
So far as it is exercisable in relation to
another integration function

Section 13
(power of local authorities to
assist persons in need in disposal
of produce of their work)
Section 13ZA
(provision of services to
incapable adults)

So far as it is exercisable in relation to
another integration function

Section 13A
(residential accommodation with
nursing)
Section 13B
(provision of care or aftercare)
Section 14
(home help and laundry facilities)
Section 28
(burial or cremation of the dead)

So far as it is exercisable in relation to
persons cared for or assisted under another
integration function.

Section 29
(power of local authority to defray
expenses of parent, etc., visiting
persons or attending funerals)
Section 59
(provision of residential and other
establishments by local
authorities and maximum period
for repayment of sums borrowed
for such provision)

So far as it is exercisable in relation to
another integration function

The Local Government and Planning (Scotland) Act 1982 (4)
Section 24 (1)
(The provision of gardening
assistance for the disabled and the
elderly)
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Column A
Enactment conferring function

Column B
Limitation

Disabled Persons (Services, Consultation and Representation) Act 1986 (5)
Section 2
(rights of authorized representatives
of disabled persons)
Section 3
(assessment by local authorities of
needs of disabled persons)
Section 7
(persons discharged from hospital)

In respect of the assessment of need for any
services provided under functions contained in
welfare enactments within the meaning of section
16 and which are integration functions.

Section 8
(duty of local authority to take into
account abilities of carer)

In respect of the assessment of need for any
services provided under functions contained in
welfare enactments (within the meaning set out in
section 16 of that Act) which are integration
functions.

The Adults with Incapacity (Scotland) Act 2000 (6)
Section 10
(functions of local authorities)
Section 12
(investigations)
Section 37
(residents whose affairs may be
managed)

Only in relation to residents of establishments
which are managed under integration functions.

Section 39
(matters which may be managed)

Only in relation to residents of establishments
which are managed under integration functions.

Section 41
(duties and functions of managers of
authorised establishment)

Only in relation to residents of establishments
which are managed under integration functions.

Section 42
(authorisation of named manager to
withdraw from resident’s account

Only in relation to residents of establishments
which are managed under integration functions.

Section 43
(statement of resident’s affairs)

Only in relation to residents of establishments
which are managed under integration functions.
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Column A
Enactment conferring function

Column B
Limitation

Section 44
(resident ceasing to be resident of
authorised establishment)

Only in relation to residents of establishments
which are managed under integration functions.

Section 45
(appeal, revocation etc)

Only in relation to residents of establishments
which are managed under integration functions.

The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001(7)
Section 92
(assistance for housing purposes)

Only in so far as it relates to an aid or adaptation.

The Community Care and Health (Scotland) Act 2002(8)
Section 5
(local authority arrangements for
residential accommodation outwith
Scotland)
Section 14
(payments by local authorities
towards expenditure by NHS bodies
on prescribed functions)
The Mental Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2003 (9)
Section 17
(duties of Scottish Ministers, local
authorities and others as respects
Commission)
Section 25
(care and support services etc.)

Except in so far as it is exercisable in relation to
the provision of housing support services.

Section 26
(services designed to promote wellbeing and social development)

Except in so far as it is exercisable in relation to
the provision of housing support services.

Section 27
(assistance with travel)

Except in so far as it is exercisable in relation to
the provision of housing support services.

Section 33
(duty to inquire)
Section 34
(inquiries under section 33:
Cooperation)
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Column A
Enactment conferring function

Column B
Limitation

Section 228
(request for assessment of needs
duty on local authorities and Health
Boards)
Section 259
(advocacy)
The Housing (Scotland) Act 2006(10)
Section 7(1)(b)
(assistance for housing purposes)

Only in so far as it relates to an aid or adaptation.

The Adult Support and Protection (Scotland) Act 2007 (11)
Section 4
(council’s duty to make inquiries)
Section 5
(co-operation)
Section 6
(duty to consider importance of
providing advocacy and other
services)
Section 11
(assessment Orders)
Section 14
(removal orders)
Section 18
(protection of moved persons
property)
Section 22
(right to apply for a banning order)
Section 40
(urgent cases)
Section 42
(Adult Protection Committees)
Section 43
(Membership)
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Column A
Enactment conferring function

Column B
Limitation

Social Care (Self-directed Support) (Scotland) Act 2013(12)
Section 3
(support for adult carers)

Only in relation to assessments carried out
under integration functions.

Section 5
(choice of options: adults)
Section 6
(choice of options under section 5:
assistances)
Section 7
(choice of options: adult carers)
Section 9
(provision of information about selfdirected support)
Section 11
(local authority functions)
Section 12
(eligibility for direct payment
review)
Section 13
(further choice of options on
material change of circumstances)

Only in relation to a choice under section 5 or 7
of the Social Care (Self-directed Support)
(Scotland) Act 2013

Section 16
(misuse of direct payment
recovery)
Section 19
(promotion of options for selfdirected support)
The Carers (Scotland) Act 2016
Section 21
(duty to set local eligibility criteria)
Section 6
(duty to prepare adult carer support plan)
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Column A
Enactment conferring function

Column B
Limitation

Section 24
(duty to provide support)
Section 25
(provision of support to carers:
breaks from caring)
Section 31
(duty to prepare local carer strategy)
Section 34
(information and advice services for
carers)
Section 35
(short break services statements)

Functions conferred by virtue of enactments, prescribed for the purposes of section 1(7) of
the Public Bodies Joint Working (Scotland) Act 2014
The Community Care and Health (Scotland) Act 2002
Section 4(13)
The functions conferred by Regulation
2 of the Community Care (Additional
Payments) (Scotland) Regulations 2002 (14)
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Part 2
Services provided by the Council which are to be integrated
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social work services for adults and older people
Services and support for adults with physical disabilities and learning disabilities
Mental health services
Drug and alcohol services
Adult protection and domestic abuse
Carers support services
Community care assessment teams
Support services
Care home services
Adult placement services
Health improvement services
Aspects of housing support, including aids and adaptions
Day services
Local area co-ordination
Respite provision
Occupational therapy services
Re-ablement services, equipment and telecare
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Dumfries and Galloway Clinical and Care Governance Committee Structures

Annex 3
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RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to approve revised tactical priorities for delivery in the second
half of 2020/21.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
This paper supports the implementation of the Annual Operational Plan and the
Board’s own strategic objectives.
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
The paper sets out the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the usual work of the
Board and proposes focus on a revised set of tactical priorities for the remainder of
2020/21. Where possible, these priorities will be incorporated into executive and
general manager individual objectives for the year to allow progress to be assessed
on a corporate and team level.
It is important to note that the priorities represent a very challenging workload for a
system stretched to an unprecedented degree by the pandemic impacts as well as
by the usual workforce, service and financial pressures. Their adoption would also
be an acceptance that other programmes of work will not proceed at the same pace.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
NHS
COVID
A&E

-

National Health Service
Coronavirus
Accident and Emergency Department
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

This paper attempts to set out operational priorities
for 20/21 that will deliver against strategic
objectives.

Staffing Implications

Individual work-streams arising from these priorities
will be assessed for workforce implications and
taken forward in partnership.

Financial Implications

Individual work-streams arising from these priorities
will be assessed for financial implications.

Consultation / Consideration

Draft priorities for 20/21 have been discussed at
Management Team. Work-streams arising from
these will require appropriate engagement.

Risk Assessment

Risk assessments will be integrated into individual
work-streams.

Risk Appetite
Low
Medium X
High
The priorities encompass a range of different risks
(and appetites)
Sustainability

Compliance
Objectives

All work-streams
sustainability.
with

will

need

to

demonstrate

Corporate These are designed to aid practical progress
against corporate objectives

Local Outcome Improvement These are designed to aid practical progress
Plan (LOIP)
against Community Planning objectives
Best Value

Individual work-streams arising from these priorities
will be assessed to maximise value.

Impact Assessment
Individual work-streams will undertake these assessments as required.
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Executive Summary
The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically altered our service model in 2020/21. As
such some of our agreed tactical priorities for the year have been superseded by an
emergency response focussed on the minimisation of excess deaths in the region.
Lockdown arrangements curtailed the first wave of the disease and we are not at the
moment facing extreme pressure on hospital services. It is, however, very likely that
our traditional service model will be disrupted for many months to come and it was
thought useful to set out a revised set of tactical priorities for the remainder of the
year. The paper proposes a limited number of these priorities for delivery by Health
Board in the second half of 2020/21 (noting its delegation of service delivery to the
Health & Social Care Partnership).
The aim of this process is to ensure alignment of operational priorities with strategic
intent.

Background
Annual priorities are derived from a number of separate drivers.
Strategic Planning and Commissioning of services now rests with the Integrated
Joint Board which sets out its aims in its Strategic Plan. However the NHS Board
retains its own high level corporate objectives and sets individual objectives for
Directors and Managers to align with these goals.
The NHS Board is also required to agree with Scottish Government an Annual
Operational Plan that sets out performance and financial trajectories that conform to
ministerial priorities.
The NHS Board’s risk management processes aim to identify and manage risks to
population health or health services and create.
Ideally, the NHS Board needs to create a set of annual priorities that align these
drivers to create clarity for managers and the wider service as to the key areas of
delivery for the year.
Clearly, 2020/21 has been an unusual year. Planning priorities have been overridden by the emergency response to the COVID-19 pandemic and NHS Scotland
has delivered rapid change within a framework of major emergency directions.

Autumn / Winter 2020/21 Draft Board Delivery Priorities
1)

Test & Protect Programme
This is critical to the minimisation of virus levels within the population and is
our best chance of avoiding a return to community transmission and a second
surge of hospitalisations and deaths.
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The team is already extremely stretched and whilst we are likely to see
increased national support, we will also require to reinforce local capacity. Our
first local cluster of cases (in the east of the region) was managed
exceptionally well in collaboration with key partners. It did, however, highlight
the complexity and intensity of this work. Future clusters are likely to be yet
more complicated and could involve schools or hospitality venues as in other
parts of Scotland.
Non symptomatic testing is currently in place for Care Home staff, inpatients
over 70 years of age and for certain of our hospital teams. It is possible that
we will need to prioritise testing capacity if numbers spike during the winter.

2)

Flu and Potential COVID-19 Vaccination Programme
This autumn’s influenza vaccine programme will be the most ambitious
undertaken in terms of scope of those eligible for the vaccine. It will also
require a radically revised service model that adjusts for the risks of COVID19 transmission and avoids, for example, queues and crowded waiting rooms.
Our public health team is already engaged with primary care colleagues on
planning this programme and revising our traditional model to deal with
increased numbers and the pandemic context. We anticipate beginning
vaccinations in October 2020 but do not yet have certainty on timings of
vaccine availability.
There is a possibility of a second vaccination programme in 2020/21 if trials of
one of the COVID-19 vaccines succeed at a very rapid pace. This would be
an unprecedented mass vaccination programme and, whilst we have existing
contingency plans for such an event, would consume enormous amounts of
our delivery capacity. Should a COVID-19 vaccine become available during
the timescale of an influenza vaccination programme, it is likely that the latter
would be paused to allow focus on COVID.
We are currently undertaking scenario planning to prepare for potential
workload through the autumn and winter.

3)

Establishment of ‘Home Teams’ in each Locality
COVID-19 has highlighted the need for increased capacity to support
individuals and families in their homes. The Home Team concept of local multi
disciplinary teams (working to avoid unnecessary admissions and to facilitate
rapid safe discharge from hospital) was one of our key Sustainability &
Modernisation plan priorities and remains critical to providing person centred
care in our communities.
We have made strong progress in this area, working closely with Staff Side
colleagues and partner agencies and intend to have all teams in place and
functioning in time for the start of winter activity increases.
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4)

Redesign of Unscheduled Care
If we see a coincidence of COVID and general winter pressures there is a
genuine risk that our current unscheduled care pathways would be unable to
provide safe and timely care to all patients. We learned during the first peak of
the pandemic that increased use of telephone triage (working closely with
NHS24) could highlight individuals requiring most urgent care through our
A&E and point others to more appropriate pathways. This freed capacity for
our most vulnerable patients who were assessed and, if appropriate, admitted
far more quickly than would otherwise have been the case.
In common with the rest of NHS Scotland, we plan to implement an integrated
triage model in time to meet anticipated increases in activity this winter.

5)

Remobilisation of Elective Care
Board members have had sight of our remobilisation plan which is now with
Scottish Government for assessment. The re-establishment of services that
had contracted during COVID-19 is a hugely complex operation as many
pathways require redesign to minimise risks of virus transmission. The
remobilisation also attempts to take positive lessons from pandemic
management, particularly in the use of remote access technologies such as
‘Near-Me’ which can greatly reduce the need for patients to travel for
appointments.
Once again, it is important to caveat the remobilisation discussion with the
reality that we may need to contract services once again if we experience the
return of sustained community transmission of the virus and consequent
surges in hospital admissions. This process too has been planned out, with
key trigger points identified.

6)

Managing a Coincidence of Crises
It is possible that winter 2020/21 could see a coincidence of very challenging
events including;
•
•
•
•

A resurgence of COVID-19 with impact on care homes and hospital
care
Increased admissions from Flu and other winter respiratory illnesses
Delivery of complex mass vaccination programmes
Severe disruption to supply chains caused by a disorderly Brexit at the
end of 2020

which would be overlaid onto a system already experiencing financial and
workforce pressures. In addition, it is important to stress that our teams’ have
already undergone an extraordinarily difficult six months which will have
stretched resilience before we go into the winter period.
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Such a coincidence of issues would be managed with partner agencies using
our emergency planning frameworks, but nonetheless presents clear risks to
our ability to maintain safe, high quality services.
Conclusions
These are unusually challenging times for health and care services and the priorities
outlined above represent large programmes of complex change management.
Throughout these, we will need to make sure that our focus on staff wellbeing is
maintained and enhanced to give our teams the best possible support through the
second half of this financial year.
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RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to discuss and note the following points:
•
•
•
•
•

The Quarter One projected forecast of a £15.715m deficit.
The impact of Covid-19 crisis costs on the financial position and the level of
YTD and forecast cost assumed in the position.
The reassessment of the deliverable savings for 2020/21 and the ongoing
level of unidentified savings.
The risk on assumed allocations and overall risk in the financial position.
The Quarter One capital update and slippage on opening capital programme.

CONTEXT
Strategy/Policy:
The Board has a statutory financial target to deliver a break-even position against its
Revenue Resource Limit (RRL).
Organisational Context/Why is this paper important/Key messages:
This report provides the position as at end of Quarter One 2020/21. The NHS Board
is projecting a year end overspend position of £15.715m.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
AOP
ASRP
CCU
CRES
FHS
GMS
IJB
MH
NMF
PPRS
RRL
SAM
SG
SGHSCD
SLA
WTIP
YTD

-

Annual Operational Plan
Acute Services Redevelopment Programme
Critical Care Unit
Cash Releasing Efficiency Savings
Family Health Services
General Medical Services
Integration Joint Board
Mental Health
New Medicines Fund
Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme
Revenue Resource Limit
Sustainability and Modernisation Programme
Scottish Government
Scottish Government Health and Social Directorate
Service Level Agreement
Waiting Time Improvement Plan
Year to Date
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

Supports agreed financial strategy in the Annual
Operational Plan.
Not required.

Staffing Implications
Financial Implications

Financial reporting paper presented by Director of
Finance as part of the financial planning and
reporting cycle.

Consultation / Consideration

Board Management Team.

Risk Assessment

Financial Risks included in paper.

Risk Appetite
Low x
Medium
High
The Board has an in-year financial savings target of
£26.6m and is reviewing the overall position
through the Quarter One review.
The Financial Plan supports the sustainability
agenda through the delivery of efficient solutions to
the delivery of CRES. Key to the ongoing
achievement of savings plan will be the delivery of
significant transformational changes to services.

Sustainability

Compliance
Objectives

with

Corporate To maximise the benefit of the financial allocation
by delivering efficient services, to ensure that we
sustain and improve services and support the
future model of services.
To meet and, where possible, exceed Scottish
Government goals and targets for NHS Scotland.

Local Outcome Improvement Not required.
Plan (LOIP)
Best Value
This paper contributes to Best Value goals of sound
governance, accountability, performance scrutiny
and sound use of resources.
Impact Assessment
A detailed impact assessment of individual efficiency schemes will be undertaken
through this process as individual schemes are developed.
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Executive Summary
1.

The Quarter One review of the financial position has now been concluded with
the Board’s forecast revenue position a £15.715m overspend. This assumes
that funding is received to support the additional costs of the Covid-19 crisis,
remobilisation and the impact of slippage on savings plans as a result of Covid19. The position is summarised in the table below:
Table 1 - Summary Quarter One Position
£m
Gross deficit position

(38.340)

Less
Covid-19 costs

7.886

Remobilisation

6.635

Savings plan impact

8.104

Net Quarter One Position

(15.715)

2.

Covid-19 costs mainly reflect the costs of managing the initial Covid-19 crisis
with most of those costs incurred in the four months of 2020/21 (£4.525m to
month 4). These are projected to increase to £7.886m by March 2021. Costs
primarily relate to equipment, IT, additional staffing costs, Community
Assessment Hubs and payments to FHS contractors. Costs are also net of any
offsets which total £3m in the forecast position which mainly relate to the
reduction in elective work and switching off of services during the crisis period.

3.

The financial impact of the remobilisation plan was set out in the submission to
Scottish Government at the end July 2020. This has been further updated to
reflect the latest position and indicates that £6.635m is required to deliver the
plan, reflecting the priorities directed by Scottish Government. This includes reestablishment of elective services, strengthening the Public Health service to
respond to the ongoing challenges of the crisis, establishment of an Urgent
Care Hub and planning for the winter period.

4.

The overall Covid-19 costs submission includes costs for the Health and Social
Care Partnership. For the purposes of summarising the NHS position, the
Social Care costs have been excluded from the summary position above.
Further details are included later in the paper.

5.

In the opening Financial Plan, savings of £11.1m had been identified with a
projected deficit position of £15.5m reflected as an unidentified savings target.
This has been reassessed through the Quarter One review with savings of £3m
identified for the year. The difference between the £11.1m savings identified at
the opening plan and the £3m reassessment has been classified as savings
slippage because of the re-prioritisation of our resources to tackle Covid-19 and
incorporated into the Covid-19 costs return.

6.

The underlying financial position hasn’t shifted materially with any savings
resulting from Covid-19 either set aside to support the increased activity
expected through the remobilisation of services, included as an offset cost or
reflected in CRES plans. However, this plan makes significant assumptions
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around the level of additional funding anticipated to support Covid-19 and
remobilisation with a further update required once allocations have been
clarified. This remains a critical Board risk.
7.

It has been indicated that a meeting will take place between Scottish
Government and the Board following the submission of the Quarter One review
and the Remobilisation Plan to scrutinise and review plans during September
2020 in advance of any allocations being confirmed by Scottish Government.

8.

The Board needs to formally consider its position over requesting brokerage
from Scottish Government for 2020/21 as it is highly unlikely that either
breakeven or an overspend with 1% of baseline allocation will be achieved for
this year. In normal years, this discussion would have taken place already but
understandably with the Covid-19 crisis this has been deferred by Scottish
Government but needs to form part of the discussions for Quarter One.

9.

An overall summary of the Quarter One position has been included in
Appendix 1. This also details the forecast position by directorate.

10. This report also includes an update for the month 4 financial results which have
been used to reassess the assumptions in the Quarter One forecast which was
prepared using the month 3 numbers as the basis. The overall position for
month 4 is an overspend of £10.460m, reducing to £2.239m after excluding
Covid-19 costs and the slippage on savings plans. This is summarised in the
table below with the usual directorate breakdown included in Appendix 2.
Table 2 – Summary of Month 4 Position
YTD
Budget
£000s

Service
IJB Delegated Services
NHS Board Services
Total NHS Board

YTD
Actuals
£000s

YTD
Variance
£000s

Covid-19
Costs
£000s

Revised
Variance
£000s

103,539

112,381

(8,841)

6,452

(2,389)

18,106

19,725

(1,619)

1,769

150

121,646

132,106

(10,460)

8,222

(2,239)

Overall Quarter One Forecast Position
11. The Quarter One review of the financial position has now been concluded,
following a series of directorate meetings with all General Managers, led by the
Director of Finance and Chief Operating Officer. This year, the reviews
focussed on the following issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•

YTD variance position
YTD Covid-19 expenditure
Quarter One Forecast
Proposed Remobilisation costs
Update on savings/Sustainability and Modernisation plans
Update of key financial risks

12. The Board’s forecast revenue position is a £15.715m overspend. This
assumes that funding is received to support the additional costs of the Covid-19
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crisis, remobilisation and the impact of slippage on savings plans as a result of
Covid-19.
Covid-19 Costs to date/forecast
13. The total expenditure incurred in responding to the Covid-19 response to date
has been identified as £4.6m (inclusive of £600k of GMS costs). The table
below summarises the key areas of expenditure for Covid-19 (this excludes the
remobilisation costs which are reported later in the document):
Table 3 – Covid-19 Costs Summary

YTD Costs
£000s
711

Month 5-12
Costs £000s
684

Total
Costs
£000s
1,394

1,044

80

1,124

1,039

1,083

2,122

- Returning Staff

127

6

133

- Student Nurses

1,151

302

1,453

- Bank and Agency

282

100

382

- Other

106

6

112

Loss of Income

581

495

1,076

Digital and IT Costs

294

522

816

Community Hubs

445

131

576

Additional payments to FHS contractors

600

0

600

Additional FHS Prescribing

268

272

540

Other

264

314

577

Total

6,910

3,994

10,905

(2,385)

(634)

(3,019)

Net Additional Covid-19 Costs

4,525

3,361

7,886

Savings Slippage

3,697

4,407

8,104

Total (excl Capital and Social Care)

8,222

7,767

15,990

COVID-19
Additional Hospital Bed capacity/costs
Equipment
Additional Staff Costs
- Overtime and Enhancements

Offset Costs identified

Savings Plan Review
14. In the opening Financial Plan, the saving requirement was £26.646m. This is
detailed in the table below.
Table 4 – Opening Financial Plan Savings Requirement

Underlying deficit from 2019/20
Baseline Uplift
Expenditure Uplifts 2020/21
Cost Pressures 2020/21
Net Position before savings

IJB
£m
(11.171)
7.733
(14.985)
(2.910)
(21.333)

2020/21
Board
£m
(2.731)
1.473
(1.763)
(2.292)
(5.313)
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TOTAL
£m
(13.902)
9.206
(16.748)
(5.202)
(26.646)

15. In the opening plan it was assessed that £11.1m of savings was a realistic
appraisal of savings which could potentially be delivered (£6.589m recurring
and £4.5m non-recurring), leaving an underlying savings gap for 2020/21 of
£15.5m.
16. The Covid-19 costs return required us to include an amount for slippage on
CRES schemes impacted by the crisis. The £11.1m has therefore been
included in the return to date. As part of the Quarter One review, the delivery of
these savings has been re-assessed in detail by the directorates with £3m of
savings identified so far, leaving £8m slippage on the original “identified”
savings plan. This £8m sum has been included in the Covid-19 costs return in
line with Scottish Government guidance.
17. The table below summarises the saving identified:
Table 5 - Savings Assessment

Savings
IJB DELEGATED SERVICES
Acute & Diagnostics
Facilities and Clinical Support
Mental Health
Community Health & Social Care (NHS)
Primary Care Services
Women and Children's
E-Health
IJB Strategic Services
IJB SERVICES TOTAL
BOARD SERVICES
Corporate
Board Strategic Services
BOARD SERVICES TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

£000s
370
265
100
700
0
1,150
0
0
2,585
400
0
400
2,985

18. Included within the savings plans are prescribing savings of £750k and reduced
costs associated with travel costs of £314k (where these haven’t been included
as a Covid-19 costs offset). There are additional savings associated with
property strategy (£134k), general level of vacancies (£1,650k) and corporate
savings of £400k.
19. There continues to be areas where further work is taking place to assess the
potential of delivering more savings in-year. This includes work being taken
forward on a new transport hub, investment in e-communications with patients
for clinical letters and confirmation of appointments and the reductions in
pharmacy tariff and associated impact.
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Risk on Allocations
20. The Board has received the allocation letter up to the end of July 2020 from
Scottish Government with a confirmed allocation of £319.25m. The anticipated
allocations for 2020/21 are currently assessed at £52.67m. Appendix 3
provides a summary of the confirmed allocations received during July 2020.
The Quarter One position reflects that anticipated allocations of £52.665m are
assumed to be due to the Board for 2020/21 (excluding any additional Covid-19
allocations). We are aware of discussions to only fund some allocations at
2019/20 rates which, for Mental Health Action 15 and Primary Care
Improvement Funding, would result in an additional financial risk in the position
of £1.8m. This has been flagged in the Quarter One position and it has been
assumed this risk will be mitigated.
21. Funding of £2.2m has been received to date to support the Covid-19 crisis but
this was directed by Scottish Government to pass directly across to the Local
Authority to manage the cashflow impact of additional costs of Social Care.
The Covid-19 costs return in total includes anticipated costs of £6.844m for
Social Care; this is in addition to the NHS specific costs previously reported in
this paper.
Work is ongoing with the Partnership to make financial
sustainability payments to external providers including supporting costs of staff
sickness, PPE and the impact of reductions in delayed discharges.
22. We have been advised that the allocation for New Medicines Fund may be
reduced this year due to changes in the Pharmaceutical Price Regulation
Scheme (PPRS) meaning that it may not achieve previous year’s levels. Latest
information would suggest that this may reduce by up to a third (£0.9m impact
on Dumfries and Galloway’s position, with further updates provided as more
information emerges.
23. There is also an outstanding allocation of £290k, relating to the balance of
2019/20 Alcohol and Drugs Partnership (ADP) funding returned to Scottish
Government last year, where commitments have been made with third sector
organisations. This anticipated allocation is expected to be received as part of
the Scottish Government final allocation process of Quarter One review.
Remobilisation Costs
24. Included in the Covid-19 costs return recently submitted to Scottish
Government on 14th August 2020, is a current estimate of the Remobilisation
plans identified to date.
25. A summary of the costs are included in Appendix 4. This includes, for
completeness, the estimated costs of Social Care and the assumption that
payments to external providers will continue beyond the September 2020 date
which has currently been agreed through COSLA negotiations.
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Key Risks and Impact on Future Years
26. Within the forecast position above, there remain some significant risks that still
require to be worked through. A detailed schedule has been included at
Appendix 5.
27. Whilst the focus of this report has been on 2020/21 financial year, many of the
issues highlighted will impact into future years. The cost of the impact of Covid19 will continue into future years to include any new services which are put in
place, the impact on our existing service models, the impact on our ability to
deliver savings and the legacy impact of the virus. It also remains unclear what
our future allocation uplifts will be, given the detrimental impact on the economy
of the crisis and this will need to be assessed as we develop future financial
plans.
28. There are a number of key assumptions and risks which are under review and
may further impact on the position but haven’t been factored into this current
assessment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Additional costs of 5th Cath Lab Business Case at Golden Jubilee,
currently assessing impact - £500 - £700k
New Medicines Fund Allocation risk (up to £900k)
Ongoing medical locum demand and nationwide shortage of locums
Potential slippage to new clinical waste contract implementation - £90k
Scale and impact of potential second surge during winter months
The assessment of the cost associated with remobilisation our elective
activity has been difficult to assess. This will need to be reviewed to
ensure resources available from Scottish Government are able match
expectations and demand.
Office 365 and Windows 10 roll out. Whilst it is assumed that the current
cost will be within the £500k identified in the Annual Operational Plan
(AOP), further work is progressing on identifying the license needs of all
staff across the organisation in light of the changing working
environments and associated access to systems remotely.
A high level review of balances held in budget reserves (cost pressures,
prescribing etc) but current position is that these are required to manage
in year pressures and there is no flexibility to support the financial
position. This will be further reviewed in the Mid Year review.

Capital Update
29. The individual elements of the capital programme have now been approved by
the various Committees and the draft Capital Resource Limit (CRL)
requirement has been reduced from £11.878m to an estimated £8.175m as per
the breakdown below:
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Table 6 – Anticipated Allocations

Opening Plan
2019/20 Carry forward
Adjustment to 2020/21 plan
TOTAL CAPITAL RESOURCE LIMIT ( CRL)
Top Slice Anticipated – Laundry (Lanarkshire)
Top Slice Anticipated – Vascular (Lanarkshire)
TOTAL AVAILABLE WITHIN D&G

Formula
£000s
3,475
0
0
3,475
(72)
0
3,403

Specific
Funding ASRP
Equipping
£000s
2,500
1,200
(800)
2,900
0
(500)
2,400

Specific
Funding ASRP
Mountainhall
£000s
5,903
0
(4,103)
1,800
0
0
1,800

Total
£000s
11,878
1,200
(4,903)
8,175
(72)
(500)
7,603

30. The opening plan for 2020/21 of £11.878m was presented as part of the overall
Financial Plan in April 2020. A number of projects (£1.2m) which were
committed in 2019/20 could not be completed due to Covid-19 and SGHSCD
agreed to return the slippage in 2020/21. In addition, it is now recognised that
the development of the Mountainhall project will not be progressed as per the
original timescales anticipated and not all of the DGRI equipping estimate is
required at this time, this reflects the reduction to the plan of £4.903m.
31. Two top slices are anticipated during the year (£0.572m) which reduces the
capital funding available locally to £7.603m.
32. At Quarter One, the intention is to deliver all projects within this programme,
however, a progress review will be carried out at Quarter Two and the plan
updated at this time based on progress against procurement routes. At this
time, the capital to revenue requirement has not been identified and this will be
updated as part of the Quarter Two review as will any anticipated capital
receipts.
33. The main focus for the Board continues to be the Mountainhall redevelopment
programme which for this year includes the progression of the Ophthalmology
service move, the creation of a vaccination centre, the transfer of services from
the Nithbank site to allow for the sale to be progressed and the scoping of the
energy centre.
34. The IT and Medical equipment replacement programmes across the whole
Board are now underway and additional funds have been allocated to a
numbers of projects being taken forward through our Sustainability and
Modernisation Programme to release recurring revenue savings.
35. A number of smaller estates projects are progressing, the most significant
being the transfer of services from Charles St Clinic in Annan which is not fit for
purpose and will provide an opportunity to create a more integrated Health and
Social Care team as well as allowing for the property disposal.
36. Further detail on the individual programmes being taken forward was included
in the Infrastructure Update paper presented to Board on 3rd August 2020.
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37. Moving forward, a key assumption of the Board is that the project specific
funding for both ASRP Equipping and Mountainhall Programme will be
available. It is anticipated that this will take longer than the current five year
plan timeframe to deliver upon, therefore, confirmation is being sought that this
can be retained over the longer term to continue this work. The remaining
balance is set out below:
Table 7
ASRP
Equipping
£000s
14,248

ASRP
Mountainhall
£000s
22,493

2020/21 Anticipated Requirement

(2,900)

(1,800)

(4,700)

Project Funding Balance Remaining

11,348

20,693

32,041

Project Specific Funding held by SGHSCD
Project Funding Balance as at 1 April 2020

Total
£000s
36,741

38. As the Board progress with its remobilisation plans it is likely that further
schemes will require to be developed, with a small formula allocation it is
unknown at this stage whether additional funding will be available to support.
39. Appendices to this paper are noted below:
•
•
•
•
•

Appendix 1 – Summary of Quarter One 2020/21 Position
Appendix 2 – Expenditure Analysis by Directorate
Appendix 3 – Revenue Resource Analysis
Appendix 4 – Remobilisation Costs
Appendix 5 – Key Financial Risks
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Appendix 1

QUARTER ONE FORECAST SUMMARY 2020/21

YTD Variance - M3

YTD Variance Mth 4

Revised
M3
Position
£000s

COVID
Mth 1-4

COVID
Mth 5-12
(incl
remob)

Total
COVID &
Remob
£000s

(1,547)
(265)
113
503
(593)
55
241
3
(1,489)

1,093
664
303
877
620
48
288
29
3,923

5,100
368
321
1,364
2
25
522
17
7,719

6,193
1,033
624
2,241
622
74
810
46
11,642

2,530

2,474

5,004

2,530

2,475

5,004

Pays
£000s

Npays
£000s

Income
£000s

Total £000s

(1,228)
43
(171)
(91)
(168)
267
53
(12)
(1,306)

702
(618)
110
168
(536)
30
(391)
(0)
(535)

(169)
(36)
(1)
1
(8)
0
(3)
0
(216)

(696)
(611)
(61)
79
(711)
298
(341)
(13)
(2,057)

876
613
202
761
612
41
241
24
3,370

180
2
141
840
(99)
339
(100)
11
1,313

(650)
(601)
(102)
120
(666)
490
(477)
(11)
(1,898)

1,093
664
303
877
620
48
288
29
3,923

443
64
201
997
(47)
538
(189)
18
2,025

(1,177)
0
213
1,203
(593)
1,205
241
3
1,096

(2,530)
(4,413)
(6,943)

2,530

0
(4,413)
(4,413)

(2,585)
(13,240)
(15,825)

2,585

1,897

(0)
(3,310)
(3,310)

2,530

0

(1,897)
(3,310)
(5,207)

1,897

0

(1,897)
(3,310)
(5,207)

2,585

(0)
(13,240)
(13,240)

(1,306)

(5,743)

(216)

(7,264)

5,267

(1,997)

(8,841)

6,452

(2,389)

(14,729)

0

(14,729)

6,452

10,194

16,646

74
3
77

399
9
408

(267)
16
(252)

205
28
233

502
0
502

708
28
735

244
25
269

602
0
602

846
25
871

1,073
503
1,577

(400)
0
(400)

673
503
1,177

602
0
602

2,277
0
2,277

2,879
0
2,879

Planned Savings
Unidentified
Board Corporate Savings

(1,167)
(721)
(1,888)

(3,500)
(2,163)
(2,563)

400
0
400

(3,100)
(2,163)
(2,163)

1,933

3,100

1,167

0
(721)
(721)

1,167

875

0
(541)
(541)

1,167

0

(875)
(541)
(1,416)

875

0

(875)
(541)
(1,416)

1,167

1,933

3,100

BOARD SERVICES TOTAL

77

(1,008)

(252)

(1,183)

1,377

194

(1,619)

1,769

150

(987)

0

(987)

1,769

4,210

5,979

(1,230)

(6,750)

(468)

(8,447)

6,645

(1,803)

(10,460)

8,222

(2,239)

(15,715)

0

(15,715)

8,222

14,403

22,625

4,525

9,996

14,521

Planned Savings
Unidentified
IJB Savings
IJB SERVICES TOTAL
BOARD SERVICES
Corporate
Board Strategic Services
subtotal

GRAND TOTAL

Revised M4
Position
£000s

Revised
Year End
Forecast
Position
£000s

COVID
YTD M3
£000s

IJB DELEGATED SERVICES
Acute & Diagnostics
Facilities and Clinical Support
Mental Health
Community Health & Social Care (NHS)
Primary Care Services
Women and Children's
E-Health
IJB Strategic Services
subtotal

YTD
COVID
Variance - YTD M4
M4
£000s

Year End Forecast

Q1
Forecast
Position
Savings
excl Covid Adjustment
£000s
£000s
(370)
(265)
(100)
(700)
(1,150)

(2,585)

Net of Savings Impact

Appendix 2
NHS DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY
EXPENDITURE ANALYSIS - 4 MONTH TO 31st JULY 2020

Annual Budget

Pays YTD

Non Pay YTD Income YTD

Total
Movement In
Previous Mth
month
YTD

Total YTD

AREA
Pay
£000

Non Pay
£000

Income
£000

Total
£000

Variance
£000

Variance
£000

Variance
£000

Variance
£000

Variance
%

Variance
£000

Variance
£000

IJB DELEGATED SERVICES
Acute & Diagnostics
Facilities & Clinical Support
Mental Health Directorate
Community Health & Social Care (NHS)
Primary Care Services
Womens & Childrens Directorate
E Health
Strategic Services
Savings
Inflation/ Cost Pressure Budgets held centrally
IJB SERVICES TOTAL

97,235
3,767
22,991
33,125
4,532
22,551
2,965
2,430
0
531
190,127

28,143
14,361
2,952
37,089
48,591
2,199
2,264
23,311
(20,829)
7,713
145,795

(2,517)
(693)
(504)
(1,268)
(5,154)
(547)
(181)
(343)
0
0
(11,207)

122,861
17,435
25,439
68,946
47,969
24,204
5,048
25,399
(20,829)
8,244
324,715

(1,403)
55
(253)
(10)
(158)
389
81
(13)
0
0
(1,313)

960
(593)
151
125
(516)
100
(530)
2
(6,943)
0
(7,244)

(207)
(62)
(0)
4
8
1
(27)
0
0
0
(285)

(650)
(601)
(102)
120
(666)
490
(477)
(11)
(6,943)
0
(8,841)

-2%
-11%
-1%
1%
-4%
6%
-28%
0%
100%
0%

(696)
(611)
(61)
79
(711)
298
(341)
(13)
(5,207)
0
(7,264)

46
11
(41)
41
45
191
(135)
1
(1,736)
0
(1,577)

BOARD SERVICES
Board Corporate Services
Strategic Capital
Central Income
Externals
Non Core
Savings
Inflation/ Cost Pressure Budgets held centrally
BOARD SERVICES TOTAL

14,129
158
0
0
0
0
(169)
14,117

3,372
18,079
0
28,765
10,094
(5,663)
7,032
61,678

(1,578)
0
(5,216)
(3,074)
0
0
0
(9,869)

15,923
18,236
(5,216)
25,691
10,094
(5,663)
6,863
65,927

112
4
0
0
0
0
0
116

(77)
6
0
516
0
(1,888)
0
(1,442)

(11)
16
(10)
(287)
0
0
0
(292)

24
25
(10)
229
0
(1,888)
0
(1,619)

0%
0%
1%
3%
0%
100%
0%

(57)
28
(42)
304
0
(1,416)
0
(1,183)

81
(3)
32
(75)
0
(472)
0
(436)

204,245

207,473

(21,076)

390,642

(1,197)

(8,686)

(577)

(10,460)

(8,447)

(2,013)

GRAND TOTAL
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Appendix 3
NHS DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY
REVENUE RESOURCE ANALYSIS
At 31st July 2020
Baseline
Recurring
£000s

Revenue Allocation as at 30th June 2020

315,832

Earmarked
Recurring
£000s

0

Non
Recurring
£000s

1,294

Non
Core
£000s

Total
£000s

0

317,126

Core

Cancer Waiting Times
Care Coordinator (Task Force)
eHealth Bundle: Strategic Fund (Incl 6th Strategic Aim)
eHealth Integrated Primary and Community Care (IPACC) Fund
Open University Pre-Reg Nursing Education Programme
Social Care Sustanability - Tranche 2
Type 2 Diabetes Framework
Vitamins for Pregnant & Breastfeeding Women

Total Allocations
Revenue Allocation as at 31st July 2020
Anticipated Allocations
Total Revenue Allocation (excl FHS)

297
45
634
241
65
742
86
15

0
315,832
315,832

Family Health Services Non Discretionary Allocation

0
0
29,128
29,128

2,124
3,418
12,581
15,999

297
45
634
241
65
742
86
15
0
0
0
0
10,956
10,956

2,124
319,250
52,665
371,915
18,727

Total Revenue Allocation (incl FHS)

390,642
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Appendix 4
Remobilisation
Plan

Key Assumptions

Acute Elective
Work/Cancer Waiting
Times

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Psychological
Therapies Waiting
Times
Urgent Care Hub Model

•

Winter Plans

•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Health
Response

•

Aug-March
Costs
£m

Increase of theatre capacity to offset some of the reductions due to safety measures in place
including 2 x theatre teams for Ortho and General Surgery , with additional consultant per
speciality and anaesthetics
Open our Short Stay Unit to cover weekend
Additional cost of CCU input (sicker patients coming through due to delay potentially)
Scopes – additional lists weekly
Neurology – external support for single handed specialty
Ophthalmology – increase sessions throughout week
Diagnostics- Imaging – extend working day/week
All would probably have to be at agency rates and include some locums for minor specialties to
maintain workload.
Clinical priority may change timetables so need to ensure flexibility
Potential to use additional GJH activity if available
Additional resource of £0.3m issued to Boards in July for Cancer Waiting Times with additional
resource beyond this factored into the elective number above.
Additional psychology support

£3.0m

Development and implementation of an Urgent Care Hub within Dumfries and Galloway by
October 2020
Additional surge beds
Community pharmacy cover
Acute pharmacy input and additional medical and management capacity
Assessment of additional GP capacity
Test and protect capacity
Enhance local public health teams

£0.75m
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£0.1m

£0.755m

£0.426m

Appendix 4
Remobilisation
Plan

Key Assumptions

Testing Capacity

•
•
•
•
•
•

Flu Vaccines
Care Home Oversight
work
Workforce Health and
Wellbeing
eHealth
Estates and Facilities

NHS COSTS
SOCIAL CARE COSTS
TOTAL

•
•
•
•
•
•

Aug-March
Costs
£m

Additional swabbing capacity for staff and patients
Enhance staffing capacity within local labs
Additional support for local occupational health teams
Expansion of flu vaccination programme both increasing uptake and 50-65’s
Assumes flu vaccine costs are funded
Additional responsibilities to NHS Boards to provide professional oversight of Care Homes,
assume this is an ongoing requirement beyond the initial period to November 2020
Psychological support
Cost of payment of annual leave
Assume that costs met within existing capital and revenue budgets. Risks associated with Office
365 and Windows 10 moves.
Additional cost of PPE ongoing
Cost of adapting facilities and workplace environments to support physical distancing for staff
and patients (assume funded from existing capital and revenue budgets)
Ongoing support to external providers, assumes ongoing impact into 2021/21
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£0.377m

£0.45m
£0.377m
£0.20m

£0.20m

£6.635m
£1.80m
£8.435m

Appendix 5

Quarter One Financial Plan Update 2020/21 - Risks and Assumptions
Key
Assumptions/Risks
Allocations - general

Value
£
£3m

Risk
rating
High
Risk
Medium
Risk

Allocations – Primary
Care Improvement
Fund
Allocations – MH
Action 15

£1.6m

£0.2m

Medium
Risk

Covid-19 Mobilisation
(including savings
slippage)

£16m

High
Risk

Remobilisation

£6.63m

CRES Delivery

£15.6m

High
Risk
High
Risk

New Medicines Fund/
PPRS

£1m

High
Risk

Prescribing - GP

£2m

Medium
Risk

Impact/£
Only baseline allocation for 2020/21 has been received.
Aware of SG repriorisation and concerned that risk of insufficient funding to support existing
commitments against Primary Care Improvement Fund and MH Action 15 specifically if last
years allocations are used as basis for 2020/21.
Aware of SG repriorisation and concerned that risk of insufficient funding to support existing
commitments against Primary Care Improvement Fund and MH Action 15 specifically if last
year’s allocations are used as basis for 2020/21.
Funding to date for Covid-19 reflects the allocations to the Local Authority for Social Care.
Whilst funding for Quarter One spend is anticipated during September, additional funding to
support the requirements of the Remobilisation Plan and other aspects of Covid-19 is still to be
agreed and reflects an additional requirement of £22.5m.
Additional funding requirement to support remobilisation of services as set out in plan at end of
July (numbers updated in Q1 Covid-19 costs return)
Opening Plan CRES requirement of £26.6m, £11m has been identified but risk around delivery
of original £11m due to Covid-19. £8m gap on plan factored into Covid-19 costs return, leaving
the original gap of £15.6m.
Advised by SG that level of NMF for 2020/21 is likely to be reduced. Unclear of financial impact
but highlighting as risk. Assess that financial impact could be as significant as £1m but no real
basis for this number. Anticipated allocation based on 2019/20 basis of share of £80m.
Latest estimates based on one month’s activity with spend more volatile during the peak Covid19 period. Latest information reflects that it is likely that activity and spend will increase as we
start to bring more activity on line.
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Key
Assumptions/Risks
Workforce/Recruitment

Value
£
£5m

Externals (Out of Area
SLAs)

£2m

Developments and
Cost Pressures
Pay
Inflation/Incremental
Drift
Delivery of Elective
Waiting Time Targets

£2m
£0.15m

£3.1m

Statutory
Change/Changes to
legislation

Not
known

IT developments/
Office 365

£0.5 £1m

EU exit

£???

Risk
rating
High
Risk

Impact/£

Recruitment to medical vacancies has remained a significant challenge for the Board, with the
average level of vacancy for NHS consultants continuing to remain above 20%. In addition,
there has been a rise in the level of gaps across the junior doctor rotas (especially within GP
training posts) which are not expected to be remedied in the forthcoming financial year. This is
an increasing problem across Scotland and the UK as a whole. An assessment of the
additional cost of medical locum provision has been included within the Financial Plan, along
with assumptions of reducing cost and demand with the investment of a new permanent
recruitment project team. Containment of locum and agency costs remains a priority.
Medium The level of activity sent outwith the Board’s area has been reduced during the early months of
Risk
the year due to Covid-19 but this has also impacted on our income. Whilst this is being worked
through and agreed the risk is being flagged in relation to Vascular (our transfer of activity to
Lanarkshire), the Golden Jubilee Cardiology activity and the 5th Cath Lab, our SLA agreements
with Glasgow and Lothian being the key risk areas.
Medium A sum of £5.3m has been set aside to cover the costs of future regional and national
Risk
developments, cost pressures and any other critical or must do developments.
Medium Robust financial planning information exists to allow accurate estimates of basic pay
Risk
settlements for 2020/21 and beyond. The Medical Pay award has yet to be agreed and we
believe there may be potential for costs to increase beyond the 2.5% set aside in the plan.
High
No additional provision has been made in year to support waiting time pressures within the
Risk
Acute and Diagnostics Directorate. It has been assumed this will be supported by Scottish
Government through additional funding. Delivery of targets is contingent upon receipt of
appropriate funding to support the WTIP. This financial risk is factored into the Remobilisation
Plan (including remobilisation figures).
Unknown The Financial Plan reflects the current known position in relation to any statutory compliance in
relation to VAT/NI and pensions. Any future changes to current regulations and compliance
would impact on the overall Financial Plan. These are reviewed regularly by the central
financial team and any changes reflected through financial estimates.
Medium The costs associated with the migration to Windows 10 and Office 365 are significant and whilst
Risk
£0.5m has been provided for within cost pressures there remains a financial risk associated
with this programme which has yet to be mitigated.
High
Difficult to quantify risk at this point.
Risk
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RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to note:
• The content of the Transforming Wigtownshire Programme report
(Appendix 1);
• The key achievements of phase 1 of the programme;
• The key priority areas of work which have been identified for phase 2:o Build upon the coproduction and engagement strategies for continued
work with staff and communities;
o Digital and Technology - ARMED Programme Pilot Outcomes;
o Making the most of the Galloway Campus (Primary, Community and
Secondary Care joint priorities);
o Scoping and project plan for Newton Stewart Initiative which will
encompass community bed provision, home teams and extra care
housing;
o Implement the learning from the COVID-19 response to inform new
ways of working across Wigtownshire and support the development of
the project plans.
o
CONTEXT
The Transforming Wigtownshire Programme directly relates to the IJB Health and
Social Care Strategic Plan, Wigtownshire Locality Plan and the Nine National Health
and Wellbeing Outcomes.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
TWP
TWPB
TWIG
PEG
WS
HIIA
IJB
HSCSMT
WLMT
GCH
CCPG
WHWBT
SEUPB
mPower

-

CoH-Sync
STARS
ACP
POA

-

Transforming Wigtownshire Programme
Transforming Wigtownshire Programme Board
Transforming Wigtownshire Implementation Group
Programme Executive Group
Workstream
Health Inequalities Impact Assessment
Integration Joint Board
Health and Social Care Senior Management Team
Wigtownshire Locality Management Team
Galloway Community Hospital
Communication and Coproduction Project Group
Wigtownshire Health & Wellbeing Team
Special European Programme Body
Social Prescribing and Digital Health Interventions (sits
within SEUPB)
Community Health Sync Project (sits within SEUPB)
Short Term Assessment and Re-ablement Service
Anticipatory Care Plan
Power of Attorney

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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MONITORING FORM
•

Policy / Strategy

Staffing Implications
Financial Implications
Consultation / Consideration

Risk Assessment
Risk Appetite

Sustainability

Compliance
Objectives

with

Transforming Health and Social Care in
Wigtownshire Programme – Integration Joint
Board – Clinical Care and Governance
Committee, 28th February 2018
• Making the Most of Galloway Community
Hospital – Health and Social Care Senior
Management Team, 11th October 2017
• Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board
Service Planning Framework, September 2017
(Service Planning Framework)
• Scottish Government National Standards for
Community Engagement, 2016 (National
Standards for Community Engagement)
• Wigtownshire Locality Plan 2016 – 2019
• Health and Social Care Partnership - Digital
Health and Care Strategy
• Health & Wellbeing Model Guidance - Dumfries
and Galloway (2019)
None
None
Transforming Wigtownshire Programme Board;
Transforming Wigtownshire Implementation Group;
Community Health and Social Care Management
Team, Health and Social Care Operational Group
and Health and Social Care Governance and
Performance Group
Not Applicable

Low
Medium
High x
Transforming Wigtownshire programme aimed to
develop sustainable, safe and effective health and
social care services to meet the needs of the local
community.
The programme is based on co-production
methodology i.e. people with different interests
come together to create change as a group. This
way of working supports local sustainability.
Corporate To promote and embed continuous quality
improvement
To review the model of service delivery to deliver
person-centred services as close to home as
clinically appropriate
To maximise the benefit of the financial allocation
by delivering clinically and cost effective services
efficiently
Continue to support and develop partnership
working to improve outcomes for people
NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Local Outcome Improvement Outcome 7: People are well connected
Plan (LOIP)
Outcome 8: Individuals and communities are
empowered
Best Value
Vision and Leadership
Effective Partnerships
Governance and Accountability
Equality
Sustainability
Impact Assessment
An EQIA was completed in December 2019 and filed.
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Executive Summary
Workstream

Phase 1

Phase 2

Communication and
Education

Variety of communication mediums used to
communicate with, provide information to and
information from communities, staff and partners
e.g. Wigtownshire Health and Wellbeing
Facebook (over 2000 followers) and MailChimp.

Communication and engagement will continue
using existing mediums such as the local
facebook page and the Health and Wellbeing
Partnership

Local information hubs in five community council Digital version will remain on the NHS Inform
areas; access point for local information to Service Directory and updated as required.
support health and wellbeing; supported by local
people (Community Partners). Digital version
available, in the interim, on the NHS Inform
Services Directory
Community Education
Events

Three events:
Navigating Life’s Journey – helped to shape
the programmes of work and other work out with
the direct scope of the programme e.g.
anticipatory care planning
Enabling People to Live Better for Longer
(Healthy Ageing and LifeCurve) – event was
delivered by Professor Gore who is at the
forefront of developing approaches to healthy
ageing.
Planning Life’s Journey – event focussed on
Anticipatory Care Plans (ACP) and Power of
Attorney (POA).

Learning from the events needs to be
considered in relation to Home Teams in
particular the early adopter sites.
In particular:
LifeCurve as an approved app for health and
social care professionals
Continued focus and awareness raising of ACP
and POA
Share learning and opportunities from the events
with other localities

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Workstream

Phase 1

Phase 2

Health and Wellbeing

Two European funded projects; mPower and Maximise the opportunity offered through the two
CoHSync.
European funded projects over the next eighteen
mPower – self management approach to months by:
empower people aged 65 and older to take
• Embedding
health
and
wellbeing
control of their long term conditions at home by
approaches, as well as early interventions
using technology. 193 outcome focussed plans
into new models of health and social care
(incorporating ACP’s) and 587 eHealth
e.g. Home Teams; Discharge from
interventions (Florence/NHS Attend Anywhere
hospital to home/or community setting
and My Diabetes, My Way delivered.
• Share learning with SAM programme in
particular ARMED trial.
Deployment of community navigator to the
• Continue to work with and support clinical
Galloway Hospital to assist patient flow (as a
teams to think ‘digital first’ by introducing
response to COVID-19) provided greater
eHealth solutions into their practice.
understanding of opportunities where mPower
and wider health and wellbeing team could be
used to enhance a patients discharge from
hospital back into a community setting.
CoH Sync – 507 health and wellbeing plans
delivered to people 18 years and over to support
healthier lifestyle choices.
ARMED Trial (Advanced Risk Modelling for Early
Detection) – 70 people identified as having an
elevated risk of falls from four different settings;
sheltered accommodation, residential care home,
care at home and GP practices will be part of the
12 month trial (original implementation date
delayed from April to July 2020 due to COVID-19
and procurement challenges).
NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Workstream

Phase 1

Phase 2

South Machars Digital
Hub

A community digital hub six month trial was Community digital hub trial is currently on hold
agreed in February 2020 with Southern Machars due to COVID-19 restrictions. Discussions are
Community Centre Management Team. The hub ongoing to find a safe way forward.
will provide a platform for people in Southern
Machars to access selected NHS services from a
community based facility.

Making the Most Of
Galloway Community
Hospital

Initial focus was on: Inpatient/Unscheduled
Elective/Scheduled Care

Maximise the opportunities in relation to Primary,
and Secondary and Community Care in particular the
provision of community beds out with an NHS
inpatient setting.
A plan was produced to support the development
of a four bedded area in Garrick ward to expand Continue the journey towards integrated care by
out-patient and ambulatory care services as well reviewing the concept of the Galloway
as improve in-patient unscheduled care
Community Campus in line with the development
of Home Teams.
Some progress on the plan was initially halted
with the COVID-19 restrictions but the plans to
upscale and deliver technological solutions
continued i.e. NHS Near Me.
Care

It should be noted that the opportunities were not
maximised in relation to Primary, Secondary and
Community Care.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Workstream

Phase 1

Phase 2

Housing Care and Support In partnership with Loreburn Housing, Guardians, The main focus will be on: Care Providers, Parents and Additional Support
• developing a detailed plan of the
Personnel three service users with a learning
partnership model in Newton Stewart and
disability and one with a physical disability will
• continue to scope housing care and
move to a purpose built facility at the former
support opportunities in particular extra
Garrick Hospital Site in Stranraer.
care housing.
Initial scoping of future models of care and
service provision as a partnership model within
Newton Stewart.
Women, Children and
Family Services

Transforming Wigtownshire team supported the
operational group overseeing the development of
the co-location of Women, Children and Family
services in Stranraer. Operational group wanted
to incorporate learning from the engagement and
co-production approaches adopted by the TWP.
Naming of the new facility was co-produced with
children who live in Wigtownshire.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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1. This paper reports on the Transforming Wigtownshire Programme (TWP) Phase
1 and provides recommendations for Phase 2 in the delivery of sustainable health
and social care services that meets the needs of the local community (Appendix
1).
2. The Transforming Wigtownshire Programme set out a different approach in its aim
to develop new models of sustainable, safe and effective health and social care
services to meet the needs of the local community.
3. Co-production as an approach, whilst scary, was one of the most positive
outcomes as evidenced by the programme evaluation. The transparency
coupled with the ability to have frank conversations around the challenges we
faced together created trust and helped reduce the anxiety that change often
brings.
4. An independent chair and programme board members were recruited largely
from the Wigtownshire community with varied backgrounds and experiences. A
Project Manager was appointed to support the Programme Board and ensure
there were links to relevant experts, the locality management team, short life
working groups and the communication and co-production group.
5. A suite of engagement and awareness workshops/events were undertaken with
key stakeholders and the local community. The output from these helped inform
the development of the programme.
6. Six workstreams were established to support development and delivery of phase
1 of the programme: o
o
o
o
o
o

Communication and Education;
Health and Wellbeing;
Making the Most of Galloway Community Hospital Campus;
South Machars Community Digital Hub;
Housing Care and Support;
Women and Children’s Family Centre (now known as The Oak Tree Family
Centre)

7. Table below summarises Phase 1and recommendations for Phase 2: -

8. The first year focused on building the foundations for developing and
implementing a programme of work which was true to the co-production
approach. This required time, energy and a change in mindset for equal
relationships to be built that recognised the combined assets people brought to
the process.
9. Appendix 1 reports on phase one of the journey with the road being paved for
phase two of developing and delivering new models of care and support in
Wigtownshire.
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Appendix 1

Health and Social Care Operational Group
11th August 2020
This Report relates to
Item X on the Agenda

Transforming Wigtownshire Programme
Paper presented by Graham Abrines, General Manager,
Stephanie Mottram, Area Locality Manager and Sharon
Walker Assistant Locality Manager, Community Health
and Social Care

For Discussion
Authors:

List of Background Papers:

Karen Harper, Project Manager, Transforming Wigtownshire
Programme, Dumfries and Galloway Health and Social
Care Partnership k.harper2@nhs.net
Sharon Walker, Assistant Locality Manager (Stewartry and
Wigtownshire), Community Health and Social Care,
Sharon.walker4@nhs.net
John Ross, Transforming Wigtownshire Programme Board
Chair
• Transforming Health and Social Care in Wigtownshire
Programme – Integration Joint Board – Clinical Care and
Governance Committee, 28th February 2018
• Making the Most of Galloway Community Hospital –
Health and Social Care Senior Management Team, 11th
October 2017
• Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board Service
Planning Framework, September 2017 (Service Planning

•

•
•
•
Appendices:

Framework)
Scottish Government National Standards for Community
Engagement, 2016 (National Standards for Community
Engagement)
Wigtownshire Locality Plan 2016 – 2019
Health and Social Care Partnership - Digital Health and
Care Strategy
Health & Wellbeing Model Guidance - Dumfries and
Galloway (2019)

Appendix Number and Title (if possible please add
Appendix to the end of the Report)
Appendix 1 Transforming Wigtownshire Programme Report
May 2019 to May 2020.

Direction
Required
to Direction to:
Council, Health Board or
1. No Direction Required
Both
2. Dumfries and Galloway Council
3. NHS Dumfries and Galloway
4. Dumfries and Galloway Council and NHS
Dumfries and Galloway

2

x

1.

Introduction

1.1

This paper reports on the Transforming Wigtownshire Programme (TWP) and
provides recommendations for the next steps in the delivery of sustainable health and
social care services that meets the needs of the local community.

1.2

A review of activity and actions from Year 1 and a programme plan for Year 2 was
agreed by the Transforming Wigtownshire Programme Board (June 2019) and Health
and Social Care Senior Management Team (August 2019) forms the main body of the
report.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

Health and Social Care Operational Group is asked to:
•
•

Note the content of the Transforming Wigtownshire Programme report;
Note the key priority areas of work which have been identified for phase 2:• Build upon the coproduction and engagement strategies for continued working
with staff and communities;
• Digital and Technology - ARMED Programme Pilot Outcomes;
• Making the most of the Galloway Campus (Primary, Community and
Secondary Care joint priorities);
• Scoping and project plan for Newton Stewart Initiative which will encompass
community bed provision, home teams and extra care housing;
• Implement the learning from the COVID-19 response to inform new ways of
working across Wigtownshire and support the development of the project
plans.

3.

Background and Main Report

3.1

Rationale for development of the programme
The Transforming Wigtownshire Programme (TWP) was established in response to
workforce, operational and financial challenges associated with the delivery of
health and social care services in the locality of Wigtownshire.
The political, community and organisational complexities of health and social care
provision in Wigtownshire means there is a need for a careful and considered
approach to developing future models of care and support.
The Transforming Wigtownshire Programme aimed to:
•

Develop sustainable, safe and effective health and social care services that meet
the needs of the local community.

•

In partnership with the local community and stakeholders, co-produce the review
and redesign of health and social care services in Wigtownshire, including the
Galloway Community Hospital (GCH).

•

Apply the six essential planning principles as contained within the Service
Planning Framework to the redesign of health and social care services in
Wigtownshire (i.e. person centred, outcome focussed, sustainable, effective and
efficient, co-productive and equitable).
3

3.2

Co-production
The programme is based on a co-production methodology. There are many
definitions of co-production therefore it was agreed to use the definition from the
IRISS Co-production toolkit for the programme:
“When people with different interests come together to create change as a group”.

3.3

Transforming Wigtownshire Programme Board
A programme board was set up with an independent chair to oversee all aspects of
the programme of work, ensure transparency, be open and inclusive and be a
‘critical friend’ to the Transforming Wigtownshire Implementation Group (TWIG).

3.4

Transforming Wigtownshire Implementation Group
The Transforming Wigtownshire Implementation Group (TWIG) was responsible for
implementing the work detailed in the programme plan.

3.5

Key Milestones
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
3.6

In April 2018, John Ross CBE was appointed Independent Chair of the
Programme Board. A recruitment process followed with the appointment of
board members largely from the Wigtownshire community with varied
backgrounds and experiences.
In May 2018, a Project Manager was appointed to support the Programme Board
to deliver on identified outcomes and ensure there were links to relevant experts,
the locality management team, short life working groups and the communication
and co-production group.
From June 2018 to March 2020, a suite of engagement and awareness
workshops/events were undertaken with key stakeholders and the local
community.
The output from these workshops/events helped inform the
development of the programme.
In April 2019, there was a change in programme leadership and management. A
full review of the programme was undertaken and a programme plan (May 2019
to May 2020) was produced.
In April 2019, short life working groups evolved into workstreams. As of March
2020 there were six workstreams:
o Communication and Education;
o Health and Wellbeing;
o Making the Most of Galloway Community Hospital Campus;
o South Machars Community Digital Hub;
o Housing Care and Support;
o Women and Children’s Family Centre (now known as The Oak Tree Family
Centre)
In March 2020, COVID-19 pandemic.
In June 2020, Phase 1 of the programme was completed. Report produced with
recommendations for Phase 2.
Appendix 1 provides a final programme report and highlights key areas of learning
to support the next steps in the development and delivery of new models of care
and support in Wigtownshire.
4

4.

Conclusions

4.1.

As highlighted in the Transforming Wigtownshire Programme Board Chairman
report as attached in appendix 1.

5.

Resource Implications

5.1

The Independent Chair position funded for 4 days per month for the duration of the
programme will no longer exist.

5.2

The two European funded projects; mPower and CoHSync will cease December
2021.

6.

Impact on Health and Social Care Partnership Outcomes, Priorities and Policy

6.1

The TWP directly relates to the IJB Health and Social Care Strategic Plan and the
Nine National Health and Wellbeing Outcomes.

7.

Legal and Risk Implications

7.1

Failure to continue to act on the learnings from the TWP and Covid-19 will result in
significant risk to the delivery of sustainable services within Wigtownshire including
Galloway Community Hospital.

8.

Consultation

8.1

This report has been developed in consultation with Transforming Wigtownshire
Programme Board, Transforming Wigtownshire Implementation Group and
Community Health and Social Care Management Team.
It should be noted that members of the public as well as ward officers and
community council members sit on the TWIG and the TWPB non-executive group
are members of the public from across Wigtownshire.

9.

Equality and Human Rights Impact Assessment

9.1

An EQIA was completed in December
uhb.Equality/ImpactAssessment@nhs.net.

10.

Glossary

10.1

All acronyms must be set out in full the first time they appear in a paper with the
acronym following in brackets.
TWP
TWPB
TWIG
PEG
WS
HIIA
IJB
HSCSMT

2019

and

filed

Transforming Wigtownshire Programme
Transforming Wigtownshire Programme Board
Transforming Wigtownshire Implementation Group
Programme Executive Group
Workstream
Health Inequalities Impact Assessment
Integration Joint Board
Health and Social Care Senior Management Team
5

with

dumf-

WLMT
GCH
CCPG
WHWBT
SEUPB
mPower
CoHSync
STARS
ACP
POA

Wigtownshire Locality Management Team
Galloway Community Hospital
Communication and Coproduction Project Group
Wigtownshire Health & Wellbeing Team
Special European Programme Body
Social Prescribing and Digital Health Interventions (sits within
SEUPB)
Community Health Sync Project (sits within SEUPB)
Short Term Assessment and Reablement Service
Anticipatory Care Plan
Power of Attorney
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Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board
DIRECTION
(ISSUED UNDER SECTIONS 26--28
28 OF THE PUBLIC BODIES (JOINT WORKING) (SCOTLAND) ACT 2014)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Title of Direction and Reference Number
Date Direction Issued by Integration Joint Board
Date from which Direction takes effect
Direction to
Does this direction supersede, amend or cancel a
previous Direction? If yes, include the reference
number(s)
6. Functions covered by Direction
7. Full text of Direction
8. Budget allocated by Integration Joint Board to
carry out Direction
9. Desired Outcomes
10. Performance Monitoring Arrangements
11. Date Direction will be Reviewed
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Transforming Wigtownshire Report
May 2019 to May 2020
I am honoured to present the Transforming Wigtownshire Programme
2019 – 2020 report to the Health and Social Care Operational Group.
It is not new information that Health and Social Care is unable to
maintain the current level of service provision and while pressures are
felt across the region and the nation, because of the rural location and
an ageing population and workforce, pressures in Wigtownshire are
felt more acutely in regard to recruitment, finances, infrastructure,
increasing demand, health inequalities and deprivation, all of which
contribute to health and wellbeing outcomes.
The Transforming Wigtownshire Programme set out a different approach in its aim to develop
new models of sustainable, safe and effective health and social care services to meet the
needs of the local community. The approach we undertook was “co-production”, essentially
working in partnership with local communities and stakeholders to co-produce the review
and redesign of health and social care services in Wigtownshire, including the Galloway
Community Hospital (GCH).
We had a timeframe of two years to complete the programme and the first year was spent
planning and engaging with communities and stakeholders to establish a mutual
understanding of the current situation and what people envisioned for the future of
Wigtownshire by asking “What Matters to You?” Feedback from this engagement provided
evidence for the implementation team to build on the good work already happening and also
to design and develop new models of health and social care. It is important to highlight that
the programme board and the implementation group were made up of both professionals
and members of the public.
This way of working, whilst scary, was one of the most positive outcomes as evidenced by
the programme evaluation. The transparency that the co-productive approach offered
coupled with the ability to have frank conversations around the delivery challenges we faced
together, created trust and helped to reduce the anxiety that change most often brings. The
relationship building between the partner providers, members of the community and elected
members was apparent. Working in a truly co-productive way is extremely challenging and
the approach takes time, bravery and considerable energy. We didn’t get it right every time,
but as a lifetime resident of Wigtownshire I believe we were able to achieve what we set out
to do.
With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020, the work of the programme came
to a halt with strict social distancing rules and the deployment of workforce teams to support
critical response. Several of the new models of health and care we had been developing and
testing were catapulted forward to continue to provide services and business continuity. NHS
Near Me was available for many professional providers, including GP’s, to connect remotely
with service users. Microsoft Teams was rapidly introduced to professionals across all
sectors to connect and meet remotely. The Health and Wellbeing Team were already
developing digital solutions and continued to adapt and provide support. The development of
housing care and support at the Garrick site in Stranraer, the creation of community digital
8
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hubs and ambulatory care and bed use service redesign within Galloway Community
Hospital have been delayed but will resume when appropriate.
I believe that the scope of the Transforming Wigtownshire Programme including what we
learned from the communities and our partner providers, reinforces to me that we were on
the right track and the learning from the programme will go a long way in influencing the
future delivery of health and care across the region.
I felt privileged to take on the role of Programme Board Chair and would like to take this
opportunity to convey my sincere appreciation to the Transforming Wigtownshire Programme
Board professionals and members of the community for their expertise and guidance and for
being a critical friend to the operational groups. The experience for me has been most
rewarding. The support we had from the meetings held all over Wigtownshire was very
encouraging. This gave us the confidence to progress with this report which we hope will
ensure sustainable services into the future.

John Ross
Chair of the Transforming Wigtownshire Programme Board

July 2020
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Transforming Wigtownshire Workstreams
Following extensive community and staff engagement in 2018/19 the following key areas
were identified for the programme. Six workstreams were established to progress this work.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Communication and Education
Health and Wellbeing
South Machars Community Digital Hub
Making the Most Of Galloway Community Hospital Campus
Housing Care and Support
Women and Children’s Family Centre

Communication and Education Workstream
The main aim of this workstream was to transform the way we communicate with, provide
information to, and receive information from communities, staff and partners.
A number of different communication mediums such as the Wigtownshire Health and
Wellbeing Facebook page (with over 2000 followers), newsletters, local newspapers, Survey
Monkey and MailChimp were used for feedback, to provide updates on the programme,
advertise events and to share people’s stories.

Facebook Insight Data

Reach

Engagement

ACP event promotion
ACP event promotion
TW November newlsetter
looking for volunteers for GCH workstream
poll on how people want to be communicated to
Request for groups to be involved
Professor Gore event promotion
TW October newsletter
Navigating Life's Journey event promotion
0

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Mailchimp Data
400
300
200
100
0

126

90

October
Newsletter public

October
Newsletter staff

10

clicks

291

314

November
Newsletter

December
Newsletter
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Communication methods and content were tested with primary and secondary school pupils
as well as young and older adults. Feedback from this exercise included not using jargon,
acronyms and that information should be provided visually and in an easy read format. A
member of the community joined the workstream which was extremely valuable.
Community Health and Wellbeing Information Hubs
Community health and wellbeing information hubs have been established in five community
council areas; Isle of Whithorn, Whithorn, Kirkcolm, Kirkcowan and Drummore following
feedback from community engagement sessions. These five areas have identified a
building to host a local hub and local people, who will be referred to as Community Partners,
to support. A training plan has been created for Community Partners. The hubs will provide
an access point for local information in the form of a booklet (co-produced with partners and
local communities) to support health and wellbeing.
Due to COVID-19 restrictions the following actions are currently on hold:
• Attendance by the project manager and chair of the programme board to other
community council’s to consider the request to host an information hub in their
village;
• Training for Community Partners in the five established hub areas;
• Funding proposal to NHS D&G Endowment for 5000 information booklets.
In the interim the digital version of the booklet has been uploaded to the NHS Inform
Services Directory https://www.nhsinform.scot/scotlands-service-directory .
Next Steps
In light of COVID-19 we may need to revise the distribution methods for the paper version of
the information booklets and training plans for the Community Partners.
Communication and engagement will continue to be a key focus for the locality building on
what is already in existence such as the: • Wigtownshire Health and Wellbeing Facebook page and
• Wigtownshire Health and Wellbeing Partnership, which has been in existence for a
number of years. The Programme Board recognises the partnership as a potential
vehicle to support future community and public engagement.
Community Education Events
Navigating Life’s Journey
In July 2019, the Transforming Wigtownshire Programme Team helped to organise the
‘Navigating Life’s Journey’ event at the Ryan Centre in Stranraer. The event was attended
by 61 people from across the locality and was supported by D&G Health and Social Care
staff as well as Third and Independent sector partners.
The aims of the event were to:
• engage people of Wigtownshire in conversations about health and wellbeing and ask
“what matters to you and why”?
• provide information to help increase knowledge of what health and wellbeing support
11
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•

is available to the Wigtownshire community.
inform the Wigtownshire community about the Transforming Wigtownshire
Programme and how we can work together to support our communities to be the best
place to live active, safe and healthy lives by promoting independence, choice and
control.

97% (30 people) who completed the event evaluation stated that the aims of the event were
achieved.
Additional information was collected about what was most valuable, the top things learned,
and what people would like to see more of.
More information on how to
access services and how all
of this info can be honed into
one venue and signposted
from there

Personal health
responsibility and
that exercise is
important
Getting to know
just how many
services are local

Video conferencing
coming to save journey
to Dumfries

The information collated from the event helped to further shape the programmes of work as
well as other wider work out with the direct scope of the Transforming Wigtownshire
programme. These include areas such as child bereavement support, anticipatory care
planning and improved access to other health care professionals for example Pharmacy or
Community Link instead of a GP. Provider participants told us it was useful for networking
and a better understanding of services and roles.
Enabling People to Live Better for Longer (Healthy Ageing and LifeCurve)
In October 2019, mPower hosted a learning event in Wigtownshire on healthy ageing and
the LifeCurve. The event was delivered by Professor Peter Gore and his team. Professor
Gore (Professor of Practice in Ageing and Vitality, Newcastle University Institute for Ageing)
is at the forefront of developing approaches to healthy ageing and provides educational
sessions to Health and Social Care practitioners.
The aim of the event was to challenge traditional thinking and to provide Health and Social
Care Practitioners with the evidence based scientific research that supports a new approach
to delivering Health and Social Care services.
The event provided an opportunity to showcase some of the digital equipment and
community activities that are able to support the healthy ageing approach.
The event was attended by 176 people from a wide range of health and social care services
and 112 evaluation forms were completed.
Some of the comments from the event are highlighted below: -
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Excellent

45

46%

very good

40

40%

good

11

11%

3

3%

fair
poor

0

0%

Frightening
and
Fantastic

The presentation and
process of speaking
has influenced my
thinking

Workshop was
excellent – great to
hear the experiences
of others

Small changes can
make a big difference

Planning Life’s Journey
In January 2020 a follow up event took place in response to the July 2019 feedback and a
local community action group. The ‘Planning Life’s Journey’ event focussed on Anticipatory
Care Plans (ACP) and Power of Attorney (POA) and asked ‘whose role is it anyway’? The
event was attended by 64 people and more than half (55%) were members of the public.
The main aim of the event was to stimulate people’s thinking about the importance of having
conversations with family, loved ones and friends about what matters to them in relation to
their future health and social care wishes and how this information can be recorded on an
Anticipatory Care Plan. Health and Social Care professionals presented information using a
variety of mediums such as pictures, slides and videos. Permission from local people
enabled real lived experiences to be shared with the audience.

The following links are two of the resources provided to the attendees at the event
https://ihub.scot/project-toolkits/anticipatory-care-planning-toolkit/anticipatory-care-planningtoolkit/
https://www.publicguardian-scotland.gov.uk/

A pre-event questionnaire, completed by 56 participants, captured information on people’s
knowledge and understanding of ACP and POA.
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Do you know what an ACP is?

Do you have an ACP?
7%
(4)

27%
(15)

yes

yes

73%
(41)

no

Do you have your own POA?

Do you know what POA is?

100%
(56)

93%
(52)

no

12.5%
(7)
yes
no

87.5%
(49)

yes
no

A three month post event questionnaire was planned to measure any shift in understanding
of ACP and POA and also to establish if participants had completed an ACP themselves or
with a loved one or someone they know. Due to COVID-19 and the shift in resources and
focus to critical response this has not been achieved.
In the near future the questionnaire will be repeated with participants. Other localities were
interested in holding their own ACP and POA event which may require the use of technology
and a ‘virtual world café’ approach to move this work forward.
Next Steps
Learning from the events needs to be considered in relation to the development of Home
Teams and in particular the early adopter sites.
The following areas should be an early focus: • LifeCurve as an approved app for health and social care professionals;
• Continued focus and awareness raising of ACP and POA;
• Post-event questionnaire to be administered to measure any shift in understanding of
ACP and POA as well as establish if there is an increase in completion of ACP’s;
• Share learning and opportunities from the events with other localities.
Health and Wellbeing Workstream
mPower Project
The mPower project is a five year project supported by the European Union’s INTERREG
VA Programme managed by the Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB), to stimulate
transformation in older people’s services in Ireland, Northern Ireland and Scotland
(Dumfries and Galloway, Ayrshire and Arran and Western Isles Health Boards).
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Wigtownshire was chosen as the initial focus of the project from its beginning in 2018 and
will run through to the end of 2021.
The project focuses on people aged 65 and older with one or more long term condition who
access services on a frequent basis. One of the aims of the project is to empower people to
take control of their long term conditions at home by using technology, while simultaneously
freeing up GP’s and other health and social care professionals.
mPower also aims to introduce self management to this cohort through:
•

person centred and outcome focussed wellbeing plans that incorporate national
anticipatory care plans (ACPs) of which 193 have been delivered by mPower
Community Navigators since 2018;

•

introducing new digital ways of managing long term conditions;

•

maintaining or improving health and wellbeing through increasing the use of digital
solutions and maximising social prescribing opportunities.

mPower has supported the digital health and social care strategy by working with and
supporting clinical teams in Wigtownshire who are introducing eHealth solutions into their
practice.
Since 2018, the project has delivered 587 eHealth interventions. Examples of eHealth
interventions available to support health and social care practice include: Florence – a Home and Mobile Health Monitoring (HMHM) system through which people
can send and receive text messages such as medication reminders or for submitting blood
pressure readings.
Southern Machars practice has introduced the Florence system to support people to monitor
their own blood pressure for accurate diagnosis of hypertension.
NHS Attend Anywhere – a safe and secure digital space through which people can attend
video consultations with health and social care professionals. This reduces the need for
people to travel.
Work is underway to trial (see South Machars Digital Hub section) the use of Attend
Anywhere in a community setting. This is now referred to as NHS Near Me and the mPower
team will continue to link with the regional team.
My Diabetes, My Way – an interactive website provided by NHS Scotland that supports
people with diabetes, their families and friends.
Southern Machars and Lochinch practices have increased the number of people making use
of this system to help manage their diabetes.
Case study
Referral
A 70 year old lady was referred to the service to discuss a referral to Tele-care.
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Background
She lives alone with great support from her family however they don’t live local. Has chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease and requires long term oxygen therapy to help with her
breathing. She also has arthritis which can make getting around a bit more challenging. A
home visit was arranged to discuss the process of developing a wellbeing and anticipatory
care plan (ACP).
Outcome
A referral to Tele-care was agreed. Following the conversations that the ACP facilitated she
made contact with her family to discuss something very important to her.
She planned for the future and made her wishes known and by introducing the ACP to her
family she felt it also made this discussion easier to have.
Along with support from her family this wish was made formal and allowed her to feel in
control. The ACP did effectively ‘what it says on the tin’.
mPower Advanced Risk Modelling for Early Detection Trial
The use of digital technology to support people to remain healthy and independent in their
own homes is one of the ways that services are transforming to help them meet the increase
in demand. There is a lot to be learned about what kind of technology can be used in what
way to provide the best outcomes.
This trial provides the opportunity to use predictive technology to encourage 70 people to
take control of their own health and wellbeing, helping them to understand their own health
and earlier recognition of deteriorating health. The technology used to support the trial is
the Advanced Risk Modelling for Early Detection (ARMED) system that has been developed
by HAS Technology.
The cohort for the trial is people who have been identified as having an elevated risk of falls.
Next steps
The trial will: • Commence in July 2020 for a 12 month period; original date was April 2020 but due
to a number of challenges in relation to procurement, COVID-19 and the need to alter
the approach due to continued restrictions, the start date has been delayed;
• Be delivered in three localities (Wigtownshire, Stewartry and Annandale and
Eskdale);
• Recruit people from four different areas i.e. sheltered accommodation
(Wigtownshire), residential care home (Wigtownshire), care at home package
(Stewartry) and GP practices (Annandale and Eskdale);
• Provide progress reports and outcomes to Community Health and Social Care
Management Team and the Sustainability and Modernisation Programme.
Timeframe for reporting has still to be agreed.
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Health and Wellbeing Services in Hospital and on Discharge from Hospital
Prior to COVID-19 early discussions with Galloway Community Hospital Management team
indicated a willingness to work with mPower, the wider Health and Wellbeing Team and
other partners to introduce pathways to prevention, self-management and enablement
services.
The deployment of a Community Navigator to the Galloway Hospital to assist patient flow,
as a response to COVID-19, has provided a greater understanding of the opportunities
where the mPower project and the wider health and wellbeing team could be used to
enhance a patients discharge from hospital back into a community setting e.g. eHealth
interventions, health and wellbeing plans and ACP.
Discussions are now continuing, in light of recovery planning for health and social care and
hospital services, to identify the health and wellbeing interventions that could be
implemented either in hospital or at home soon after discharge. At this time, engagement
will be through the use of digital and technological solutions in order to adhere with physical
distancing.
Community Health Synchronisation
Community Health Synchronisation (CoH-Sync) is supported by the European Union’s
INTERREG VA Programme managed by the Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB). The
project commenced in September 2018 and will finish December 2021.
CoH-Sync health and wellbeing facilitators have been trained locally to provide a person
centred approach to supporting healthier lifestyle choices. The service offers a community
based, free and confidential personal health and wellbeing plan aimed at creating a positive
impact on the health and wellbeing of people and communities. Community health
facilitators are developing their knowledge and resources to be able to provide advice and
signpost people to the appropriate support networks.
The project aims to deliver 1,248 health and wellbeing plans to people across Wigtownshire.
This amounts to approximately 5% of the population age 18 years or older. CoH-Sync also
aims to build links with organisations and groups in the third and community sector to
continue implementation of the project beyond December 2021.

Health & Wellbeing Plans Status
Completed plans
Open Plans

2019
346
38

Overall
507
84

Case Study
Referral
A 42 year old female self-referred to CoH Sync for support to improve overall health and
wellbeing in particular her mental wellbeing.
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Intervention
CoH Sync facilitator suggested applying for a social welfare fund and speaking to Apex
about their ‘moving in package’ and food parcels as well as a meeting with the local
community reuse shop. A referral was also made to local addiction services.
Feedback
The lady said she was in a better place and the support from the facilitator helped her sort
out her life. She helped me untangle the knots and make my future path clearer. I will be
forever grateful for her help to support me to untangle my worries.
Next Steps:
There is a need to: • Maximise the opportunity offered through the two European funded projects (mPower
and CoHSync) over the next eighteen months;
• Continue to work towards the targets and outcomes set by the funders;
• Embed health and wellbeing approaches, as well as early interventions, into new
models of health and social care e.g. Home Teams and wider SAM developments.

Community Based Health and Wellbeing Support Training
This training course has been developed for staff delivering community-based health and
wellbeing support and is based on the most up to date evidence for health and wellbeing
(Health and Wellbeing Guidance, 2019). The course aims to support staff to develop new
skills or enhance existing ones in order to provide safe and effective health and wellbeing
support for people.
In February 2020, the first two day training was provided by Public Health Practitioners to 8
individuals from across the partnership these included staff from Wigtownshire Health and
Wellbeing Team, Skills Station, Short Term Assessment Reablement Service (STARS),
Community Mental Health and Support in Mind. Follow up training and evaluation was
planned for March 2020. Due to COVID-19 and deployment of staff to provide critical
response only 2 participants have been involved in a follow up session. Future follow up
sessions will be through telephone or digital platforms such as MS Teams.
The main points from the training were the benefit of knowing who and what is available
across services and the wider community to support people to remain well and live as
independently as possible.
The importance of working in a person centred way and the need to build reflection into
everyday practice.
COVID-19 response and recovery dictates that there will be no face to face courses for the
foreseeable. There are plans to adapt the 2-day course to online delivery.
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Next steps
There will be a need to: • Arrange a follow up session with the initial cohort of participants using digital
platforms or telephone;
• Use feedback from the initial cohort to support future face to face delivery of the
training and development of the online course.
South Machars Digital Hub Workstream
In May 2019, TWP was approached by two communities in South Machars to discuss health
and wellbeing support for local people. Initial discussions focused on remote blood pressure
checks i.e. using digital/technological solutions to reduce travel for short appointments.
The mPower team explored with key stakeholders the feasibility of a Community Digital
Hub. In February 2020, a six month trial was agreed with the Southern Machars Community
Centre Management Group and planning for the implementation of the digital hub is
underway. Initially the digital hub will provide a platform for people in the Southern Machars
to access selected NHS services from a community based facility.
The trial will provide a roadmap for future community based digital hubs across Dumfries
and Galloway and the learning will be shared with our local Sustainability and Modernisation
programme in particular the Home Team programme and the National mPower programme.
Making the Most of Galloway Community Hospital
In October 2017, an initial report was presented to Health and Social Care Senior
Management Team (HSCSMT). At that time, data showed there was capacity to increase
the provision of both in-patient and out-patient services at the Galloway Community Hospital
(GCH).
The key areas of focus were: • Inpatient/Unscheduled Care and
• Elective/Scheduled Care
Prior to April 2019, the Wigtownshire Health and Wellbeing Team (WHWBT) engaged with
communities around their understanding of local urgent and emergency care services.
The team consulted with 140 people from the Wigtownshire area. Demographic breakdown
is highlighted below: male

female

Machars (DG8)

Rhins (DG9)

65 and older
21%

27%
49%

33%

19

25-44

2%
44%

51%

73%

45-64

16-24
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The initial part of the engagement was to find out people’s understanding of ‘urgent’ and
‘emergency’ care based on the following definitions: ‘requiring of urgent medical attention
but is not life threatening’ and ‘requiring emergency medical attention that is life-threatening’.
Out of 421 comments for urgent care 12% were correct; 47% were describing emergencies
and 37% were deemed as not urgent.
Out of 325 comments for emergency care 70% were correct; 9% deemed urgent; 7% as
non-urgent and 11% described emergency the same as urgent.
People were asked what services they had used over the previous 18 months and why they
chose that service.

Services used over last 18 months
80%

71%
61%

60%
33%

40%

29%
12%

11%

20%

4%

0%
GP Practice

Pharmacy

Emergency
Department

999 Service

NHS 24

NHS Inform

Dental
Emergency

The majority of people had never heard of NHS Inform. 16 people had been redirected by
their GP to a 999 service, Emergency department, Pharmacy or NHS Inform.
The GP practice is first choice for people looking for medical assistance and information.
The main reasons given were: knowing their GP and confident the GP understands their
condition. Pharmacists were seen as very helpful with treatment, support and advice for
medical conditions and emergency department was seen as a natural ‘first choice’ to attend
especially during out of hours.
At the end of the engagement people were given a leaflet providing information on urgent
and emergency care services available in Wigtownshire.
The decision to refocus the workstream to Inpatient/Unscheduled Care and
Elective/Scheduled Care and the follow up engagement was not completed. The
information collected from this initial engagement provides us with baseline data to use in
phase 2 of transforming health and social care services.
In-patient/Unscheduled Care and Elective/Scheduled Care
2016/17 data revealed that Garrick ward which has 20 staffed beds had an average
occupancy of 78% (an average of 4 beds not being used).
A plan was produced to support the development of a four bedded area in Garrick ward to
expand out-patient and ambulatory care services as well as improve in-patient unscheduled
care.
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It was proposed to reassign two of the beds within Garrick ward to allow an extension of the
opening hours of Ambulatory Care from Monday to Friday 08.00 to 15.00 to Monday to
Friday 08.00 to 20.00. This would provide people with more flexibility to schedule care and
treatment around their needs, for example, around their own or their Carers work day.
Pre Covid-19, the medical equipment to begin this was in place and staffing rotas and
appointment lists were in progress.
Work is underway to determine how the other two beds can be used to accommodate
people who present at the Emergency Department (ED) and do not require an inpatient
admission or transfer.
One of the proposals being considered was to provide assessment under a short stay or
observation status if assessment and treatment could not be carried out within the 4-hour
timeframe.
Criteria, pathways, staff engagement and education were being developed just as COVID19 arrived and changed the way care and treatment was delivered in ED, inpatient and outpatient care settings.
While some progress was initially halted with the onset of COVID-19 restrictions, the plans
to upscale and deliver technological solutions within the GCH outpatient department
continued. Development of the NHS Near Me remote technology platform has been rapidly
rolled out to give access to providers from across health and social care.
As services start to ‘switch back on’ the use of NHS Near Me or other technological/digital
solutions should continue to be part of the new way of delivering quality health and social
care services.
The four bedded area in Garrick requires further development in relation to the definition and
categorisation of patient type. Data collation to inform decision making around demand
optimisation and effective bed configuration is crucial. Rapid review of historic data relating
to demand on the in-patient ward and the ambulatory care is required to understand true
requirement for bed numbers. The ED observation beds also require some further review to
ensure robust processes are in place and adequate medical support is available for these
patients.
The use of technology in the outpatient setting in GCH has reduced travel for both patients
and staff and has supported the need for physical distancing adherence now and in the
future. It is anticipated that the use of NHS Near Me and telephone consultations will
continue to increase and that a reduction in return appointments will be more aligned to
Patient Initiated Returns (PIR) than automatically bringing patients back. Increased clinics
within GCH using technology will be supported and expanded to optimise the space
available.
The increased use of Day Surgery for minor operations and endoscopy services will again
support the wider partnership. There is capacity within the existing nursing team at GCH to
support greater throughput within Day Surgery. With the provision of 24/7 anaesthetic
availability on-site there is the ability to provide Day Surgery work within the theatre.
There is an on-going review into the support required to manage both the elective and
unscheduled workload within anaesthetics and this will look to support the ongoing model of
providing elective care within GCH.
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It should be noted that in phase 1 the opportunities were not maximised in relation to
Primary, Secondary and Community Care and this will be a key focus for phase 2.
Next Steps
In phase 2 we need to: • Maximise the opportunities in relation to Primary, Secondary and Community Care, in
particular the provision of community beds out with an NHS inpatient setting;
• Continue the journey towards integrated care by reviewing the concept of the
Galloway Community Campus in line with the development of Home Teams;
• Provide in and out reach from the Home Teams to Galloway Community Hospital
ensuring streamlined processes are in place to provide efficient and effective service
provision.
Housing Care and Support Workstream
This workstream had several sub-workstreams; housing re-provision; leaving care and extra
care housing.
Housing Re-provision for Physical and Learning Disabilities in Stranraer
In partnership with Loreburn housing three service users with a learning disability and one
with a physical disability will soon be moving to a purpose built facility at the former Garrick
Hospital site in Stranraer. The move was due to happen in July 2020 but due to COVID-19
building work ceased and a final completion date is, at present, unknown. Plans continue to
be developed in partnership with guardians, care providers, parents and additional support
personnel.
Leaving Care
Initial data obtained in 2019 appeared to show evidence that in Wigtownshire there are a
higher percentage (27.75%) of young people leaving care than the rest of Dumfries and
Galloway i.e. 400 care leavers in Dumfries and Galloway, 111 of those were from
Wigtownshire.
Analysis of the data across a longer time frame (April 2014 to January 2020) showed on
average 3 young people a month (range of 0 to 8) were leaving care in Wigtownshire.
A recent meeting between D&G Care Leaver group and TWP team revealed a regional
stakeholder group has been tasked to produce a Care Leavers protocol and develop new
models for the future. At this point, the needs of young care leavers are being met in
Wigtownshire and are kept under continual review. The TWP team will continue to link with
the D&G Care Leavers group.
Extra Care Housing
Work is ongoing to scope out the detailed requirements for extra care housing in the
Wigtownshire area as part of delivering on the Dumfries and Galloway Health and Social
Care Housing with Care and Support Strategy (2020 – 2023).
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Newton Stewart Initiative
In November 2019, an initial meeting was held with various stakeholders across the
partnership who had recently intimated the need to look at future models of care and service
provision as a partnership model within the Newton Stewart area.
The following areas have initially been identified as in scope:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provision of inpatient and community beds
Extra care housing
Community Services – development of Neighbourhood Teams
Social Work (Adult Services) – accommodation requirements
Newton Stewart Health Centre / GMS contract – accommodation requirements
CIC (Community Integrated Care) – Care Home service re-provision
Loreburn Housing – housing developments
Newton Stewart Community Initiative – Sports and business facilities
Digital and Technology Solutions

At this juncture it is not yet known the full extent of potential development opportunities.
Next Steps
• Continue to scope housing with care and support opportunities in particular extra care
housing;
• Develop a detailed plan of the partnership model in Newton Stewart;
• Link to Home Team developments.
Women, Children and Family Services Workstream
The Transforming Wigtownshire Team was asked to support the operational group
overseeing the development of the co-location of Women, Children and Family services in
Stranraer. In particular, they wanted to incorporate the learning from the engagement and
co-production approaches used in the Transforming Wigtownshire Programme.
The naming of the new facility has been co-produced with children who live in Wigtownshire.
All local primary schools were invited by letter and an advertisement in the local newspaper
to take part in the naming competition.
In early 2020, the top four facility names were chosen by the TWIG and a final decision was
endorsed by the TWPB. The ‘Oak Tree Family Centre’ was expected to open in April 2020,
with the winner invited to take part in the opening ceremony. Due to COVID-19 there has
been a delay for the move. July 2020 is the new expected timeframe.
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Owen McCalmont, aged 10, from
Belmont Primary School,
Stranraer receiving his prize and
his winning entry

The co-engagement,
engagement, transparency and co-production
co production evidenced within the development and
implementation phase of this change was critical to achieving a successful outcome. It is
essential to provide clear and concise
concise information to communities and opportunities for
discussion and involvement so that there is an understanding of the reasons for and benefits
of the change.
Programme Evaluation
The plan to have a facilitated workshop by Health Improvement Scotland Community
Engagement team (formerly Scottish Health Council) with members of the TWIG and TWPB
was planned but due to Covid-19
19 restrictions was unable to be held.
A broad community survey was agreed by the Programme Executive Group, Programme
Board Chair and a member of the Health Improvement Scotland Community Engagement
team as a valid alternative to the facilitated workshop.
A summary of the survey results can be found below along with some comments captured
through the free text boxes.
•

32 people responded to the survey with 37% being a member of the Transforming
Wigtownshire Board; 25% member of the Transforming Wigtownshire Implementation
Group; 21% Health and Social Care provider; 17% Partner provider.

•

The majority (84.38%) of people agreed the programme aims and what it hoped to
achieve were clear.

•

In the main (68.75%) participants found it easy to find progress updates and other
information on the programme.

•

The majority (62.5%) of participants agreed they were actively involved in planning
how local communities could be involved in the programme.

•

The majority (87.5%) of participants
participants agreed local communities could help design or
influence the programme plans.
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Comments from free text boxes
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

As with all areas, there are pockets within the Local community that are more
engaging and resilient than others - but all were given the opportunity to get
involved in areas that were relevant or applicable to their own needs.
The local community is VITAL as it helps identify local issues, local assets and
resources and ensure the local communities are involved in the development of
new services. They have the voice of the local people.
Community resilience is strong in this rural area. This is something that has to be
revisited once we are through the current pandemic situation as to how sustainable
conversations and resources can be allocated to shape the design of future service
delivery.
The programme brought multi-professionals together as well as the public and other
stakeholders. We gained knowledge in each other’s roles and began to develop
new ways of working through integration and co-production.
The aims were clear but the context of how was not as clear as the co-productive
approach was a new concept for me. Everything became clearer as we moved
through the process. Meeting days and times were flexible.
The group was dealing with current issues but was also starting to think and plan as
a group - bigger issues/longer term solutions.
These were available prior to all Implementation Group meetings and helped me
keep track.
This became simpler as time went on. I felt that initially I became mired in long
discussions without fully understanding where we heading.
Communication was regular and detailed - Minutes, agendas, work plans and action
trackers were all received timely by email.
As a public voice I felt very much included and valued.
In the early stages/first year I was heavily involved, again this changed and my
involvement became reduced as I was no longer asked to participate in the way I
had been.
I found it immensely interesting and loved being involved. I appreciated that the
professional members listened to what we had to say with great patience.

Conclusion
The ethos and principles of co-production have been at the core of the Transforming
Wigtownshire Programme. The first year focused on building the foundations for
developing and implementing a programme of work which was true to the co-production
approach. This required time, energy and a change in mindset for equal relationships to
be built that recognised the combined assets people brought to the process.
The programme has grown organically over the past two years building on the feedback
from community and stakeholder engagement sessions and events. Although the
programme came to a sudden halt with the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020 several
areas of work were implemented quicker to support the response i.e. technology solutions
such as NHS Near Me.
This paper reports on phase one of the journey with the road being paved for phase two of
developing and delivering new models of care and support in Wigtownshire.
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RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to discuss and note the following points:
• Progress against HAI trajectories
• The challenge of implementing national guidance at local level.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy
This paper demonstrates implementation of the national Healthcare Associated
Infection Standards to be met by 2022 at NHS Board level. This HAI harm reduction
activity supports implementation of the Healthcare Quality Strategy.
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important?
The Scottish Healthcare Associated Infection (HAI) standards are requirements
expected to be met by NHS Boards and subject to inspection by the Healthcare
Environment Inspectorate. This includes scrutiny not only of performance against
local delivery plan targets and key performance indicators but systems and
processes in place to escalate concerns and address poor performance at ward
level.
Key messages:
•
•
•

Performance against all HAI standards set to be met by 2022 is good and has
been maintained.
A move to more virtual pre assessment of patients may have an unintended
consequence of reducing compliance with multi drug resistant organism
screening pre admission and this is being closely monitored.
The impact of the COVID 19 remobilisation guidance has impacted the work
of the Infection Prevention and Control team
and facilitated further
development of effective inter departmental and speciality relationships.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
CPE
CDI
CAI
ECB
HCAI
HPS
HPT
IMT
IPCT
IVDU
MDRO
SAB
SSI

-

Carbapenemase Producing Enterobacteriaceae
Clostridium difficile Infection
Community Associated Infection
E.coli Bacteraemia
Healthcare Associated Infection
Health Protection Scotland
Health Protection Team
Incident Management Team
Infection Prevention and Control Team
Intravenous Drug Users
Multi Drug Resistant Organism
Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia
Surgical Site Infection
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

Healthcare Quality Strategy: reduction of harm.
Achievement of HAI LDP targets

Staffing Implications

Nil

Financial Implications

Nil

Consultation / Consideration

Update paper only

Risk Assessment

Addressed through corporate risk register

Risk Appetite
Low X

Medium

High

This paper gives an update on the progress in
relation to infection control within the Board, which
is directly related to Patient Safety, therefore, a low
risk appetite has been noted above.
Fewer infections will reduce bed occupancy and
use of resources

Sustainability
Compliance
Objectives

with

Corporate
2. To promote and embed continuous quality
improvement by connecting the range of quality
and safety activities which underpin delivery of the
three ambitions of the Healthcare Quality Strategy,
to deliver a high quality service across NHS
Dumfries and Galloway.

7. To meet and where possible, exceed goals and
targets set by the Scottish Government Health
Directorate for NHS Scotland, whilst delivering the
measurable targets in the Single Outcome
Agreement.
Local Outcome Improvement Outcome 6. People are safe and feel safe
Plan (LOIP)
Best Value
Performance Management
• sound governance at a strategic and
operational level
Impact Assessment
N/A Update paper only
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Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia (SAB)
Based on annual performance to December 2019, NHS Dumfries and
Galloway are on trajectory to meet the standard due to be met by March
2022. However, as seen in Figure 1, there is fluctuation on a month by month
basis.
Figure 1 - Local HAI SAB data Using TOBDs

NHS Dumfries & Galloway ECB Rolling Year
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Figure 2 - Local data year 2020-21
Breakdown of SAB by Cause and Origin of Infection
1 Apr 2020 to 31 Aug 2020
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Device

There have been 3 cases of SAB related to peripheral vascular cannula use
since April. This is an increase on previous years and is subject to an
improvement plan led by the Lead Nurse for Acute and Diagnostics. This is
overseen by the Infection Control Committee.
2.

Clostridioides difficile
Scientific literature and HPS now refer to Clostridioides difficile infection (CDI).
For the purpose of board reporting CDI will be used.
Based on performance to December 2019, the Board is on trajectory to meet
the CDI standard required by Scottish Government. There has been a recent
increase in the number of cases of healthcare associated CDI in July and
August with 2 in July and 3 in August. Numbers are small; however, these
cases are discussed by the Antimicrobial Management Team in the context of
antimicrobial prescribing. A hypothesis that during COVID more antibiotics
might have been prescribed for respiratory infections is being explored.
Figure 3 - Local HAI CDI data using TOBDs

NHS Dumfries & Galloway HAI CDI Rolling Year
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3.

E.coli bacteraemia (ECB)
The standard for E.coli reduction is a stretch target. At the end of 2019 the
board was well placed to meet this being on trajectory but this position is
vulnerable.
E.coli is a bacteria that forms part of usual gut flora. It is a common cause of
urine tract infections and also infections occurring in the digestive or biliary
tract, especially where these two systems meet. This is well illustrated in
figure 5.
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The majority of these infections occur in the community and the standard has
been set based on healthcare associated infections. To tackle community
E.coli bacteraemia requires a whole healthcare system approach and national
initiatives such as the hydration campaign which ran in 2018.
Figure 4 - Local HAI ECB data using TOBDs

NHS Dumfries & Galloway ECB Rolling Year
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Figure 5 - Local HAI ECB data using TOBDs
Breakdown of ECBs by Cause and Origin of Infection
1 Apr 2020 to 31 Aug 2020
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Pressure Ulcer

Pyelonephritis

4.

Multi Drug Resistant organism Screening – National data
Screening for drug resistant infections is mandatory and has been built into
local admission paperwork and processes.
As a Board we have implemented this very successfully and continue to be
one of the NHS Boards in Scotland with the highest levels of compliance.
Reductions in MRSA bacteraemia are testament to this and these are now a
rare event.
The changes to admission and pre assessment processes to more virtual
consultations have led to a reduction in opportunities for pre admission
screening. The screening for both MRSA and Carbapenemase Producing
Enterobacteriaceae (CPE) is an invasive process and not possible virtually or
using a drive through facility.
Compliance is being closely monitored and risk mitigations are being
discussed.

5.

COVID 19- Guidance for remobilisation of service within health and care
settings
This 4 Nations guidance has been published with an implementation period of
2 weeks. This is due to be in place on 7 September.
This lays out 3 care pathways; low, medium and high risk and return to
standard infection control precautions as a routine rather than the
transmission based precautions that were advocated nationally for periods of
sustained transmission
The maintenance of 2 metres physical distancing in care settings ( unless
providing hands on care) and wearing of fluid repellent surgical masks in
clinical settings is considered standard.
Applying this guidance to operational health and care settings is challenging
and the IPC have been fully occupied supporting teams that have asked for
assistance.
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RECOMMENDATION
The NHS Board is asked to discuss and note the Corporate Risk Register to
ensure it continues to be aligned to the Corporate Objectives and Priorities.

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
The paper supports the active management of risk within the organisation in line with
the Board’s Risk Management Strategy and Risk Register Policy and Procedures.
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
The following key points from this paper are highlighted to members:
•

In line with the guidance that was issued to all Board’s in relation to their
responsibilities for Care Homes, a new risk has been developed which
encompasses the Board’s risk around failure to provide adequate support and
professional guidance to Care Homes during the COVID-19 pandemic.

•

A further risk has been developed for the Corporate Risk Register around
Delayed Discharges. This risk focuses on potential harm to patients should
delays in transfer of care of patients in hospital, cottage hospital, mental
health facilities or community services mean a reduction bed capacity across
the system and ultimately mean patients are not in the right place at the right
time.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
NHS DATIX -

National Health Service
Board Risk Management recording system
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

Risk Management Strategy
Risk Register Policy and Procedure

Staffing Implications

No staffing implications were identified as part of
this paper.

Financial Implications

No financial implications were identified as part of
this paper.

Consultation / Consideration

Each Director has reviewed the details within the
corporate risks they are responsible for.
Management Team – November 2019

Risk Assessment

No risk assessment was undertaken as part of this
paper; however, individual risk assessments were
undertaken for each of the Corporate Risks prior to
them being added to the register on Datix.

Risk Appetite
Low
Medium 
High
The corporate risk register covers all aspects of the
Board’s business, from safe and effective patient
care to business development opportunities;
therefore, a medium risk tolerance has been added
to this paper.
Sustainability

Compliance
Objectives

Not applicable

with

Corporate This paper covers all of the Corporate Objectives.

Local Outcome Improvement Outcome 6
Plan (LOIP)
Best Value

This paper covers all areas of best value

Impact Assessment
No impact assessment was undertaken as part of this paper.
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Introduction
1.

NHS Board has a responsibility to regularly review and assess the risks within
the Corporate Risk Register; however, Board Members have delegated
authority of the day to day management of the risks to the
Executive Directors.

2.

The Executive Directors meet with the Corporate Business Manager on a
quarterly basis to review each item on the register to ensure it continues to
reflect the current risks to the Board, ensuring all hazards relating to the risk
have been identified and that the control measures in place, and planned,
have been highlighted to help mitigate against the risk identified.

3.

An update on the review of each risk is included within the Strategic Risk
Management report, which is taken to Audit and Risk Committee for review on
a quarterly basis. The report gives assurance that the appropriate processes
and monitoring has been put in place to manage risk within the organisation,
however, the register is ultimately the responsibility of the Board and should
be reviewed by NHS Board Members on a regular basis to ensure the risks
are being appropriately managed and that they continue to cover the
Corporate Objectives and Priorities of the Board.

Changes to the register
4.

When the COVID-19 pandemic began a short term corporate risk register was
developed to highlight all of the new and existing risk areas that were specific
to the immediate work that was being undertaken to help manage the
pandemic.

5.

As the pandemic has moved through the different phases and away from the
initial risk of a surge in cases, we move into a “new normal” environment. As
a result of this it was felt that the temporary register should be merged with
the existing corporate risks to ensure to all aspects of the pandemic are
reflected through the overall risk register for the Board.

6.

Discussions have been held with the Directors to look at the risks on the
COVID specific register and whether they could be added to the existing
corporate risks or if new risks needed to be developed.

7.

Attached at Appendix 1 is a summary of the revised corporate risk register for
members to review, which gives an overview of the description of the risk, the
hazards that have been identified and the risk scoring, which determines
whether the risks has been noted as low, medium, high or very high.

8.

Board Members are made aware that changes have been made to the risk
scoring for two of the existing risks on the register:
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a. As a result of additional control measures that have been put in place
for the Sustainable Workforce risk and the flexibility of the existing
workforce to accommodate the changes that had to be put in place for
a number of months in relation to COVID-19, the risk was re-assessed
and the risk level was reduced from Very High to High.
b. In relation to the Impact of Brexit risk, as a result of the additional
pressures put on the Board in relation to the Pandemic and the
preparations for Brexit, the risk level was reassessed and the level was
escalated from High to Very High.
9.

Scottish Government released guidance in May 2020 in relation to Care
Homes, giving Health Board’s responsibility around support and professional
guidance and support to Care Homes during the Pandemic. The Nurse
Director for each Board has been given responsibility for managing this piece
of work on behalf of the Board.

10.

As this is a significant new area of responsibility that has been passed to the
Board, therefore, it was agreed that a new risk should be developed for
management through the Corporate Risk Register. Details on this risk have
been included in Appendix 1, for Board Members to review.

11.

When the risk was first drafted the Nurse Director reviewed the information we
had at the time and noted the risk as high risk, as the consequences of not
being able to appropriately manage the risk fell under the major category due
to the potential harm to patients.

12.

The risk was then re-assessed in July and due to the control measures that
had been put in place; the risk scoring was able to be reduced, although the
overall risk rating remained at high risk. The reduction from a scoring of 16 to
a scoring of 12 was as a result of the consequence remaining at major, but
the likelihood reducing to possible rather than likely as noted during the initial
review.

13.

At the NHS Board meeting in February 2020, it was mentioned that another
new risk was being developed around Delayed Discharges. The key focus of
this new risk relates to patients who are delayed in being discharged from
acute hospitals, cottage hospitals, mental health facilities and community
services, such as STARS, as a result of reduced bed capacity and patients
not being in the right place at the risk time.

14.

Discussions on this potential risk area have taken place at the Acute Services
Management Team and Board Management Team, where it was agreed that
a risk assessment should be undertaken and a Level 1 Corporate risk should
be added to Datix.

15.

This risk has now been approved for inclusion on the Corporate Risk Register
and is detailed within the register at Appendix 1, for review.
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16.

Similar to the Care Home risk, the Delayed Discharges risk was initially rated
as a High Risk, with a scoring of 15. However, when the risk was re-assessed
it was felt that although good progress had been made in relation to the
control measures that had been put in place and those that were planned, the
risk rating was not able to be changed, with the likelihood of any of the
hazards occurring being almost certain and the consequence of the
occurrence sitting a moderate.

17.

Both new risks fall into the same review pattern as the other corporate risks
and will be reviewed again in September/October 2020 with full details on all
the control measures being taken to Audit and Risk Committee at the end of
October 2020 as part of the Strategic Risk Management Report.

Corporate Risk Register Review Process
18.

It is important that the risks are reviewed on a regular basis to ensure they
continue to reflect the significant challenges the Board faces and are aligned
to the Board’s corporate objectives and priorities.

19.

As previously mentioned the risks are reviewed on a 3 monthly basis with
each of the Directors. The complete register is then taken to Board
Management Team on a regular basis for discussion to ensure the risks are
aligned to the Board’s corporate priorities.

20.

NHS Board has overall responsibility for the management of the corporate
level risks; therefore, the register is also taken to NHS Board for review three
times per year. This review allows Board Members to comment on the
priorities covered within the register and to suggest variations for
consideration within both current and potential risks to the Board.

21.

In addition to this the Directors also present each of the relevant risks to the
standing governance committees, for example the three workforce related
risks (Sustainable Workforce, Health and Wellbeing of our Staff and
Organisational Culture and Development) are taken through Staff Governance
Committee on a quarterly basis for review and comment as well as giving
assurance to the committee that the risks are being appropriately managed
and agreed.

Recommendation
22.

The NHS Board is asked to discuss and note the Corporate Risk Register to
ensuring it continues to be aligned to the Corporate Objectives and Priorities.
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Corporate Risk Register Summary
ID

Ref

New Corp Risk 1
2392
(2392)

2393

New Corp Risk 2
(2393)

Title

Description

Sustainable workforce

Failure to recruit and retain essential and sustainable workforce poses a
significant risk to service sustainability. This could results in a lack of
availability of suitably qualified and competent medical (including GPs),
other clinical and other staff/carers/volunteers, resulting in inability to
deliver services for partners as set out in the IJB Strategic Plan.

Finance

Failure of the Board to meet financial targets

2394

New Corp Risk 3
(2394)

Infrastructure

Infrastructure is inadequate to meet both physical and technological
service user needs in future.

2395

New Corp Risk 4
(2395)

Health Inequalities

Failure to address inequalities resulting in poorer health outcomes for
certain groups or parts of the population. COVID-19 has exacerbated this
situation.

2396

New Corp Risk 5
(2396)

Vulnerable individuals

A person dies or comes to significant harm as a result of failure to protect
vulnerable individuals / support families.

Hazards
1. Unable to deliver care / services to the patients of NHS D&G.
2. Unable to recruit right staff (of all disciplines - medical, other clinical and other
staff).
3. Unable to attract independent contractors (GPs, pharmacists etc) to region to
deliver independent contractor services.
4. Impact of staff challenges adversely effects staff health, wellbeing and
experience of remaining staff team members which adversely impacts on
retention levels.
5. Number of staff available does not meet the needs of the service.
6. Unable to deliver Board objectives.
7. Failure to recruit substantive staff increases the risk of excessive temporary
staffing costs, in excess of organisation budgets.
8. Unable to rapidly and flexibly respond to acute workforce staffing
requirements in an emergency situation such as COVID-19 pandemic.
1. Risk of adverse publicity / damage to reputation of Board.
2. Board not able to deliver against financial targets.
3. Ensuring that the financial position does not impact on patient safety.
4. Significant resources are committed without appropriate authorisation or link
to organisational priorities during the Pandemic period.
5. Long term financial recovery is impaired
6. Fraud and inappropriate use of resource increases during the Pandemic period.

Current owner

Risk level (initial)

Risk level (current)

Risk level (Target)

COOKSEY,
Caroline

High

12

High

16

High

12

LEWIS, Katy

High

12

High

16

Medium

8

Medium

8

High

12

Medium

8

High

16

High

16

High

12

High

12

High

12

High

12

1. Failure to deliver Primary and Secondary Care Services.
2. Hazards are principally of business continuity - IT systems, water, steam, fire
control, electrical, air handling and medical gas systems require major life cycle
replacement or maintenance which cannot be delivered whilst maintaining usual
hospital services. Failure of such systems could lead to substantial service
disruption and interruption.
3. Failure to develop new models of health and social care in the community
setting which meet the needs of our local population.
4. Failure to deliver a local digital strategy to optimise the impact from
technology.
WHITE, Julie
5. Failure to ensure provision of adequate premises in the community setting to
deliver new models of health and social care.
6. Failure to migrate all Users and Generic Mailboxes safely from NHSmail which
ceases to exist from October 2020 to an alternative email system.
7. Win 7 is now out of support from the Software supplier. Failure to protect the
existing Equipment from Cyber Attack while the work to remove the existing
Windows 7 software and replace it with Windows 10.
8. Lack of resource to accommodate significant changes to the IT Department
work plan to be able to appropriately large unpredictable project, for example
1. Health inequalities result from wider social inequalities, thus many of the
actions to address them are outwith the control of the Board
2. Focus on universal or single services without a targeted approach to those
most in need risks increasing inequalities
3. Inadequate resource allocation to behaviour change and prevention
WHITE, Valerie
4. Lack of partnership commitment
5. Workforce knowledge, capacity and capability to address health inequalities
6. Significant economic impact from COVID-19 to the region.
1. Failure for multi agencies to communicate appropriate information on
vulnerable individuals or families.
2. Failure to adhere to protocols.
3. Effective assessment of vulnerable individuals or families not being carried out.
4. Failure to respond effectively to the requirement of vulnerable individuals or
WILSON, Alice
families.
5. Impact of COVID-19 on the visibility of vulnerable children and adults due to
lockdown, restrictions on visiting and school closures.

New Corp Risk 6
2397
(2397)

Redesign

Unable to redesign quickly enough to meet the demands of the service.
Services will need to be redesigned to address demographic / workforce /
financial realities into 2020s.
Service will need to be redesigned to address post COVID requirements.

2398

New Corp Risk 7
(2398)

Health and wellbeing of our
staff

2399

New Corp Risk 8
(2399)

Quality of care

2400

New Corp Risk 9
(2400)

Change Capacity

2401

New Corp Risk 10 Health and wellbeing of our
(2401)
population

1. Lack of pace due to scale of change required. Inability to train and recruit to
new models.
2. Political opposition to radical change.
3.Change capacity inadequate.
4.Savings accrue too slowly to provide financial liquidity.
5.Drug and other health technology change increases cost base faster than
redesign savings.
6. Delayed discharges increased to a level that disrupts safe service provision.
7. COVID constraints compromised redesign effectiveness.
8. Resurgence of COVID requires delay to redesign.

1. Increase costs due to excessive locum and agency use.
Reduction in service quality due to inconsistent and or fluctuating team
membership.
2. Increase workload for managers, staff-side and support services (HR and
Occupational Health).
3. Reduction in quality of staff experience.
4. Potential reduction in quality in patient experience.
Failure to realise optimal health and wellbeing of staff impacts adversely on
5. Unable to deliver services to patients, due to staff being off sick.
service delivery and financial sustainability.
6. Poor motivation of staff.
7. Further absence of other staff members.
8. Failure to meet government standards.
9. Increase in critical incidents.
10. Staff do not feel supported with their health and wellbeing during COVID and
post-COVID and this impacts adversely on their staff experience.
1. Complexity of changing patient and workforce demographics changing and
complexity of health care.
2. Recruitment and retention.
Failure to assure and improve quality of care and services.
3. Financial challenge.
4. Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
5. Failure to create effective pathways for COVID positive patients.
1. Restrictions to resources and poor management would result in continued
breaches to the TTG Performance and other key performance indicators.
2. Failure to monitor operational activity on a regular basis.
3. Financial constraints leading to reduced services and failure to deliver the
Strategic Plan.
4. Failure to deliver a sustainable model of primary care resulting in increased
pressure on secondary care services.
5. Failure to deliver sufficient social care capacity resulting in increased activity
Loss of focus on operational delivery due to other significant change
programmes, such as the Integration of Health and Social Care, the Primary and demand on primary and secondary care services.
Care Transformation Programme and the Sustainability and Modernisation 6. Failure to address delayed discharges resulting in increased activity and
demand on secondary care services.
Programme.
7. Failure to address significant operational delivery challenges in the Out of
Hours Service resulting in risks to patient safety and increased pressure on acute
services.
8. Failure to implement changes as a result of SAM which would lead to
unsustainable models of Health and Social Care.

Failure to take action on prevention and early intervention which impacts
on future health and wellbeing of our population in medium to long term.

1. Priority given to short term population health needs and service provision
2. Resource allocation
3. Lack of partnership commitment
4. Workforce capacity and capability to meet future prevention and health and
wellbeing improvement needs
5. COVID-19 impact on health and wellbeing of the population.
6. Some of the determinants of health and wellbeing lie outwith the control of
the Board and require wider partnership working at local and national levels.

ACE, Jeff

Very High

20

High

16

Medium

8

COOKSEY,
Caroline

High

12

High

12

Medium

9

WILSON, Alice

Medium

9

Medium

9

Medium

6

WHITE, Julie

High

12

High

12

Medium

8

WHITE, Valerie

High

16

High

12

Medium

9

2402

2403

2404

New Corp Risk 11
Emergency Planning
(2402)

New Corp Risk 12
Information Security
(2403)

New Corp Risk 13
Corporate Governance
(2404)

1. Information gaps in business continuity plans.
Emergency Planning – failure to plan for major incidents, disasters,
2. Unexpected events for which no plans exist, i.e emergence of a novel virus.
pandemic flu or emergence of novel virus. This could lead to harm to
3. Failure to respond appropriately to changes in UK threat level escalations.
patients, staff and the public (as well as reputational damage) through
4. Duration of emergency overwhelms response capacity.
failure of effective management of the incidents and appropriate business
continuity processes.

Failure to maintain information security standards leading to loss of
reputation and severe financial penalty.

Board breaches compliance with standards on Corporate Governance
including risk of best value not being obtained.

ACE, Jeff

1. Insufficient safeguards with our data stores may result in the loss of or
inappropriate access to sensitive personal information.
2. Users ignoring local guidance/national Legislation and not complying with
Mandatory Training to be compliant with the specified level of security on
devices and the management of data (Information Governance, GDPR Guidance)
3. Failure to effectively physically store, transport and dispose of confidential
information (paper/redundant electronic media)
4.System passwords are not securely held or effectively managed resulting is
failure to comply with industry good practice guidance and giving possibility to
breach our confidential information.
5. Laptops and mobile devices are not secure and effectively managed, allowing a
breach in access to confidential information.
DONALDSON,
6. Users are not protected from active and passive attacks from viruses, malware
Ken
and unsafe browsing.
7. Security measures are not in place, therefore, maximising opportunities to
access to our secure networks from both internal and external locations.
8. If Software is out of date it therefore can open security exposure to our
business.
9. Risk of information on Microsoft Teams being made public if settings not
corrected when setting up the Team Group.
10. Introduction of Office365 and the transfer of email accounts poses a risk to
information security within the Board.

1. Risk of preventable harm to patients or staff if corporate governance fails.
2. Litigation and criminal proceedings eg fraud.
3. The Board may be unable to provide required assurance to government.
4. Adverse reputation or publicity if corporate governance fails.
5. Qualified accounts
6. Best Value not being obtained.
7. Board governance is insufficiently agile to perform effectively during a
prolonged crisis.
8. Fraud and inappropriate use of resource increases during the Pandemic period.
9. Risks of not delivering on the risk management strategy.

LEWIS, Katy

Medium

9

High

16

Medium

8

Medium

8

High

12

High

12

High

12

Medium

9

Medium

6

Strategic Commissioning and Planning
1. Reduced staffing capacity resulting in potential insufficient contract
management, strategic and service planning.
2. Challenges in recruiting staff experienced in planning and commissioning.
3. Dual procurement/finance systems within NHS and Council
4. Dual systems and processes within the Council and NHS e.g. Procurement.
5. Failure to plan service changes required due to a need to focus on managing
the COVID-19 situation.
6. System of regular contract monitoring is suspended due to pandemic/COVID19
2405

New Corp Risk 14
Strategic Planning
(2405)

New Corp Risk 15 Information Sharing with and
2553
(2553)
across Children's Services

Strategic commissioning fails to identify and adequately plan for the health Performance and Business Intelligence
and care needs of the people of Dumfries and Galloway
1. Challenges in recruiting staff experienced in performance management.
2. Challenges in meeting statutory performance reporting requirements due to
imbalance of demand and capacity with regard to business intelligence
information.
3. Challenges in identifying capacity to undertake comprehensive needs
assessment
4. Failure to plan service changes required due to a need to focus on managing
the COVID-19 situation.

1. Lack of clarity in the legislation.
Potential confusion exists around information sharing due to changes in
2. Difficulties of interpretation.
legislation regarding information sharing across professional groups within
3. Potential contradictory advice from national directives.
Children's Services. This can allow practitioners and children potentially to
4. Practitioners and children potentially at risk due to action or omission.
be at risk due action or omission.

1. Staff experience
2. Patient/user/carer experience
Failure of the organisation to have a culture, systems and processes in
3. Impact on reputation
which staff feel safe and confident to speak up and raise concerns and
4. Impact on patient safety and care
ideas for improvement, resulting in adverse impact on staff and/or patient 5. Impact on relations with IJB partners
New Corp Risk 16 Organisational culture and
safety, health, wellbeing and/or relationships and reputation of the Board. 6. Failure to deliver the IJB strategic plan
2565
(2565)
development (staff experience)
7. Failure to deliver the Board's Corporate Objectives
This could result in a risk that the IJB fails to deliver anticipated cultural
8. Command and control structure implemented within an emergency / major
change resulting in fragmentation and disjointed services which have an
incident situation creates a different cultural environment which impacts
adverse impact on patient / user and staff experience.
adversely on staff's confidence to speak up about issues and concerns.

2635

2744

New Corp Risk 17
Impact of Brexit
(2635)

New Corp Risk 18
Delayed Discharges
(2744)

Transition period expires without a comprehensive trade deal creating
1. No deal creating immediate disruption from 31/12/2020.
disruption to required availability of staff, goods and services necessary for 2. Significant economic harm reducing available funding to Health and Social
the provision of safe care.
Care.
1. Patients being harmed due to not being able to access the right bed at the
right time.
2. Patients being harmed due to their increasing length of stay in hospital as a
result of the delay.
3. Patients being harmed as a result of a hospital acquired infection as a result of
having to remain in hospital inappropriately.
As a result of delays in transfer of care of patients in acute, cottage
4. Failure for the whole system to operate its capacity efficiently due to increased
hospitals, mental health facilities and community services, such as STARS,
demand for inpatient beds.
there is a consequent reduction in bed capacity across the system. This can
5. Failure to deliver on planned scheduled activity resulting in cancellations of
result in patients not being in the right place at the right time.
planned elective surgery.
6. Failure to close winter bed capacity in year due to delayed discharges and
increased demand on inpatient beds and increases financial costs causing
significant overspend on the budget.
7. Failure to reduced delayed discharges results in increased pressure for staff
working within the acute and community settings.

FREEMAN,
Vicky

High

12

Medium

9

Medium

6

WILSON, Alice

High

12

High

12

Medium

8

COOKSEY,
Caroline

High

12

High

12

Medium

8

ACE, Jeff

High

16

Very High

20

High

15

WHITE, Julie

High

15

High

15

Medium

9

Failure to provide adequate
support and professional
New Corp Risk 19
2860
guidance to Care Home and
(2860)
Care at Home Sector During
COvid 19 Pandemic

DL(2020)13 from SG asks that NHS Board put in place arrangements to
ensure a whole system approach to managing Covid19, this includes
deploying NHS staff to work in community settings including social care,
care at home and care home settings.
Further direction from SG(Director of Nursing & AHPs)advising that
Executive Nurse Directors are now accountable for the provision of;
nursing leadership, support and guidance within the care home and care at
home sector. Specifically this will relate to: fundamental nursing care, safe
staffing, infection control & prevention and adequacy of PPE.
The Board is required to provide assurance that this is done safely and
effectively, complying fully with the guiding principles set out in SG
guidance.

1. Covid19 Pandemic overwhelms staffing capacity in community care settings
2. Patients in care home at increased risk of poor outcomes, including death,
from Covid19
3. Fundamental care needs of all residents not being met
4. Staff knowledge and expertise insufficient (Familiarity and compliance of other
staff and residents with standard and enhance infection prevention and control
practices).
5. Insufficient Supply of appropriate PPE and other equipment required to nurse WILSON, Alice
patients with Covid19 in Community setting.
6. Insufficient or inadequate Public Health testing of residents and care staff
7. Lack of direct management supervision

High

16

High

12

Medium

8
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DUMFRIES and GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
7th September 2020

2020 Influenza Vaccination Campaign Plan
Author:
Dr. David Breen
Locum Consultant Public Health
Medicine / Health Protection (VTP)

Sponsoring Director:
Valerie White
Interim Director of Public Health

Ryan Prentice
VTP Project Manager
Date: 1st September 2020
RECOMMENDATION
The Board is asked to discuss and note the following points:
• The plan to deliver the 2020 Influenza Vaccination Campaign

CONTEXT
Strategy / Policy:
This paper supports the National Influenza Vaccination Campaign
Organisational Context / Why is this paper important / Key messages:
As a consequence of the Covid-19 Pandemic, the programme to deliver the annual
influenza vaccinations for adults is made more complicated and costly. Concerns
over the delivery of influenza vaccinations from GP practices increasing the risk of
Covid-19 infections requires the use of alternative facilities. Furthermore, additional
staff are required to extend the programme to adults aged 55-64. The social
distancing measures and complications of delivering the programme from Town
Halls and Community Centres require additional administration staff, pharmacy
equipment, and resources (Plan B).

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
VTP - Vaccination Transformation Programme
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MONITORING FORM
Policy / Strategy

National Influenza Immunisation Programme
•

Staffing Implications

•
•
•

Financial Implications

An additional 16 WTE Band 5 Nurses for 3
months
Up to an additional 26 WTE Band 2
Administration Assistants for 3 months
An additional 1.6 WTE Band 2 Drivers for 2
months
An additional 0.5 WTE Band 2 Pharmacy
Support Worker for 3 months

The cost is £181,294 plus £279,609.
£460,903 in total.
If some, or all, of the nursing and administration
requirement can be filled from existing resource this
cost will be significantly lower.

Consultation / Consideration

This plan has been reviewed and approved by
Health and Social Care Senior Management Team

Risk Assessment

A draft risk assessment of Plan A, delivery in GP
practices is provided in Appendix 2

Risk Appetite
Low
Medium x
High
This paper relates to the delivery of a new
programme around vaccinations, which has both a
reputational and staffing risk to ensure there is
sufficient resource to deliver the programme within
the parameters and the timescales issued by
Scottish Government, whilst maintaining a high
standard in patient safety, therefore, a medium risk
appetite has been noted.
Sustainability

Compliance
Objectives

This plan is for 1 year and the programme will
revert back to delivery in GP Practices in 2021
with

Corporate 1. To reduce health inequalities across NHS
Dumfries and Galloway.
3. To review the model of service delivery across
Dumfries and Galloway to deliver person-centred
services as close to home as clinically appropriate.
7. To meet and where possible, exceed goals and
NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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targets set by the Scottish Government Health
Directorate for NHSScotland, whilst delivering the
measurable targets in the Single Outcome
Agreement.
Local Outcome Improvement Outcome 3: Health and wellbeing inequalities are
Plan (LOIP)
reduced

Best Value

Outcome 6: People are safe and feel safe
Use of Resources
• sound management of resources
• use of review and options appraisal

Impact Assessment
A draft impact assessment is provided in Appendix 3
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Situation
1.

The Covid-19 outbreak has caused significant disruption to health services
across Scotland and Dumfries & Galloway. Concerns regarding the spread of
the virus have resulted in many services, including primary care, moving to
alternatives to face-to-face consultations and services have greatly reduced
the numbers of patients attending clinics to minimise the infection rate.

2.

As a result of social distancing requirements, GP Practices may not be able to
provide accommodation for vaccination clinics for the 2020 Influenza
Vaccination Campaign and alternative solutions are required.

Background
3.

NHS D&G is currently in the process of delivering the Scottish Government’s
Vaccination Transformation Programme (VTP). The programme is reviewing
and transforming vaccine delivery. Scottish Government has presented the
preferred model where immunisations will transfer from GP practices to
Health Boards.

4.

The Chief Medical Officer for Scotland issued the annual directive for the
Adult Flu Immunisation Programme on 7th August (SGHD CMO (2020) 19
which now requires a more extensive coverage of the population, including
55-64 age groups for the first time. This would be further extended to 50-54 if
vaccine supplies are available. The letter emphasises that the delivery of flu
vaccination this year is now a Scottish Government priority.

Assessment
5.

The NHS D&G VTP has progressed very well so far and delivers the
vaccinations from the patient’s own GP practice. NHS D&G covers a very
large geographical area and there is a need to develop a different model
given the Covid-19 social distancing requirements while at the same time
minimising the inconvenience to patients and maintaining uptake rates.

Plan ‘A’
6.

The VTP team have contacted the GP Practices throughout the region and
the majority are agreeable to continuing to provide accommodation subject to
strict social distancing, infection control and making use of one-way systems
where possible.

7.

Alternative accommodation is required however for the following:
•
Annan North to be vaccinated at Annan Hospital
•
Annan South to be vaccinated at Annan Hospital
•
Kirkcudbright to be vaccinated at Kirkcudbright Hospital
•
Cairnsmore to be vaccinated at Newton Stewart Hospital
•
Galloway Hills to be vaccinated at Newton Stewart Hospital
•
Langholm to be vaccinated at Thomas Hope Hospital
•
Thornhill to be vaccinated in the Rehab Suite at Thornhill Hospital
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8.

Charlotte Medical Centre and Greyfriars Patients will be vaccinated at
Mountainhall Vaccination Centre.

9.

The Scottish Government has decided to include the 55-64 year old
population and the household members of patients who are shielding in the
eligible cohort. This adds 25,000 patients and would require 11 staff (in
addition to the existing team of 9) who can vaccinate for 3 months. These
would all be band 5 nurses, Allied Health Professionals (Physiotherapists,
Occupational Therapists, Podiatrists, etc) and dentists.

10.

The Scottish Government has also stated that the campaign is to be extended
to Social Care Workers (eg Care Home and Care at Home staff)

11.

Indicative Costs:
Laptops and 4G Equipment
Administration Assistant (Fixed Term for 12 months)
10 Vaccine Porters
Staff Training
11 Band 5 Nurses for 3 Months
Medical Equipment (Oxygen, Anaphylaxis Equipment etc)
Masks and Hand gel
Cleaning Products
Extend Occupational Health Cohort to include Social Care
Workers
Total

£7,000
£29,243
£1,200
£3,200
£113,960
£5,000
£5,000
£1,000
£15,691
£181,294

Plan ‘B’
12.

(The detail of Plan B is provided in Appendix 1)

13.

The VTP team have reviewed options with colleagues at Pharmacy,
Transport, IT and Dumfries & Galloway Council to provide the Adult Influenza
Vaccinations from Town Halls and Community Centres in the larger towns
across Dumfries & Galloway. NHS D&G has also been approached by the
Lochthorn and Gillbrae practices to provide the Influenza vaccinations for their
patients. This means that the NHS D&G Immunisation Team are now
responsible for delivery of influenza vaccinations to 29 of the 32 GP Practices
in 2020.

14.

It should be noted that Health Boards are required to provide the vaccinations
for any GP Practice that is unable to do so because of Covid-19 (Letter from
Cabinet Secretary for Health & Sport 07/04/2020) and therefore this capacity
must be built into this year’s plan.

15.

To deliver the Influenza Campaign without the infrastructure and existing
reception staff at GP Practices and to further extend the service to potentially
NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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all GP Practice populations presents a number of challenges for the
Immunisation Team, IT, Pharmacy, and Transport.
•

5 more Band 5 Nurses, in addition to the 11 already requested (16 in
total), will be required for 3 months to accommodate the addition of
Gillbrae and Lochthorn and to provide capacity to fully deliver the
programme to all practice populations.

•

It is not possible to access GP IT Systems from Town Halls and a
paper based system will be needed. Additional Administration Staff will
therefore be required to remotely enter the vaccination details into the
GP’s IT systems in order to maintain the vaccination history and enable
uptake reporting.

•

Administration Staff will also be required at the venues to meet & greet,
operate the paper based system, ensure social distancing, maintain the
quick flow of the patients, complete the pre-vaccination paperwork to
prevent patients touching pens, paper and clipboards, and to ensure
the vaccines are collected and returned from refrigerated storage at
community hospitals.

•

Additional vaccine storage capacity at the nearest Community
Hospitals, temperature control transportation bags (vaccine porters)
and validation loggers will also be required.

•

There will be a need for additional resource in the Pharmacy team for 3
months to prepare and manage more frequent deliveries.

•

An additional van and increased driver capacity is necessary for 3
months to transport vaccines to local centres.

•

There is also a need for budget for heating, lighting etc, paper and
printing, trolleys and emergency medical equipment.
Venue heating, lighting and electricity
Laptops and 4G Equipment
5 WTE Band 5 Nurses for 3 months
Vaccination Clinic Administration Resource
Vaccination Records Administration Resource
Paper and Printing
Vaccine Porters
Vaccine Loggers
8 Fridges
0.5 WTE Band 2 Pharmacy Support Worker for 3 months
Van Hire
1.6 WTE Band 2 Drivers for 3 months
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£2,000
£7,000
£51,750
£92,977
£53,130
£840
£15,600
£2,325
£14,400
£3,321
£3,640
£10,626

Medical Equipment (Oxygen, Anaphylaxis Equipment etc)
Cleaning of facilities (toilets etc)
Total

£12,000
£10,000
£279,609

NOTE: If some, or all, of the nursing and administration requirement can be filled
from existing resource this cost will be significantly lower.
16.

These costs are in addition to the £181,294 costs (additional nursing, training,
overtime, equipment etc) of ‘Plan A’ (Appendix 4) which are still required with
this alternative plan.

17.

The cost is Plan ‘A’ (£181,294) plus Plan ‘B’ (£279,609), a total of £460,903.

Recommendation
18.

The NHS Board team is asked to note the high-level plan and the associated
£460,903 costs for the 2020 Influenza campaign.

David Breen
Locum Consultant Public Health Medicine / Health Protection (VTP)
Gemma Stewart
Lead Immunisation Nurse
Ryan Prentice
VTP Project Manager
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Appendix 1

Health and Social Care Senior Management Team
Date
This Report relates to
Item X on the Agenda

2020 Influenza Vaccination Campaign Plan B
Paper presented by Dr David Breen & Ryan Prentice

For Approval
Author:

List of Background Papers:
Appendices:

Dr. David Breen - Locum Consultant Public Health Medicine
/ Health Protection (VTP)
Gemma Stewart - Lead Immunisation Nurse
Ryan Prentice - VTP Project Manager
Background Paper HSCSMT 2020 Influenza Vaccination
Campaign.docx
Appendix 1 - SBAR Administration Resource
Appendix 2 - SBAR Immunisation Training
Appendix 3 - SBAR Influenza Vaccination for Social Care
Workers
Appendix 4 - DRAFT 2020 Influenza Vaccination Campaign
Health Inequalities Impact Assessment

Direction
Required
to Direction to:
Council, Health Board or
1. No Direction Required
Both
2. Dumfries and Galloway Council
3. NHS Dumfries and Galloway
4. Dumfries and Galloway Council and NHS
Dumfries and Galloway

1.

Introduction

1.1

The purpose of this paper is to seek approval for the delivery plan for influenza
vaccination campaign in 2020 out with GP Practices, ‘Plan B’.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

Health and Social Care Senior Management Team is asked to:
•

Approve the alternative plan, ‘Plan B’ to deliver the 2020 influenza
vaccination campaign in 2020 in the event of an upsurge in Covid-19
prevalence. This cost is estimated to be £279,609.

These costs are in addition to the £181,294 costs (additional nursing, training,
overtime, equipment etc) of ‘Plan A’ which are still required with this alternative
plan. (Background Paper HSCSMT 2020 Influenza Vaccination Campaign.docx)

3.

Background and Main Report

3.1

The NHS D&G Vaccination Transformation Programme (VTP) has progressed very
well so far and delivers the vaccinations from the patient’s own GP practice. NHS
D&G covers a very large geographical area and there is a need to develop a
different model given the Covid-19 social distancing requirements while at the
same time minimising the inconvenience to patients and maintaining uptake rates.
Alternative plan. ‘Plan B’, is required if there is an upsurge in Covid-19 prevalence
which results in the NHS D&G Immunisation team being unable to use GP
practices and this presents a number of service delivery challenges.

3.2

Recruitment of additional nursing, administrative, and volunteer staff is a major
challenge in the Covid-19 era. While these additional resources are needed largely
because of Covid-19, the Scottish Government intend to expand the targeted
cohort to include the 55-64 year age group and are looking for a more extensive
vaccination programme for Social Care Workers (SCWs). Numerically this
increases the target population to around two thirds of the D&G population.

3.3

Target Cohorts and numbers
Preschool
Primary
12 – 55 ‘at Risk’
Pregnant
Unpaid Carers (approx)
55 – 64*
Shielding Household Members (approx)*
65+
Total

4,000
10,500
18,240
1,000
1,500
24,000
1,000
39,000
99,240**

* Cohort added for 2020
** 14,000 could be double counted when as eligible by employment in Health & Social Care

•

The eligible general population registered with GP Practices which have
transitioned to the NHS under the VTP will be vaccinated by the NHS D&G

•
•
•
•
•

Immunisation Team;
GP Practices not currently transitioned to the VTP will vaccinate their own
patients;
All school children will be vaccinated by the NHS D&G Immunisation Team;
Social Care Workers (eg Care Home Staff, Care at Home Staff) will be
vaccinated by the NHS D&G Occupation Health Team;
NHS Staff will be vaccinated by the NHS D&G Occupation Health Team;
Housebound patients and Care Home residents will be vaccinated by
Community Nursing.

The following GP Practices have chosen to continue to provide all adult influenza
vaccinations in 2020 and are not covered by this plan
• Sandhead
• Glenluce
• St. Michaels
Greyfriars GP Practice will retain all patients under 65yrs but will transition the
patients over 65yrs to NHS D&G
3.4

Historically the vaccine is not available until the end of September. The 2020
Influenza Vaccination Campaign will therefore run from the start of October to the
end of December. The aim would be to complete the majority by the end of
November with mop-ups in December.

3.5

Decisions made for influenza vaccination will be of particular value as we are likely
to proceed with a similar model of delivery for Covid-19 mass vaccination in 2021.

3.6

Decisions are required on how best to take forward the following issues and
concerns:
• Accommodation
• IT and Patient Record
• Appointing
• Communication and Campaign Promotion
• Pharmacy and Vaccine Storage
• Staffing and Training
• Infection Control
• Equipment
• Patient Flow
• Admin and Volunteers
• Mop-up Clinics
• Monitoring and Evaluation

3.7

Plan ‘A’

3.7.1

The Immunisation Team has historically operated from the patients’ GP Practice.
The following practices have agreed to continue to make accommodation available
subject to strict social-distancing, infection control, and patient flow:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Canonbie
Castle Douglas Medical Group
Dalbeattie
Dr Oliver’s (Castle Douglas)
Ecclefechan
Gretna

7. Lockerbie
8. New Abbey
9. New Galloway
10. Sanquhar / Kelloholm
11. Whithorn
12. Drummore

Accommodation has already been agreed for the following:
13. Greyfriars patients over 65 will be vaccinated at Mountainhall Vaccination Centre. Greyfriars will
vaccinate their own patients under 65.
14. Charlotte Medical will be vaccinated at Mountainhall Vaccination Centre
15. Gillbrae will be vaccinated at Mountainhall Vaccination Centre
16. Lochthorn will be vaccinated at Mountainhall Vaccination Centre
17. Cairn Valley will be vaccinated at Mountainhall Vaccination Centre
18. Lochmaben will be vaccinated at Lochmaben Hospital
19. Moffat will be vaccinated at Moffat Hospital

Agreement is required for the following:
20. Annan North to be vaccinated at Charles St Clinic
21. Annan South to be vaccinated at Charles St Clinic
22. Kirkcudbright to be vaccinated at Kirkcudbright Hospital
23. Cairnsmore to be vaccinated at Newton Stewart Hospital
24. Galloway Hills to be vaccinated at Newton Stewart Hospital
25. Langholm to be vaccinated at Thomas Hope Hospital
26. Thornhill to be vaccinated in the Rehab Suite at Thornhill Hospital
27. Loch Ree to be vaccinated at the Waverley Medical Centre
28. Lochinch to be vaccinated at the Waverley Medical Centre
29. Lochnaw to be vaccinated at the Waverley Medical Centre

The remaining practices are continuing to vaccinate all their adult patients
30. St. Michaels
31. Glenluce
32. Sandhead

The NHS Immunisation Team will vaccinate pre-school children at every practice
with exception of Lochthorn who will continue to vaccinate their own pre-school
children.

3.8

Plan ‘B’

3.8.1

In the event of an upsurge in Covid-19 prevalence in Dumfries & Galloway there will
be a need to move to alternative venues as the GP Practice may no longer be able
to provide accommodation. This alternative plan may only be applied in certain
localities where there is an outbreak cluster (for example in Gretna & Canonbie) but
continue with Plan ‘A’ in Whithorn)

3.8.2

Vaccination Centres will be established in Council Properties in the larger towns.
These would provide accommodation for the patients on the practices in the nearby
locality

Stranraer Library (if Waverley Medical Centre ceases to be available)
1. Drummore
2. Lochinch

3.
4.
5.
6.

Lochnaw
Loch Ree
(Glenluce, if necessary)
(Sandhead, if necessary)

McMillan Hall, Newton Stewart (if Newton Stewart hospital ceases to be available)
7. Cairnsmore
8. Galloway Hills
9. Whithorn
Daar Road, Kirkcudbright (if Kirkcudbright hospital ceases to be available)
10. Kirkcudbright
Castle Douglas Town Hall
11. Dr Oliver’s
12. Castle Douglas Medical Group
13. New Galloway
Dalbeattie Town Hall
14. Dalbeattie
Queensberry Rooms, Thornhill (if Thornhill hospital ceases to be available)
15. Thornhill
Sanquhar Community Centre
16. Sanquhar
Newington Sports & Leisure Centre, Annan (if Charles St. ceases to be available)
17. Annan North
18. Annan South
19. Ecclefechan
Gretna Registrar
20. Gretna
Community Centre, Lochmaben (if Lochmaben hospital ceases to be available)
21. Lochmaben
Lockerbie Town Hall
22. Lockerbie
Langholm Town Hall
23. Langholm
24. Canonbie
Moffat Town Hall (if Moffat hospital ceases to be available)
25. Lockerbie
Mountainhall Treatment Centre
26. Cairn Valley
27. Gillbrae
28. Greyfriars
Dumfries Loreburn Hall
29. New Abbey

30. Lochthorn
31. Charlotte Medical Practice
32. (St Michael’s if necessary)

3.9

It is not anticipated that there would be rental costs but there will be costs in terms
of heating, lighting and electricity. Budget should provided for this
Heating and lighting for the campaign may cost £2,000

3.10

The Immunisation Team would block book these venues then assign whole weeks
to practice populations. This would prevent patients form different practice coming
into any contact with each other. Where a venue will play host to multiple practices
these practice will rotate weeks until the campaign is complete
Week 1 = Practice A
Week 2 = Practice B
Week 3 = Practice C
Week 4 = Practice A
Week 5 = Practice B
Week 6 = Practice C
etc

3.11

Vaccination Team: The 2020 Influenza Vaccination Campaign would be delivered
by the Immunisation Service comprising 8 Teams of 2-3 nurses supplemented by a
further 4 nurses where needed, 25 in total.

3.12

The previous plan (Background Paper HSCSMT 2020 Influenza Vaccination
Campaign.docx) required 11 additional staff to supplement the existing team of 9.
However the addition of Lochthorn and Gillbrae to the programme and the potential
for the 3 remaining practices to have Covid-19 related issues mean that a further 5
band 5 nurses are required for 3 months.
If this resource cannot be redeployed from existing services, the cost of the
additional 5 nurses is £51,750

3.13

As with the long standing schools process, the immunisation Team will require
administration support at each clinic. These administration assistants will be
responsible for the smooth execution of the paper based system, the flow of
patients and for completing the pre-vaccination checklist and consent form to
prevent the patients from touching pens, papers thereby minimising Covid-19
transmissions.

3.14

Each of the teams would require up to 14 Band 2 WTE administration assistants for
3 months.
If this resource cannot be redeployed from existing services, the cost of the
administration support would be £92,977

3.15

Volunteers would be assigned to each team to meet and greet and to assist with
social distancing.

Team 1
Team 2
Team 3
Team 4
Team 5
Team 6
Team 7
Team 8

Cairn Valley, Gillbrae, Greyfriars
New Abbey, Lochthorn, Charlotte St, St Michaels
Sanquhar, Thornhill, Lochmaben
Moffat, Lockerbie, Gretna, Langholm/Canonbie
Annan North, Annan South, Ecclefechan
Dr, Olivers, Castle Douglas, Dalbeattie, Kirkcudbright, New Galloway
Lochinch, Lochnaw, Loch Ree, Drummore, Sandhead, Glenluce
Cairnsmore, Galloway Hills, Whithorn

3.16

Campaign Duration: Subject to vaccine availability, the campaign would begin
week commencing Monday 28h September 2020 and continue through to the week
commencing Monday 21st December, a total of 13 weeks.

3.17

Preschool 2-5yrs: The plan for vaccinating the preschool 2-5yr children is to
continue to provide this at GP Practices along with the routine childhood
vaccinations (MMR etc). This programme has not stopped or changed as a result of
the Covid-19 outbreak.

3.18

IT and Patient Records: Where the NHS D&G Immunisation Team operates from
Mountainhall the GP’s IT system will be accessed directly. For practice populations
who are being vaccinated from other premises, a paper based business system will
be necessary.
The cost of the remote access and additional PCs/Laptops is for NHS properties
(Charles St, Mountainhall, Langholm, Newton Stewart, Kirkcudbright) will be £7000

3.19

The possibility of using mobile remote access to GP systems has been discussed
and with the NHS D&G IT Service Delivery Manager and is not workable therefore
for the majority of clinics there will be a need use a paper recording system at the
clinic then remotely enter the details of the vaccination into the GPs IT system by a
team of administration assistants based at Mountainhall. This will be required by
GPs and will be necessary for uptake reporting.

3.20

The GP Practices could be asked to enter their own records however they have
previously indicated that they would not be prepared to do this or would require
further payment so it is likely that the Screening and Immunisation Service would
require up to 8 WTE band 2 administration assistants for 3 months to maintain the
vaccination records. This paper based approach would provide a fully robust system
that would negate the need for IT support.
If this resource cannot be redeployed from existing services, the cost of Plan B
administration would be up to £53,130
The additional paper and printing would be £840 (inc VAT)

3.21

Appointing: The process of appointing would not change as a result to switching to
Plan B however there may be a need to urgently contact patients to advise them
that their appointment venue and time has changed.

3.22

Patients will continue to be appointed via the Scottish Immunisation and Recall
System (SIRS). The system is only capable of booking patients to 15 minute slots
and the VTP would appoint 3 patients per slot equating to 5 minute appointments.
This means each patient would have a maximum wait of 10 minutes.

3.23

The letters would include social-distancing guidance and advise patients not to
arrive early or to remain outside the practice/facility until the time of the
appointment.

3.24

The letters would be printed centrally by Royal Mail and would be paid for by the
Scottish Government.

3.25

Pharmacy and Vaccine Storage

3.26

For practice populations who are being vaccinated from other premises 100 vaccine
porters (containers which keep the vaccines at the correct temperature) will be
required to maintain the vaccine cold-chain. These porters require 10 logger devices
to validate them. The vaccines will be stored overnight in fridges at the nearest
community hospital but each of the 8 hospitals would a new £1500 (+vat) fridge to
provide the capacity. These fridges and porters would prove invaluable to a future
Covid-19 vaccination campaign.
The cost of the additional vaccine porters is £15,600 (inc VAT)
The cost of the logger devices is £2,325 (inc VAT)
The cost of the fridges would be £14,400 (inc VAT)
The costs may come down as the result of a national procurement exercise but this
exercise has still to be conducted.

3.27

The additional workload of preparing more frequent deliveries will require an
additional 0.5 WTE Band 2 Pharmacy Support Worker
The cost of the Pharmacy Technician would be £3,321

3.28

Transport: A move to Town Halls would require a change in deliver schedules as
the deliveries would not be via the routine deliveries to GP Practices. This could
potentially require the hire of an additional van and 1.6 WTE Band 2 Drivers for 3
months.
The cost of the vans is £3,640
The cost of the drivers is £10,626

3.29

Volunteers: Volunteers will be recruited to assist with maintaining social distancing
and guide patients through the one-way systems at vaccination venues and
facilities. These volunteers will be provided with facemasks.

3.30

Equipment
Additional medical equipment will be required for any clinics held in non-NHS
premises. This would include oxygen, sharps bins, trolleys, anaphylaxis equipment,
privacy screens (£407 each), mats for patients who may faint, and potentially
shelters in the event weather problems
The equipment costs are estimated to be £12,000.

3.31

Patient Flow: Patients will be invited to attend a specific appointment date and

time. They will be advised not to arrive early and to remain outside the venue or in
their vehicle until the exact time of their appointment. Wherever possible patients
will follow a one-way system in one door and out another to maintain social
distancing.

3.32

Mop-up Clinics: Mop-up clinics would be held at GP Practices for patients who are
unable to attend their original appointment or where the patient has been unable to
attend because of the use of an alternative venue at the end of December 2020.

3.33

The Mountainhall Vaccination Centre also provides NHS D&G with a facility to
vaccinate anyone from any practice.

4.

Conclusions

4.1

The Covid-19 outbreak has caused significant disruption to health services across
Scotland and Dumfries & Galloway. Concerns regarding the spread of the virus
have resulted in many services, including primary care, moving to alternatives to
face-to-face consultations and services have greatly reduced the numbers of
patients attending clinics to minimise the infection rate.

5.
5.1.

Resource Implications
Venue heating, lighting and electricity

£2,000

Laptops and 4G Equipment

£7,000

5 WTE Band 5 Nurses for 3 months

£51,750

Vaccination Clinic Administration Resource

£92,977

Vaccination Records Administration Resource

£53,130

Paper and Printing

£840

Vaccine Porters

£15,600

Vaccine Loggers

£2,325

8 Fridges

£14,400

0.5 WTE Band 2 Pharmacy Support Worker for 3 months

£3,321

Van Hire

£3,640

1.6 WTE Band 2 Drivers for 3 months

£10,626

Medical Equipment (Oxygen, Anaphylaxis Equipment etc)

£12,000

Cleaning of facilities (toilets etc)

£10,000
Total £279,609

NOTE: If some, or all, of the nursing and administration requirement can be filled
from existing resource this cost will be significantly lower.
These costs are in addition to the £181,294 costs (additional nursing, training,
overtime, equipment etc) of ‘Plan A’ which are still required with this alternative
plan. (Background Paper HSCSMT 2020 Influenza Vaccination Campaign.docx)
6.

Impact on Health and Social Care Partnership Outcomes, Priorities and
Policy

6.1

The VTP links with the following national outcomes:

•

People who use health and social care services have positive experiences of
those services, and have their dignity respected;
• Health and Social Care services contribute to reducing health inequalities;
• People who provide unpaid care are supported to look after their own health
and well-being, including to reduce any negative impact of their caring role on
their own health and well-being;
• People who work in Health and Social Care services feel engaged with the
work they do and are supported to continuously improve the information,
support, care and treatment they provide;
• People using Health and Social Care services are safe from harm;
•
Resources are used effectively and efficiently in the provision of health and
social care services.
7.

Legal and Risk Implications

7.1

There is a risk that changes to vaccination venues may result in a reduction in
uptake. This is will mitigated by holding mop-up clinics in GP Practices at the end
of the campaign in December 2020.

8.

Consultation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Valerie White - Acting (Interim) Director of Public Health
Dr Nigel Calvert - Consultant in Public Health Medicine
Dr Grecy Bell - Deputy Medical Director and co-chair of the Primary Care
Transformation Programme Board
Grace Brown - Assistant Screening Programme Manager
Ian Bryden - Head of Estates and Property
Graeme Bryson - Director of Pharmacy & Controlled Drug Accountable Officer
Linda Bunney - Head of Primary Care Development
Shirley Campbell - Pharmacy Distribution Coordinator
Lee Collins - Transport Manager
Rod Edgar - Communication and Engagement Manager
Nigel Gammage - IT Service Delivery Manager
Mhairi Hastings - Lead Nurse, Community Health & Social Care
Alastair Johnson - Service Leader Estates Management, Dumfries & Galloway
Council
Gemma Stewart - Lead Immunisation Nurse
Anita Ward - Management Accountant

The Practice Managers of all GP Practices who are transferring influenza
vaccinations to NHS D&G were contacted for their approval to use their premises.

9.

Equality and Human Rights Impact Assessment

9.1

An impact assessment for the VTP has been developed (Appendix 4 - DRAFT
2020 Influenza Vaccination Campaign Health Inequalities Impact
Assessment)
The following extract shows the impact and mitigation measures
a. unjustifiable - your policy must be revised and rewritten to remove the
negative impact. This is the concept of 'treat' in risk management

b. can be justified without further consultation. The justification is noted and
recorded and the policy is signed off. This is the concept of 'managed' in risk
management
c. may or may not be justifiable - the proposed justification for the risk is noted
and the policy is then consulted upon at the level that is appropriate. For
instance, an employment policy may require only internal consultation where
as a service delivery policy may require partner and external consultation.

Option
(a), (b) or (c)

Impact Area
AGE

b

b

HEALTH &
WELLBEING and
HEALTH
INEQUALITIES

b

b

ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY

b

Environmental
Sustainability,
Climate Change and

b

Explanation and mitigating action
to be taken
The majority of adult patients who
receive vaccinations are over 65
years of age. It is therefore this
group who would be most affected
by the relocation. This group of
patients are entitled to free public
transport and Community
Vaccination Centres are on existing
bus routes. There is also ample
parking at Community Vaccination
Centres.
Clear guidance will be provided as
part of the campaign promotion.
The VTP will ensure that facilities
have access to sufficient parking,
are on a public transport route, toilet
facilities and have full access for
disabled persons.
If the location of vaccinations
changes and this results in a
reduction in vaccination uptake, the
Vaccination Transformation
Programme will seek those patients
who cannot attend Community
Vaccination Centres at their own
GP Practices as a contingency
measure to maintain the uptake.
Uptake will be monitored throughout
the Vaccination Transformation
Programme.
If the location of vaccinations
changes and this results in a
reduction in vaccination uptake, the
Vaccination Transformation
Programme will seek those patients
who cannot attend Community
Vaccination Centres at their own
GP Practices as a contingency
measure to maintain the uptake.
Centralised vaccination clinics in
localities would result in increased
use of cars by patients travelling

Energy Management

further than they would have done
to their GP Practice. This would
increase carbon footprint but this
Community Vaccination Centre
approach is only envisioned for 1
year.

10.

Glossary

10.1

All acronyms must be set out in full the first time they appear in a paper with the
acronym following in brackets.
EQIA
VTP
CMO
PGD
SIPG
WTE

Equalities Impact Assessment
Vaccination Transformation Programme
Chief Medical Officer
Patient Group Directive
Scottish Immunisation Programme Group
Whole Time Equivalent

Dumfries and Galloway Integration Joint Board

DIRECTION

(ISSUED UNDER SECTIONS 26-28 OF THE PUBLIC BODIES (JOINT WORKING) (SCOTLAND) ACT 2014)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Title of Direction and Reference Number
Date Direction Issued by Integration Joint Board
Date from which Direction takes effect
Direction to
Does this direction supersede, amend or cancel a
previous Direction? If yes, include the reference
number(s)
6. Functions covered by Direction
7. Full text of Direction
8. Budget allocated by Integration Joint Board to
carry out Direction
9. Desired Outcomes
10. Performance Monitoring Arrangements
11. Date Direction will be Reviewed

Appendix 2

Risk

Description

Patient attending with Covid-19

Patient infect staff or other
patients

Patients gathering in waiting
rooms

Patient infect staff or other
patients

Level of Risk
Medium
(Possible, Moderate)
Medium

Mitigation
Patient letters will advise that patients with
symptoms or household members of these
patients must not attend
Letter will advise patients not to arrive early and
to remain outside

(Possible, Moderate)
Signage will be in place as per NHS D&G
standards
Volunteers will be recruited to assist with social
distancing and patient flow

Consulting rooms contaminated
by patients

Patient infect staff or other
patients

Asymptomatic patients bring the
infection

Patient infect staff or other
patients

Patients with Covid-19 (or
symptoms) or their household
members miss out of Flu vaccine

Patients at risk of influenza

Medium
(Possible, Moderate)
Medium
(Possible, Moderate)
Low

Individual GP Practices will be consulted to
ensure facilities are compliant
Nurses will wipe down chairs and door handles
between patients
NHS will provide patients with masks at each
venue
Mop up clinic in December and January if
necessary.

(Possible, Moderate)
Patients could be invited to attend Mountainhall,
Annan, Castle Douglas, or Waverley

GP Practices may be unable to
provide access to premises
because of Covid-19 outbreaks

Vaccination clinics cancelled

High
(Likely, High)

Alternative venues will be identified in each
locality. These will be discussed with the Council
and/or tenants and clinics must be given priority
over other uses.

Appendix 2

Risk

Description

If the patients are getting public
transport to their venue, they
might not be able to get there
exactly on time
If there is a surge in Covid,
schools might compete for town
halls
Venue may change after
appointment is sent

Patient complaints or DNAs

Level of Risk
Low

Mitigation
Volunteers would check with the nurse to see if
the patient can be vaccinated earlier.

(Unlikely, Moderate)
Competing priorities for
accommodation
Patients attending wrong
venue

Patients may not social distance

Increased risk of infections

Venues may not have fridges

Cold chain broken and
vaccines lost

Lack of admin support

GP Practices will no longer
appoint patients

Inability of Immunisation
service to manage the patient
appointments
Patients will not know the
details of clinics

There is no NHS D&G IT system
for recording vaccinations

Vaccination history will be
lost

Low
(Unlikely, Moderate)
Low
(Possible, Moderate)
Low
(Possible, Moderate)
Medium
(Possible, Moderate)
Medium
(Possible, Moderate)
High
(Likely, High)
High
(Likely, High)

Discussions required with Education and
Council
The VTP Team would phone patients to advise

Commonly used signage will be provided at all
venues
Vaccine porters will be ordered that can
maintain vaccine temperature for 8hrs
Band 3 Admin post approved for 12mths

SIRS will be used to appoint patients will specific
letters. Letter will advise patients not to arrive
early and to remain outside
Vaccinations will be recorded with remote
access to the GP system of the patient.

Appendix 3
- DRAFT Community Vaccination Centres Impact
Assessment

Impact Assessment
Toolkit Form

Update as at June 2020

Content

SECTION 1 General Information
SECTION 2 Aims of the function or policy
SECTION 3 Evidence
SECTION 4 Impacts
SECTION 5 Monitoring and Reviewing
SECTION 6 Public Reporting of Results (information required for the Summary Sheet)
SECTION 7 Quality Assurance

2

Section 1 : General Information
Guidance
The word policy is used throughout this document for
ease but it could also be a strategy, plan, project or
budget option (saving or income generation).

1

Name of policy: Change of Location of Vaccinations for <Insert GP Practice>
registered patients from <Insert Current Venue> to Community Vaccination
Centres

2
3

Is this policy:
✓ new
reviewed
Lead Service(s) involved in the delivery of this policy:
NHS D&G Public Health Immunisation and Screening Service

4

Who else is involved in the implementation of this policy:
GP Practice Administration (<Insert GP Practice>)
GP Practices in Dumfries & Galloway

e.g. other Services or partner agencies

5

Lead person:
Dr. David Breen
- Locum Consultant Public Health Medicine / Health Protection (VTP)

The lead person should be someone who has a good
knowledge of the policy to be assessed and has been
trained in the toolkit.

6

Names and organisations of those involved in the process :
NHS D&G Public Health Immunisation and Screening Service
<Insert GP Practice>
Patient Representatives / Patient Participation Group

The tool should be completed by no fewer than two
people. It is good practice to involve stakeholders and
in particular the relevant Equality and Diversity
Group(s) must be involved.

7

Date of Impact Assessment (IA):
June 2020

8

Do all participants understand the Guidance?
✓ Yes

□

The lead person should check all attending have read
and understood the purpose or process of IA

3

Section 2 : Aims of the policy
9

Guidance
This should describe the policy and what you are trying to do.
Think about:

What are the main aims of the policy? Please list
NHS D&G is currently in the process of delivering the Scottish Government’s
Vaccination Transformation Programme (VTP). The programme is reviewing
and transforming vaccine delivery. Whilst the Scottish Government have
presented their preferred model where immunisations will transfer from GP
Practices, NHS D&G has agreed with the Scottish Government that they will
be adapting this model to local needs.
The NHS D&G VTP has progressed very well so far and delivers the
vaccinations from the patient’s own GP practice. NHS D&G covers a very
large geographical area and there is a need to develop a different model
given the Covid-19 social distancing requirements while at the same time
minimising the inconvenience to patient and maintaining uptake rates.
Alternative accommodation is required.
The Covid-19 outbreak has caused significant disruption to health services
across Scotland and Dumfries & Galloway. Concerns regarding the spread of
the virus have resulted in many services, including primary care, moving to
alternatives to face-to-face consultations and services have greatly reduced
the numbers of patients attending clinics to minimise the infection rate.
Under the VTP, patients will be vaccinated via the Patient Group Directive
legal framework and there is a requirement for Immunisation Nurses to have
access to patient GP records (EMIS) to ensure safe administration. Access to
NHS IT systems cannot be provided at non-NHS Buildings and <Insert GP
Practice> are unable to provide the accommodation required for a 2-3 month
influenza vaccination campaign.

4

• Why is it needed?
• What outcomes does the organisation hope to achieve by
it?
• In particular will the policy contribute to the organisations’
Objectives/Priorities, the Single Outcome Agreement
and/or Health and Social Care Integration?

The policy is therefore to provide a suitable Health Board venue for
vaccinations for the adult patients registered with <Insert GP Practice>.
The proposal is to use Commmunity Vaccination Centres

10

Will the policy assist in meeting the aims of legislation?
✓

Yes

□

No

This policy is forms part of NHS D&Gs plans to implement changes required
under the 2018 General Medical Services Contract in Scotland

The purpose of IA is to assess which individuals or groups
will be most affected and how. Think also about how the
policy will be delivered (e.g. through existing outlets?) and
how it will be communicated to clients

Section 3 : Evidence
11

What evidence has or will be used to identify any potential positive or negative
impacts?

Insert details in the boxes below (a) to (e):
Discussions with the GP Practice and identification of the over 65yr old Practice
population by postcode to determine the distances and therefore inconvenience
resulting from the change in venue.

(a) Involvement in development/ review

Guidance
Evidence could be based on a specific geographical
area or a community of interest and could include
consultations, surveys, focus groups, interviews, pilot
projects, user feedback (inc. complaints made), officer
knowledge and experience, equalities monitoring data,
academic publications, consultants’ reports, etc. Also
identify where there are gaps in the evidence and set
out how these will be filled.

Who has been involved in the development so far of
your policy?

Valerie White - Acting Interim Director of Public Health
Dr David Breen - Locum Consultant Public Health Medicine / Health Protection (VTP)
Dr Nigel Calvert - Consultant Public Health Medicine and Immunisation Coordinator
<Insert Practice Manager> - Practice Manager <Insert GP Practice>
Gemma Stewart - Lead Nurse for Immunisations
5

Have you conducted any research or what research are
you using?

(b) Research
There is a reduction in uptake of vaccinations for people living in more deprived areas
and the centralisation of vaccinations could further exacerbate this. However, the VTP
would propose holding ‘mop up’ clinics at the practices where the patients are registered
to mitigate a potential reduction in uptake.

(c) Officer/Practitioner knowledge and experience

What expertise or individual information are the group
using to inform their judgements?

<Insert Practice Manager> has been the practice manager at <Insert GP Practice> for
## years and is fully acquainted with the effected population.
Dr David Breen and Dr Nigel Calvert have a combined 50+ years experience as Public
Health Consultants
(d) Monitoring data

What data is available locally or nationally to inform the
group?

<Insert GP Practice> has provided historical uptake data for
Influenza
Herpes Zoster
Pneumococcal
(e) Feedback
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Primary Care Transformation Programme Board
GP Contract Development Group
<Insert GP Practice>
VTP Steering Group
Primary Care Transformation Programme Communication & Engagement
Subgroup
Nithsdale GP Cluster
GPs are in favour of the proposal
6

What feedback is available to inform the IA? e.g. both
positive and negative users experiences of the policy –
surveys, Board or Elected Members enquiries and
comments etc

•

•

The Primary Care Transformation Programme Board has raised concerns that
there may be a reduction in uptake from patients who have to travel further to
receive vaccinations
Rod Edgar - Communisation Manager, NHS D&G

7

Section 4: Impact Areas
This section covers the Protected Characteristics, Human Rights, health, climate change and sustainable development.
12

AGE

This refers to children and adults of a particular age or age range.
Remember different age groups have different concerns e.g.
• violence is more likely to happen to you if you are a young man but the fear of crime can be debilitating if you are an older or lone woman.
• can all age groups access your service even on a dark winter night?
• children (people under 18) have a right to advice and information but this may need to be in a different format from the same information
directed at adults
• when considering age/ children remember that some children are more vulnerable or have particular issues that may need additional
consideration, for example children in poverty or Looked After Children (LAC).
Useful website: UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
35TU

U35T

Age UK
35TU

U35T

How does your policy affect this protected characteristic?
Indicate if the impact is positive or negative
or if there is no impact
Eliminate discrimination, harassment,
victimisation or any other prohibited conduct
Advance equality of opportunity by having
due regard to:
• removing or minimising disadvantage
• meeting the needs of particular groups
that are different from the needs of others
• encouraging participation in public life
Foster good relations – tackle prejudice,
promote understanding

Positive
Impact

No
Impact

Negative
Impact
✓

Comments
The majority of adult patients who receive vaccinations are
over 65 years of age. It is therefore this group who would be
most affected by the relocation. This group of patients are
entitled to free public transport,
The Community Vaccination Centres would provide flexibility
in appointment times throughout the working week 09:00 17:00 Monday to Friday.

✓

Additional clinics could be held in the evening for adults ‘at
risk’ who may be working during the week.
✓
8

Over 65 patients have access to free public travel and
Community Vaccination Centres are on regular, well usedbus routes.

✓

✓

9

Patients will not receive the vaccination where they have
previously received it and they may be unfamiliar with the
location. Clear guidance will be provided as part of the
campaign promotion

13

DISABILITY

A person has a disability if they have a physical or mental impairment (including learning disabilities) which has a substantial and long-term adverse
effect on that person's ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities.
•
•
•
•
•

How does this policy affect disabled people in Dumfries and Galloway?
Is there any reason to believe that disabled people are being, or could be, adversely affected by this policy?
Are there any impairment groups who are particularly adversely affected by the policy?
Could your policy adversely affect individuals as a result of something arising from their disability?
Does your policy ensure that the rights of people with learning disabilities to dignity, equality and non-discrimination are respected and upheld?

Useful websites and publications: Disability Rights
Equality and Human Rights Commission
Keys to Life Report- Improving Quality of Life for People with Learning Disabilities
35TU

U35T

35TU

U35T

35TU

DGVoice
35TU

U35T

U35T

How does your policy affect this protected characteristic?
Indicate if the impact is positive or negative
or if there is no impact
Eliminate discrimination, harassment,
victimisation or any other prohibited conduct
Advance equality of opportunity by having
due regard to:
• removing or minimising disadvantage
• meeting the needs of particular groups
that are different from the needs of others
• encouraging participation in public life
Foster good relations – tackle prejudice,
promote understanding

Positive
Impact

No
Impact

Negative
Impact

Comments
As patients will be appointed there only be a small number
of patients waiting at any one time and therefore any
disabled parking should not be a problem.

✓

Patients with learning disabilities may need to be
accompanied by a carer but this does not differ from current
requirement

✓

Smaller numbers attending facilities at any one time
because of appointments may be less intimidating for
individuals with additional support needs.

✓

There would be no change for patients who are currently
vaccinated by Community Nursing in their own home or in a

✓
10

residential care home. This process will continue.

11

14

SEX (GENDER)

This covers biological sex - whether you are a man, a woman or non-binary. Non-binary is used for people who don't feel male or female; they may
feel like both, or something in between, or they may not relate to gender at all. Some prefer to use the pronoun "they" rather than he or she.
e.g.

does the function or policy take account of different roles and responsibilities?
does it assume, perhaps wrongly, that men for example, have no caring responsibilities?
is the function or policy flexible enough to provide a service that everyone can access?

Useful websites: Scottish Women's Convention
35TU

U35T

Fawcett Society
35TU

U35T

Engender
35TU

U35T

Equality and Human Rights
35TU

U35T

A Voice for Men
35TU

U35T

How does your policy affect this protected characteristic?
Indicate if the impact is positive or negative
or if there is no impact
Eliminate discrimination, harassment,
victimisation or any other prohibited conduct
Advance equality of opportunity by having
due regard to:
• removing or minimising disadvantage
• meeting the needs of particular groups
that are different from the needs of others
• encouraging participation in public life
Foster good relations – tackle prejudice,
promote understanding

Positive
Impact

No
Impact
✓

Negative
Impact

Comments
There is not likely to be any impact related to marriage or
civil partnership or in relation to sex. Privacy would be
maintained throughout the administration of the vaccination

12

15

GENDER REASSIGNMENT (TRANSGENDER IDENTITY)

This covers both:
•

Gender reassignment, which is the process of transitioning from one gender to another. Individuals in this category are often termed
transsexual. Gender reassignment does not need to involve any medical supervision or surgical procedures; it could simply involve a
permanent change of the social gender role in which the person lives their life, (for example through a permanent change of name and the way
they dress).

•

Other transgender identities - such as polygender, androgyne, intersex, cross-dressing and transvestite people. The terms transgender and
trans are both widely used by equality organisations to refer to a diverse range of people who find their gender identity does not fully correspond
with the sex they were “assigned” at birth. Although the term transgender does refer in part to transsexual people (see above), not all
transgender people will undergo the process of gender reassignment, but may face similar barriers to access.
47T

47T

•

47T

47T

e.g. does your policy, function or service include people of different gender identities? Will your facilities impede transgender individuals in any
way?

Useful websites: Equality and Human Rights
35TU

U35T

Transgender Equality and Rights Equality Network LGBT Youth
35TU

U35T

35TU

U35T

35TU

U35T

How does your policy affect this protected characteristic?
Indicate if the impact is positive or negative
or if there is no impact
Eliminate discrimination, harassment,
victimisation or any other prohibited conduct
Advance equality of opportunity by having
due regard to:
• removing or minimising disadvantage
• meeting the needs of particular groups
that are different from the needs of others
• encouraging participation in public life
Foster good relations – tackle prejudice,
promote understanding

Positive
Impact

No
Impact
✓

Negative
Impact

Comments
There is not likely to be any impact related to marriage or
civil partnership or in relation to gender reassignment.
Privacy would be maintained throughout the administration
of the vaccination

13
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MARRIAGE AND CIVIL PARTNERSHIP

The rights and responsibilities that come with marriage and civil partnership are almost identical although civil partnerships in Scotland are currently
only available to same-sex couples.
Under the Equality Act 2010 it is unlawful discrimination for people who are married or in a civil partnership to be treated less favourably in
employment than people who are not married or in a civil partnership.
Equality legislation also protects people in relation to sexual orientation, which means that you cannot be treated less fairly as a same-sex couple
than a mixed-sex couple would be treated.
Useful websites:
Registration – Getting Married or Registering a Civil Partnership in Scotland
Marriage and Civil Partnership in Scotland
U35T

35TU

35TU

U35T

How does your policy affect this protected characteristic?
Indicate if the impact is positive or negative
or if there is no impact
Eliminate discrimination, harassment,
victimisation or any other prohibited conduct
Advance equality of opportunity by having
due regard to:
• removing or minimising disadvantage
• meeting the needs of particular groups
that are different from the needs of others
• encouraging participation in public life
Foster good relations – tackle prejudice,
promote understanding

Positive
Impact

No
Impact
✓

Negative
Impact

Comments
There is not likely to be any impact related to marriage or
civil partnership or in relation to sexual orientation. Privacy
would be maintained throughout the administration of the
vaccination

14

17

PREGNANCY AND MATERNITY

Pregnancy is the condition of being pregnant/expecting a baby. Maternity refers to the period after the birth. Protection against maternity
discrimination covers 26 weeks after giving birth, and this includes treating a woman unfavourably because she is breastfeeding.
e.g. Do you provide facilities for breastfeeding mothers?
Useful websites:
Maternity Pay and Leave
Maternity Leave and Pay – ACAS
U35T

35TU

35TU

U35T

How does your policy affect this protected characteristic?
Indicate if the impact is positive or negative
or if there is no impact
Eliminate discrimination, harassment,
victimisation or any other prohibited conduct
Advance equality of opportunity by having
due regard to:
• removing or minimising disadvantage
• meeting the needs of particular groups
that are different from the needs of others
• encouraging participation in public life
Foster good relations – tackle prejudice,
promote understanding

Positive
Impact
✓

No
Impact

Negative
Impact

Comments
The facilities would provide a venue for any pregnant
woman to receive vaccinations if the clinic(s) being provided
at their GP Practice are not suitable. The facility would be
staffed throughout the week and would be able to offer a
range of appointments to suit.

15

18

RACE

This refers to a group of people defined by their ethnic or national origins, race, colour, and nationality (including citizenship). All minority race and
ethnic groups are covered including, for example, gypsies and travellers, Jews, English as well as visible minority groups like African, Caribbean
and Asian.
Consider the impact your function or policy has on someone from a minority ethnic group. Remember the impact may differ depending on the
gender, disability, faith, sexual orientation or age of the person as different cultures have different views on what is acceptable.
e.g. What about language and information? Is it in the right format?
Useful websites: Equality and Human Rights
35TU

U35T

BEMIS – Scotland’s Ethnic & Cultural Minority Communities CEMVO
35TU

U35T

35TU

U35T

How does your policy affect this protected characteristic?
Indicate if the impact is positive or negative
or if there is no impact
Eliminate discrimination, harassment,
victimisation or any other prohibited conduct
Advance equality of opportunity by having
due regard to:
• removing or minimising disadvantage
• meeting the needs of particular groups
that are different from the needs of others
• encouraging participation in public life
Foster good relations – tackle prejudice,
promote understanding

Positive
Impact
✓

No
Impact

Negative
Impact

Comments
The Community Vaccination Centres would provide a venue
that would enable the gypsy travelling community to access
vaccinations if they miss them at their GP Practice or if they
are not registered with one. All Adult vaccinations can be
promoted at the clinics.
It is not expected that there would be any implications for
people attending Community Vaccination Centres because
of their race.

✓

There will be access to telephone translation services.

✓

16

19

RELIGION OR BELIEF

Religion is the worship or faith in a God or Gods but belief is wider and includes religious, spiritual and philosophical beliefs. It also includes lack of
belief or no belief in religion (e.g. Atheism). Generally, a belief should affect your life choices or the way you live for it to be included in the
definition.
e.g. Does the function or policy take into account different festivals, holidays, religious days and traditions? Will the different faith beliefs impact on,
for example, women from that group and exclude or prevent them from using the service?
Useful website:

Interfaith Scotland National Secular Society
35TU

U35T

35TU

U35T

How does your policy affect this protected characteristic?
Indicate if the impact is positive or negative
or if there is no impact
Eliminate discrimination, harassment,
victimisation or any other prohibited conduct
Advance equality of opportunity by having
due regard to:
• removing or minimising disadvantage
• meeting the needs of particular groups
that are different from the needs of others
• encouraging participation in public life
Foster good relations – tackle prejudice,
promote understanding

Positive
Impact

No
Impact
✓

Negative
Impact

Comments
There is not likely to be any impact related to religion or
belief

17

20

SEXUAL ORIENTATION

Whether a person's sexual attraction is towards their own sex, the opposite sex or to both sexes. This includes people who are heterosexual,
lesbian, gay or bisexual.
e.g. What are the issues for this group in terms of your function or policy? Are the needs of this group being met?
Useful website: LGBT Youth Stonewall Scotland Equality Network
35TU

U35T

35TU

U35T

35TU

U35T

How does your policy affect this protected characteristic?
Indicate if the impact is positive or negative
or if there is no impact
Eliminate discrimination, harassment,
victimisation or any other prohibited conduct
Advance equality of opportunity by having
due regard to:
• removing or minimising disadvantage
• meeting the needs of particular groups
that are different from the needs of others
• encouraging participation in public life
Foster good relations – tackle prejudice,
promote understanding

Positive
Impact

No
Impact
✓

Negative
Impact

Comments
Sexual Health will continue to provide vaccinations for blood
borne viruses for adults at risk (eg men who have sex with
men). There will be no change to this arrangement under the
VTP proposal

18

21

HUMAN RIGHTS

This is about protecting and promoting individuals’ rights and freedoms in relation the Human Rights Act 1998. The UN Convention on the Rights of
the Child has a much broader approach that may be of interest and reference although the focus of the Impact Assessment is the UK legislation,
linked below.
1

The right to life – protects your life, by law. The state is required to investigate suspicious deaths and deaths in custody;

2

The prohibition of torture and inhuman treatment – you should never be tortured or treated in an inhuman or degrading way, no matter what
the situation

3

The right to liberty and freedom – you have the right to be free and the state can only imprison you with very good reason – for example, if you
are convicted of a crime

4

Protection against slavery and forced labour – you should not be treated like a slave or subjected to forced labour;

5 and 6

The right to a fair trial and no punishment without law - you are innocent until proven guilty. If accused of a crime, you have the right to hear
the evidence against you, in a court of law

7

Respect for privacy and family life – protects against unnecessary surveillance or intrusion into your life

8

Freedom of thought, religion and belief – you can believe what you like and practise your religion or beliefs

9 and 10

Free speech and peaceful protest – you have a right to speak freely and join with others peacefully, to express your views

11

The right to marry - you have the right to marry and raise a family

12

No discrimination – everyone’s rights are equal. You should not be treated unfairly – because, for example, of your gender, race, sexuality,
religion or age

13,14 and
15

Protection of property, the right to an education and the right to free elections – protects against state interference with your possessions;
means that no child can be denied an education and that elections must be free and fair

19

Please refer to the Guidance for more information.
Useful Websites and documents: Scottish Human Rights Commission Equality and Human Rights Commission
A Guide to the Human Rights Act for Public Authorities
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
35TU

U35T

35TU

U35T

35TU

35TU

How does your policy affect people’s human rights?
Indicate if the impact is positive or negative
or if there is no impact
Eliminate discrimination, harassment,
victimisation or any other prohibited conduct
Advance the aims of the Human Rights Act
• Prevent breaches of human rights
• Respect people’s rights
• Foster good relations – tackle prejudice,
promote understanding

Positive
Impact

No
Impact
✓

Negative
Impact

Comments
There is not likely to be any impact related to Human
Rights.

20

22

HEALTH & WELLBEING and HEALTH INEQUALITIES

This is about physical and mental health and wellbeing and includes e.g. feelings of safety and security, leisure activity, participation, creativity,
affection and developing/achieving your potential. It also covers all aspects of poverty including income and fuel poverty, lack of confidence and
self-esteem. The Fairer Scotland Duty places a requirement on public bodies to actively consider how they can reduce inequalities of outcome in
any major decision they make.
Think about the determinants of health and the different causes of health inequalities:
•
•
•
•

fundamental causes like macro-economic position, societal values about fairness and equity
wider environmental influences like availability of jobs; physical environment e.g. pollution, housing, food production, learning, availability
services, democratic engagement
individual experiences like mental health and wellbeing, family income, home and heating, diet and nutrition, exercise and physical activity,
substance use, learning, readiness for school, ability to navigate services, connectedness, community involvement and personal resilience
socio-economic disadvantage like low income, low wealth, material deprivation and area deprivation

Think about the different causes and types of poverty:
•
•
•
•

Will this policy give people and families experiencing poverty the opportunity to make sure that their voice is heard?
Will the policy support people experiencing poverty to move from dependence to independence?
Will the information and services be easy to access?
Will the policy provide services that meet the needs of people experiencing poverty?

Think about how this policy will impact on increasing opportunities for:
•
•
•

Participation in physical activity
Accessing healthy food choices
Promoting positive mental health and wellbeing

Useful websites and publications: Health Services Health Inequalities in Scotland Joseph Rowntree Foundation
Dumfries and Galloway Council Tackling Poverty Fairer Scotland Duty
35TU

35TU

U35T

U35T

35TU

35TU

U35T

U35T

21

35TU

How does your policy impact on health and wellbeing and health inequalities?
Indicate if the impact is positive or negative
or if there is no impact
Eliminate inequalities and increase access
to opportunities for improving health and
wellbeing
Advance opportunities for increasing health
and wellbeing across the whole population

Positive
Impact

No
Impact

Negative
Impact
✓

Comments
The move of venue to Community Vaccination Centres
may cause inconvenience to patients as it may result in
them having to travel further and potentially require an
additional bus journey or a longer walk or drive.
The VTP will ensure that facilities have access to sufficient
parking, are on a public transport route, toilet facilities and
have full access for disabled persons.

✓

Foster good practice for population wide
health and wellbeing

Full information on any changes will be provided to the
populations effected.

✓

✓

22

If the location of vaccinations changes and this results in a
reduction in vaccination uptake, the Vaccination
Transformation Programme will seek those patients who
cannot attend Community Vaccination Centres at their GP
Practice as a contingency measure to maintain the uptake.

23

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

This is about e.g. pay, employment opportunities, assisting businesses to develop or grow, welfare to work schemes and disadvantaged groups,
local self-help schemes, and valuing and supporting voluntary work. It also covers issues around aspects of poverty including individual and
community resilience. The Fairer Scotland Duty places a requirement on public bodies to actively consider how they can reduce inequalities of
outcome in any major decision they make.
How will your policy impact on e.g. social status, employment (paid or unpaid), opportunities to expand on learning experiences, opportunities for
volunteering, encourage investment in skills and training, assist people on low incomes or support other disadvantaged groups in any way, help
people access advice on financial inclusion, availability or delivery of services for people living rurally, and increase access to facilities for arts,
cultural and leisure pursuits.
How will the policy work in rural areas where the existing infrastructure is typically less developed or where infrastructure does not exist (e.g. mains
gas, fast broadband connections)?
Does your policy encourage the payment of the Living Wage?
Useful websites and publications: Poverty Alliance
35TU

Indicate if the impact is positive or negative
or if there is no impact
Eliminate disadvantage or inequality

U35T

Positive
Impact

Scottish Living Wage
35TU

U35T

No
Impact

Negative
Impact
✓

Advance opportunities for individuals
Foster good relations and sustainability of
communities

23

Comments
If the location of vaccinations changes and this results in a
reduction in vaccination uptake, the Vaccination
Transformation Programme will seek those patients who
cannot attend Community Vaccination Centres at their own
GP Practice as a contingency measure to maintain the
uptake.

24

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY, CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT

This is about enhancing the built environment, preserving local heritage, reducing the need to travel by improving or adding to local facilities,
conditions for pedestrians and cyclists and promote public transport, living conditions such as housing and green spaces, biodiversity, the amount
of emissions, fuel consumption, fuel use, renewable energy technologies,
If the effect or possible effect is minimal, no action is required under the requirements of Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) but there is a
duty under the Environmental Assessment Scotland Act 2005 to notify the SEA authorities. There are templates available to help this process.
This should be noted on the summary sheet.
If there is any likely positive or negative environmental effect, a full SEA may be required.
In order to comply with the Climate Change (Scotland) Act and Carbon Reduction Commitment Energy Efficiency Scheme organisations must
maintain accurate records and data with regard to its Emissions. If your policy may lead to a change in levels of emissions, has account been taken
of the need to accurately record this data?
35TU

U35T

Will your policy affect infrastructure, land or buildings?
Indicate if the Impact is High (H), Medium (M)
or Low (L) or () if No Impact
Eliminate bad practice particularly in waste
and carbon usage

Positive
Impact

No
Impact

Negative
Impact
✓

Advance good practice, particularly the use
of innovative technology
Foster a culture of personal responsibility

24

Comments
Centralised vaccination clinics in localities would result in
increased use of cars by patients travelling further than they
would have done to their GP Practice. This would increase
carbon footprint but this Community Vaccination Centre
approach is only envisioned for 1 year.

25 SUMMARY OF IMPACT
Summarise your results from section 12 to 24 in the table below:
Impact Area
U

Positive Impact

No Impact

U

U

Age

2

1

Disability

2

2

Sex

1

Gender reassignment and
Transgender

1

Marriage and Civil Partnership

1

Pregnancy and Maternity

1

Race

2

2

1

Religion or belief

1

Sexual orientation

1

Human Rights

1

Health & Wellbeing & Health
Inequalities
Economic & Social
Sustainability
Environmental Sustainability,
Climate Change and Energy
Management

Negative Impact
U

2

2
1
1

Total Positive Impacts = 9

Total No Impacts =10

Total Negative Impacts =6

Positive and No Impact(s) - the Policy needs no further IA at this stage. Transfer the totals to the Summary Sheet for publication
Negative Impact(s) - please complete section 26

25

26

If Negative Impact(s) have been identified choose the most appropriate option below (a, b or c). Once you have your identified your option,
record your decision in the table below highlighting the Impact Area and action to be taken.
a. unjustifiable - your policy must be revised and rewritten to remove the negative impact. This is the concept of 'treat' in risk management
b. can be justified without further consultation. The justification is noted and recorded and the policy is signed off. This is the concept of
'managed' in risk management
c. may or may not be justifiable - the proposed justification for the risk is noted and the policy is then consulted upon at the level that is
appropriate. For instance, an employment policy may require only internal consultation where as a service delivery policy may require
partner and external consultation.
Option
(a), (b) or (c)

Impact Area
AGE

HEALTH & WELLBEING and
HEALTH INEQUALITIES

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY

Environmental
Sustainability, Climate
Change and Energy
Management

Explanation and action to be taken

b

The majority of adult patients who receive vaccinations are over 65 years of age. It is therefore
this group who would be most affected by the relocation. This group of patients are entitled to
free public transport and Community Vaccination Centres are on existing bus routes. There is
also ample parking at Community Vaccination Centres.

b
b

Clear guidance will be provided as part of the campaign promotion.
The VTP will ensure that facilities have access to sufficient parking, are on a public transport
route, toilet facilities and have full access for disabled persons.

b
b

b

If the location of vaccinations changes and this results in a reduction in vaccination uptake, the
Vaccination Transformation Programme will seek those patients who cannot attend Community
Vaccination Centres at their own GP Practices as a contingency measure to maintain the uptake.
Uptake will be monitored throughout the Vaccination Transformation Programme.
If the location of vaccinations changes and this results in a reduction in vaccination uptake, the
Vaccination Transformation Programme will seek those patients who cannot attend Community
Vaccination Centres at their own GP Practices as a contingency measure to maintain the uptake.
Centralised vaccination clinics in localities would result in increased use of cars by patients
travelling further than they would have done to their GP Practice. This would increase carbon
footprint but this Community Vaccination Centre approach is only envisioned for 1 year.

Once completed transfer the actions to the Summary Sheet for publication

26

Section 5 : Monitoring And Reviewing
27

Guidance
e.g. customer satisfaction questionnaires.

How will the implementation of the policy be monitored?
Each of the vaccination campaign uptake rates will be monitored throughout the
Vaccination Transformation Programme
Customer Satisfaction Surveys will be conducted to capture client feedback
The mitigation measures will be implement if required

28

What (if any) environmental data is to be monitored and who is responsible for
the collection of this data?
None required

29

How will the results of the monitoring be used to develop the policy?

This information will be useful when you review the policy

Decision can be taken if implementation is successful to expand the vaccination
service to other Dumfries GP Practices

30

When and how is the policy due to be reviewed?
After one year of operation in April 2020 by the Immunisation Service Lead and
the <Insert GP Practice> Practice Manager

27

Detail who is responsible. If there are a significant number
of negative impacts, then an earlier date may be
recommended

Section 6 : Quality Assurance and Public Reporting of Results
(Information required for the Summary Sheet)
The organisation is required to publish the findings and results of all IAs conducted.
Monitoring of IA returns will be carried out by expert advisors and may result in additional information being required or a revised assessment.
The lead person is responsible for collating the key comments and actions. All members of the group should receive a copy of the final impact
assessment.
The impact assessment information should be reported as part of the approval process for the policy.
The lead person is responsible for sending a copy of this completed Impact Assessment Toolkit form to the relevant service for the lead
organisation where it will be quality assured and then part or all will be published on the public website.
For Dumfries and Galloway Council this is the Planning and Performance Unit - email it to ImpactAssessment@dumgal.gov.uk
35TU

For NHS Dumfries and Galloway email it to lynsey.fitzpatrick@nhs.net
35TU

U35T

28

U35T

Section 7 : Improving the Impact Assessment Process
Feedback (optional) - Please use the space below to detail any matters arising from the Assessment which will help us improve the process
Please tick ()
Please score from 1 to 6 where 1 is low and 6 is high

1

2

3

4

5

1 How well did this toolkit help you understand the IA
process?

✓

2 Did the toolkit assist you in improving your policy?

✓

3 Was the language and format easy to follow?

✓

6

4 Any other comments

Please send this form to:
Planning and Performance Unit, Dumfries and Galloway Council, Council Offices, Dumfries DG1 2DD Drop Point: 320
or email: ImpactAssessment@dumgal.gov.uk
35TU

U35T

Equality and Diversity Lead, NHS Dumfries and Galloway, High East, Crichton Hall, The Crichton, Dumfries DG1 4TG
or email: lynsey.fitzpatrick@nhs.net
35TU

U35T
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Appendix 4

Health and Social Care Senior Management Team
Date
This Report relates to
Item X on the Agenda

2020 Influenza Vaccination Campaign
Paper presented by Dr David Breen & Ryan Prentice

For Approval
Author:

List of Background Papers:
Appendices:

Dr. David Breen - Locum Consultant Public Health Medicine
/ Health Protection (VTP)
Gemma Stewart - Lead Immunisation Nurse
Ryan Prentice - VTP Project Manager
Charlotte Parker – Occupational Health Advisor
Appendix 1 - SBAR Administration Resource
Appendix 2 - SBAR Immunisation Training
Appendix 3 - SBAR Influenza Vaccination for Social Care
Workers
Appendix 4 - DRAFT 2020 Influenza Vaccination Campaign
Health Inequalities Impact Assessment

Direction
Required
to Direction to:
Council, Health Board or
1. No Direction Required
Both
2. Dumfries and Galloway Council
3. NHS Dumfries and Galloway
4. Dumfries and Galloway Council and NHS
Dumfries and Galloway

1.

Introduction

1.1

The purpose of this paper is to seek approval for the delivery plan for influenza
vaccination campaign in 2020.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

Health and Social Care Senior Management Team is asked to:
•
•

Approve the plan to deliver the 2020 influenza vaccination campaign in 2020.
This cost is estimated to be £181,294.
Note the contingency plan of using town halls for vaccinations in the event of
a spike in Covid-19

3.

Background and Main Report

3.1

The NHS D&G Vaccination Transformation Programme (VTP) has progressed very
well so far and delivers the vaccinations from the patient’s own GP practice. NHS
D&G covers a very large geographical area and there is a need to develop a
different model given the Covid-19 social distancing requirements while at the same
time minimising the inconvenience to patients and maintaining uptake rates.
Alternative accommodation is required and this presents a number of service
delivery challenges.

3.2

Recruitment of additional nursing, administrative, and volunteer staff is a major
challenge in the Covid-19 era. While these additional resources are needed largely
because of Covid-19, the Scottish Government intend to expand the targeted cohort
to include the 55-64 year age group and are looking for a more extensive
vaccination programme for Social Care Workers (SCWs). Numerically this
increases the target population to around two thirds of the D&G population.

3.3

Target Cohorts and numbers
Preschool
Primary
12 – 55 ‘at Risk’
Pregnant
Unpaid Carers (approx)
55 – 64*
Shielding Household Members (approx)*
65+
Total

4,000
10,500
18,240
1,000
1,500
24,000
1,000
39,000
99,240**

* Cohort added for 2020
** 14,000 could be double counted when as eligible by employment in Health & Social Care

•
•
•

The eligible general population registered with GP Practices which have
transitioned to the NHS under the VTP will be vaccinated by the NHS D&G
Immunisation Team;
GP Practices not currently transitioned to the VTP will vaccinate their own
patients;
All school children will be vaccinated by the NHS D&G Immunisation Team;

•
•
•

Social Care Workers (eg Care Home Staff, Care at Home Staff) will be
vaccinated by the NHS D&G Occupation Health Team;
NHS Staff will be vaccinated by the NHS D&G Occupation Health Team;
Housebound patients and Care Home residents will be vaccinated by
Community Nursing.

The following GP Practices have chosen to continue to provide all adult influenza
vaccinations in 2020 and are not covered by this plan
• Drummore
• Sandhead
• Glenluce
• Lochthorn
• St. Michaels
• Gillbrae
Greyfriars GP Practice will retain all patients under 65yrs but will transition the
patients over 65yrs to NHS D&G
3.4

Historically the vaccine is not available until the end of September. The 2020
Influenza Campaign will therefore run from the start of October to the end of
December. The aim would be to complete the majority by the end of November with
mop-ups in December.

3.5

Decisions made for influenza vaccination will be of particular value as we are likely
to proceed with a similar model of delivery for Covid-19 mass vaccination in 2021.

3.6

Decisions are required on how best to take forward the following issues and
concerns:
• Accommodation
• IT and Patient Record
• Appointing
• Communication and Campaign Promotion
• Pharmacy and Vaccine Storage
• Staffing and Training
• Infection Control
• Equipment
• Patient Flow
• Admin and Volunteers
• Mop-up Clinics
• Monitoring and Evaluation

3.6.1

Accommodation

3.6.1.1

The Immunisation Team has historically operated from the patients’ GP Practice.
The following practices have agreed to continue to make accommodation available
subject to strict social-distancing, infection control, and patient flow:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cairn Valley
Canonbie
Castle Douglas Medical Group
Dalbeattie
Dr Oliver’s (Castle Douglas)
Ecclefechan

7. Gretna
8. Lockerbie
9. New Abbey
10. New Galloway
11. Sanquhar
12. Whithorn
13. Drummore

Accommodation has already been agreed for the following:
14. Greyfriars patients over 65 will be vaccinated at Mountainhall Vaccination Centre. Greyfriars
will vaccinate their own patients under 65.
15. Charlotte Medical will be vaccinated at Mountainhall Vaccination Centre
16. Lochmaben will be vaccinated at Lochmaben Hospital
17. Moffat will be vaccinated at Moffat Hospital

Agreement is required for the following:
18. Annan North to be vaccinated at Annan Hospital
19. Annan South to be vaccinated at Annan Hospital
20. Kirkcudbright to be vaccinated at Kirkcudbright Hospital
21. Cairnsmore to be vaccinated at Newton Stewart Hospital
22. Galloway Hills to be vaccinated at Newton Stewart Hospital
23. Langholm to be vaccinated at Thomas Hope Hospital
24. Thornhill to be vaccinated in the Rehab Suite at Thornhill Hospital
25. Loch Ree to be vaccinated at the Waverley Medical Centre
26. Lochinch to be vaccinated at the Waverley Medical Centre
27. Lochnaw to be vaccinated at the Waverley Medical Centre

The remaining practices are continuing to vaccinate all their adult patients
28. St. Michaels
28. Lochthorn
30. Gillbrae
31. Glenluce
32. Sandhead

The NHS Immunisation Team will vaccinate pre-school children at every practice
with exception of Lochthorn who will continue to vaccinate their own pre-school
children.

3.6.2

IT and Patient Records

3.6.2.1

Where the NHS D&G Immunisation Team operate from the GP practice the GP’s IT
system will be accessed directly. For practice populations who are being vaccinated
from other NHS premises remote access to the GP system will be required. A paper
based business continuity system will be necessary.
The cost of the remote access and additional PCs/Laptops is £7000

3.6.3

Appointing

3.6.3.1

The Scottish Government has proposed expanding the use of the Scottish
Immunisation and Recall System (SIRS) currently used for childhood vaccination to
include adults. This system would enable NHS D&G to produce patient-specific
letters with a date and time of their appointment.

3.6.3.2

The system is only capable of booking patients to 15 minute slots and the VTP
would appoint 3 patients per slot equating to 5 minute appointments. This means
each patient would have a maximum wait of 10 minutes

3.6.3.3

The letters would include social-distancing guidance and advise patients not to
arrive early or to remain outside the practice/facility until the time of the
appointment.

3.6.3.4

The letters would be printed centrally by Royal Mail and would be paid for by the
Scottish Government.

3.6.4

Administration

3.6.4.1

Additional administration resource within the Screening & Immunisation Department
will be required as all patients will be allocated an appointment, which will include
scheduling the appointment through the SIRS system, sending a letter to the
individual patients and recording the results of the immunisations given. The post
will also staff the receptionist desk at Mountainhall Vaccination Centre and perform
administrative tasks as needed at the other venues. For this, an addition 1 WTE
Band 3 Administration Assistant would be required on a fixed term basis for 12
months. This may be under estimate and would need to be reviewed over the
following months. It may also be necessary to appoint extra staff on fixed term basis
during Covid19 restrictions
Appendix 1 – SBAR Administration staff
The cost of additional administration resource would be £29,243 for 12 months

3.6.5

Communication and Campaign Promotion

3.6.5.1

Patients will receive a letter with a specific appointment date and time. Posters will
be provided to all GP Practices for waiting rooms to advise the public of the
changes. Adverts will be placed in the local press, and radio and social media will
be used raise awareness with the population.

3.6.5.2

Discussions have already begun with the Health Board’s Immunisation Coordinator,
Dr Nigel Calvert and the Board’s Communications Team. It is envisaged that
previous experience of such campaigns will be the mainstay with additional
emphasis on enhanced plans for vaccinating SCWs and the inclusion of 55-64 year
cohort. The additional importance of receiving the flu vaccination this year in the
time of Covid19 will be emphasised.

3.6.6

Pharmacy and Vaccine Storage

3.6.6.1

Vaccines will be ordered from the supplier and distributed to clinics by the
Pharmacy Department at DGRI. Where the NHS D&G Immunisation Team
operates from the GP practice the vaccines would be stored in the Practice fridges.
For practice populations who are being vaccinated from other NHS premises
vaccine porters (containers which keep the vaccines at the correct temperature) will
be required to maintain the vaccine cold-chain. The vaccines will be stored
overnight either in fridges at the facility or at the GP practice to be collected and

returned before and after clinics.
The cost of the additional vaccine porters is £1,200

3.6.7

Staffing and Training

3.6.7.1

If sufficient volunteers can be recruited to efficiently guide patients through
vaccination venues, ideally one at the entrance and one at the exit, then the need
for additional nursing resource can be minimised. However it is likely that the
original pre-Covid-19 plan of 3 minute appointments will be unachievable and 5
minutes will be required. There will be a need to provide longer clinics from 8am to
8pm and this will require additional staff who can deliver vaccinations under Patient
Group Directive (PGD).

3.6.7.2

Practice Nurses: In the exceptional circumstances of Covid-19, the assistance of
GP Practice nurses who are experienced vaccinators will be sought.

3.6.7.3

AHPs: A number of healthcare professionals are able to administer injectable
vaccinations under PGD including, but not limited to, Physiotherapists, Podiatrists,
Occupational Therapists, Dentists.
Training could be provided for these staff to enable any part-time staff to work
additional hours overtime to provide these extended clinics in a shift pattern. The
training has no cost other than staff time.
Appendix 2 - SBAR Immunisation Training
The overtime cost is estimated to be £3,200

3.6.7.4

The Scottish Government has decided to include the 55-64 year old population and
the household members of patients who are shielding in the eligible cohort. This
adds 25,000 patients and would require 11 staff (in addition to the existing team of
9) who can vaccinate for 3 months. These would all be band 5 nurses, AHPs
(Physiotherapists, Occupational Therapists, Podiatrists, etc).
The cost of the additional staffing would be (£41,440 / 4) * 11 = £113,960

3.6.8

Health Care Support Workers cannot administer injectable vaccinations under PGD
and cannot be employed to administer adult influenza injections

3.6.9

Volunteers: Volunteers will be recruited to assist with maintaining social distancing
and guide patients through the one-way systems at vaccination venues and
facilities. These volunteers will be provided with facemasks.

3.6.9.1

It should be noted that this additional resource and skill-set would prove invaluable
to the Health Board in the event of a mass Covid-19 vaccination campaign.

3.6.10

Equipment
Additional medical equipment will be required for any clinics held in non-NHS
premises. This would include oxygen, sharps bins, anaphylaxis equipment, privacy

screens, mats for patients who may faint, and potentially shelters in the event
weather problems
The equipment costs are estimated to be £5,000.

3.6.11

Patient Flow: Patients will be invited to attend a specific appointment date and
time. They will be advised not to arrive early and to remain outside the venue or in
their vehicle until the exact time of their appointment. Wherever possible patients
will follow a one-way system in one door and out another to maintain social
distancing.

3.6.12

Infection Control: Immunisation staff and volunteers will wear surgical masks
throughout the sessions. Gloves and aprons are not required. Patients will be
advised to wear a mask and use hand gel. Masks will be provided for patients who
do not have one.
The cost of additional masks and hand gel will be £5,300

3.6.12.1 Immunisation Team staff will use hand gel between patients and wipe down chairs
and door handles between each patient with antiviral wipes
The cost of additional hand gel and wipes will be £1,000

3.6.13

Mop-up Clinics: Mop-up clinics would be held at GP Practices for patients who are
unable to attend their original appointment or where the patient has been unable to
attend because of the use of an alternative venue at the end of December 2020.

3.6.13.1 The Mountainhall Vaccination Centre also provides NHS D&G with a facility to
vaccinate anyone from any practice.

3.6.14

Care Home Residents: Care Home residents will be vaccinated by the Community
Nursing Team

3.6.15

Housebound Patients: Housebound patients will be vaccinated by the Community
Nursing Team

3.6.16

GP Practice Staff: GP Practice staff would be vaccinated by the NHS
Immunisation Team at the practice before the start of the first patient clinic. Where
the NHS Immunisation Team are not holding clinics in the GP Practice, the Practice
Team can immunise themselves or attend Occupational Health Staff Clinics.

3.6.17

NHS Staff: NHS staff will be vaccinated by the NHS Occupational Health Team will
also supply influenza vaccinations to all NHS employees, GP, dentist and
community pharmacy staff.

3.6.17.1 All permanent NHS staff will received personal invitations via their text to attend a
clinic at their place of work. Drop in clinics are available for staff if this option is
more convenient, as seen on BEACON with weekend and night clinic available.

Occupational Health nurses will visit high risk ward areas within DGRI to deliver on
site vaccines.

3.6.18

Social Work Staff: Social Work staff will be vaccinated by the NHS Occupational
Health Team, via drop in clinic with NHS or Health and Social care

3.6.19

Education: Education staff will be vaccinated by the Private Occupational Health
Team

3.6.20

Social Care Workers (SCWs): Social Care Workers (care home staff, care at
home staff) will be vaccinated by the NHS Occupational Health Team and require
additional funding of £15,691
Appendix 3 - SBAR Influenza Vaccination for Social Care Workers

3.6.21

Monitoring and Evaluation

3.6.21.1 The delivery of the programme will be monitored for uptake rates. An evaluation
report will be compiled describing what worked well and what didn’t work as
planned. Lessons learned will be noted. This reoirt will have important application
for the Covid19 Mass Vaccination Programme which is likely to follow in 2021.

3.6.22

Contingency Plan

3.6.22.1 In the event that there is a surge in Covid-19 resulting in limitations on the
availability of accommodation at GP Practice then the campaign would relocate to
Town halls in the larger towns in the region. Other options such as a large NHS
centre, such as Community Hospitals and expanded use of Mountainhall
Vaccination Centre would be considered if these are not being used for Covid-19
care.
3.6.22.2
Drive-through has been considered but IT, weather, parking, traffic
flow, privacy all present problems. Nurses could also have to lean into vehicles if
patients don’t vacate them. Furthermore, not everyone has access to a car and
vehicle sharing would breach social distancing guidance.
3.6.22.3
Staffing

This would not result in a increase in staffing costs as the same
volume of vaccinations are still taking the same length of time.

Accommoda Town halls would be block booked and patients would attend hubs
tion
in:
• Stranraer
• Newton Stewart
• Castle Douglas
• Dalbeattie
• Dumfries
• Annan
• Gretna
• Moffat
• Langholm

It is not anticipated that there would be rental costs but there will
be a need for heating and lighting. Each venue would cost £50 per
day
IT

Remote access would be required to the GP systems from Town
Halls.
Each nurse would require a laptop and 4G connect costing £1125
each.
A paper based backup system would be required at each clinic in
case of network problems

Pharmacy

Vaccines would be delivered to each clinic in vaccine transporters
and any left over at the end of the clinic would be taken to the
nearest GP practice for storage at the end of the session
•
•

Vaccine Porter 24 : £91.76 each
Medicool Pack MC3 : £37.97 (box of 12)
(Each vaccine porter requires 8 x medicool packs)

Each porter can hold up to 50 vaccines and the immunisation team
would require 2 per nursing day.

4.

5.
5.1.

Infection
Control

Nurses would clean down the facility after the session and would
require cleaning supplies at a cost of £20 per clinic

Equipment

Delivering the campaign from non-Clinical premises would require
provision of emergency equipment (including oxygen, anaphylaxis
kits) at a cost of £5000

Conclusions
4.1
The Covid-19 outbreak has caused significant disruption to health services
across Scotland and Dumfries & Galloway. Concerns regarding the spread of the
virus have resulted in many services, including primary care, moving to alternatives
to face-to-face consultations and services have greatly reduced the numbers of
patients attending clinics to minimise the infection rate.
4.2
Resource Implications
Laptops and 4G Equipment
Administration Assistant

£7,000
£29,243

10 Vaccine Porters

£1,200

Staff Training

£3,200

11 Band 5 Nurses for 3 Months
Medical Equipment (Oxygen, Anaphylaxis Equipment etc)

£113,960
£5,000

Masks and Hand gel

£5,000

Cleaning Products

£1,000

Extend Occupational Health Cohort to include Social Care Workers

£15,691

Total £181,294

6.

Impact on Health and Social Care Partnership Outcomes, Priorities and Policy

6.1

The VTP links with the following national outcomes:
• People who use health and social care services have positive experiences of
those services, and have their dignity respected;
• Health and Social Care services contribute to reducing health inequalities;
• People who provide unpaid care are supported to look after their own health
and well-being, including to reduce any negative impact of their caring role on
their own health and well-being;
• People who work in Health and Social Care services feel engaged with the
work they do and are supported to continuously improve the information,
support, care and treatment they provide;
• People using Health and Social Care services are safe from harm;
• Resources are used effectively and efficiently in the provision of health and
social care services.

7.

Legal and Risk Implications

7.1

There is a risk that changes to vaccination venues may result in a reduction in
uptake. This is will mitigated by holding mop-up clinics in GP Practices at the end of
the campaign in December 2020.

8.

Consultation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Valerie White - Acting (Interim) Director of Public Health
Dr Nigel Calvert - Consultant in Public Health Medicine
Dr Grecy Bell - Deputy Medical Director and co-chair of the Primary Care
Transformation Programme Board
Heather Aitchison - Specialist Practitioner in Occupational Health
Grace Brown - Assistant Screening Programme Manager
Ian Bryden - Head of Estates and Property
Graeme Bryson - Director of Pharmacy & Controlled Drug Accountable Officer
Linda Bunney - Head of Primary Care Development
Shirley Campbell - Pharmacy Distribution Coordinator
Rod Edgar - Communication and Engagement Manager
Nigel Gammage - IT Service Delivery Manager
Mhairi Hastings - Lead Nurse, Community Health & Social Care
Alastair Johnson - Service Leader Estates Management, Dumfries & Galloway
Council
Michele Postans - Practice Manager, Greyfriars Medical Centre
Elaine Ross - Infection Control Manager
Gemma Stewart - Lead Immunisation Nurse
Charlotte Parker - Occupational Health Advisor
Anita Ward - Management Accountant
Kerry Willacy - Primary Care Transformation Programme Manager

The Practice Managers of all GP Practices who are transferring influenza
vaccinations to NHS D&G were contacted for their approval to use their premises.

9.

Equality and Human Rights Impact Assessment

9.1

An impact assessment for the VTP has been developed (Appendix 4 - DRAFT
2020 Influenza Vaccination Campaign Health Inequalities Impact Assessment)
The following extract shows the impact and mitigation measures
a. unjustifiable - your policy must be revised and rewritten to remove the
negative impact. This is the concept of 'treat' in risk management
b. can be justified without further consultation. The justification is noted and
recorded and the policy is signed off. This is the concept of 'managed' in risk
management
c. may or may not be justifiable - the proposed justification for the risk is noted
and the policy is then consulted upon at the level that is appropriate. For
instance, an employment policy may require only internal consultation where as
a service delivery policy may require partner and external consultation.

Option
(a), (b) or (c)

Impact Area
AGE

b

b

HEALTH &
WELLBEING and
HEALTH
INEQUALITIES

b

b

ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL

b

Explanation and mitigating action
to be taken
The majority of adult patients who
receive vaccinations are over 65
years of age. It is therefore this
group who would be most affected
by the relocation. This group of
patients are entitled to free public
transport and Community
Vaccination Centres are on existing
bus routes. There is also ample
parking at Community Vaccination
Centres.
Clear guidance will be provided as
part of the campaign promotion.
The VTP will ensure that facilities
have access to sufficient parking,
are on a public transport route, toilet
facilities and have full access for
disabled persons.
If the location of vaccinations
changes and this results in a
reduction in vaccination uptake, the
Vaccination Transformation
Programme will seek those patients
who cannot attend Community
Vaccination Centres at their own
GP Practices as a contingency
measure to maintain the uptake.
Uptake will be monitored throughout
the Vaccination Transformation
Programme.
If the location of vaccinations

SUSTAINABILITY

Environmental
Sustainability,
Climate Change and
Energy Management

b

changes and this results in a
reduction in vaccination uptake, the
Vaccination Transformation
Programme will seek those patients
who cannot attend Community
Vaccination Centres at their own
GP Practices as a contingency
measure to maintain the uptake.
Centralised vaccination clinics in
localities would result in increased
use of cars by patients travelling
further than they would have done
to their GP Practice. This would
increase carbon footprint but this
Community Vaccination Centre
approach is only envisioned for 1
year.

10.

Glossary

10.1

All acronyms must be set out in full the first time they appear in a paper with the
acronym following in brackets.
EQIA
VTP
CMO
PGD
SIPG
WTE

Equalities Impact Assessment
Vaccination Transformation Programme
Chief Medical Officer
Patient Group Directive
Scottish Immunisation Programme Group
Whole Time Equivalent
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DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
Area Clinical Forum
Minute of the Area Clinical Forum meeting held in the
Education Centre, DGRI on Wednesday 22nd July 2020
Present
Bill Irving (BI) (Chair)
Fergus Donachie (FD), Adele Foster (AF), Fraser Gibb (FG),
Lynne Kean (LK), Ruth Millican (RM), Carolina Mrockowski (CM), Ranjit Thomas (RT)
In Attendance
Nick Morris (NM), Chair, NHS Dumfries and Galloway
Jan McCulloch (JMC), Professional Committees’ Co-ordinator
Apologies
Kim Heathcote, Ross Warwick

1.

Apologies

2.

Minute of Previous Meeting
The Minute of the meeting held on Wednesday 26 February 2020 was approved

3.

Matters Arising
a) Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MCA)
FG informed members that the MCA team have delayed plans for changes
in September with no new date at present. FG highlighted that the
assessment could still be used if the disclaimer was signed.
b)

4.

Vascular Service
RT spoke of implications for general surgery and for staff due to changes in
the vacancy for a vascular surgeon for NHS D & G. Nick Morris offered to
take this up with Jeff Ace and feedback to ACF

Pharmacy Matters
RT asked if a signature was still needed on prescription forms in all areas across
the Board or just in DGRI. FD and FG said that both General Practice and Mental
Health require a signature. LK said that work is in progress regarding electronic
signatures and told members that the need for electronic prescribing is being
discussed nationally. It was noted that Scotland is not as far ahead as England
with electronic prescribing and it will require legislation to change current practice.
This is work in progress and LK will keep ACF updated on any developments.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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5.

Learning from COVID 19 and the Way Forward
It was reported that there had not been much change to the Single Point of Care
/Home TEAM service and working has continued as normal with the addition of
PPE. TEAMS working has been a positive experience for patients and staff.
There are some concerns about the mental health needs of staff and serious
concerns that the backlog of work due to COVID is going to be worse than COVID
itself.
The extreme pressures on community nursing were highlighted and how it has
changed from an 8am to 6pm service to one now providing a 24hours 7 days a
week service. CM said that whilst COVID 19 had not been a not a huge issue for
community nursing, there were major challenges for staff managing the changes
brought about by COVID as they were extremely stretched to cover the increase
in hours to cover 24hours, without an increase in staff and this had caused huge
problems.
The development of HOME TEAMS continues with a more gradual process with
Upper Nithsdale being the first early adopter. Service users will not see change
immediately, but managing overnight cover will be a challenge. FD commented
that there were concerns from GPs about the sustainability of Home Teams and
community nursing, and staffing within the existing resource
It was highlighted that along with the remaining challenges, community nursing
will also undergo organisational change commencing 27th July.
FD said that prior to COVID, many Practices already did video consulting, and that
this had considerably increased in the past months. Practices had been quieter
for a time, but are now back to full surgeries and more patients are coming into
practices. This has its own challenges because of capacity in waiting rooms and
the inability to deliver treatment room services is impacting on services.
On-going discussions are taking place as concerns have been raised that many
Practices are struggling with the additional work following some processes and
procedures, including taking bloods, being moved from acute into community
without the resources being transferred to primary care to do this.
The management of the COVID cluster in Carlisle is causing concerns in general
practice, due to the lack of cross border communications with affected Practices.
This was in contrast to the excellent communications with NHS D & G public
health dept. when a local cluster occurred.
FG said there had been a surprising absence of work in mental health at the
beginning of the crisis, but there was a surge now and it was back to more
esoteric things. This is a struggling service that is stretched as it has gone from
being locality based to regional and there is some uncertainty if it is working well.
Glencairn ward at Midpark hospital was taken over by palliative care and this has
stretched inpatient facilities and is now being brought back under mental health
this week and this will make a difference. Dealing with the sudden changes has
been telling on staff with a high level of dissatisfaction with how things are now.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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It was acknowledged that Mental Health Services will be under significant
pressures following COVID 19.
RT said that most patients have been happy for hospital doctors to carry out
consultations by V/C and that home working had been really positive.
It was suggested that ACF should thank and acknowledge the exceptional work
carried out over this period by the staff of the Public Health and Microbiology
depts. in particular and it was agreed a letter of thanks and appreciation should be
sent by ACF to both depts. It was also acknowledged the additional pressures
experienced by other staff and Anaesthetics, pulmonary CCU in particular.
It was noted that the BAME workforce have been anxious about some aspects of
working during the pandemic and this is being risk assessed by the Board.
AF said that Healthcare science had been working collectively with other
disciplines including Public Health, Occupational Health and local authorities.
It was noted that National Procurement been good regarding testing, although
there are concerns about the sustainability of testing and resources and the
backlog especially pathology.
BI said that in Maternity it has been business as usual and looking at feedback
from ante natal said that allowing partners to accompany mothers needs to
urgently return. Paeds has been quiet, although this could increase when schools
return. The number of patients in acute has been low and nursing staff been have
looking at ADRs and planning – re appraising.
NM commented that during this period many people rose to the challenges and
changed their ways of working and said that these changes to ways of working will
likely continue for the foreseeable future. NM said this also gives an opportunity to
reflect on practice, new ways of working and transformational change and that
members should be reassured that the Board is taking messages from staff to the
government regarding un met need and population based health reflecting on
Public Health and Primary Care.
NM confirmed that the Health Board will establish a Public Health Committee early
in the New Year.
NM wanted to thank all staff for everything they have done during this period and
was reassured that the organisation appears to be tackling BAME well.
NM said that he was aware there had been a lack of communication and
conversation between ACF and the Board during this time and spoke of a need to
engage and communicate better and fully supported the need for a stronger
relationship with ACF maintaining stronger lines of communications
FD commented that some communications with Primary Care had been very
good, although this had not been through statutory bodies and there had been
better links with general practice, secondary care and management. There was
however, a void of information and in general and this was probably due to poor
communications from the lots of different small groups meeting up.
NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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6.

Standing Items
a)
Chair’s Report
b)

Feedback from Committees
HCSAC, ANMAC and AHPAC are meeting in September
Medical Staff Committee
Restarting Elective work
Re - Redeployment
Staff Resilience
Staff rest facilities
Mobilisation
Guidance for BAME staff in relation to exposure/risks to Covid
Electronic requesting and resulting
GP Sub Committee
COVID – What General Practices should and shouldn’t be doing –
consistency needed
Covid Hub
Phlebotomy
Future of Cottage Hospitals - discussions on hold just now
Pharmacy Committee
Plan first meeting soon

c)

7.

Sustainability and Modernisation (SAM)
NM informed members that there will be a number of challenges
remobilising services. Jeff Ace is currently restructuring and simplifying the
Health Board’s programme boards.

Any Other Business
a)
ACF representation at the Health Board
NM asked for ACF to formally write to him, as Health Board Chair to confirm
Bill Irving’s appointment as ACF Chair for in order to progress with the
Scottish Government, Bill’s appointment as a member of the Health Board.
The appointment will be for one year initially from today’s date.
Action: JMC
b)

Unscheduled Care
FD highlighted that the COVID Hub has meant a significant change to
General Practice and the Health Board has to have an unscheduled care
plan to the government by October
Date of Next Meeting 26th August 2020
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DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY NHS BOARD
Audit and Risk Committee
Minutes of the Audit and Risk Committee meeting held on Monday 22nd June 2020 at
11.1 am to 1.20 pm via Microsoft Teams

Present
Dr L Douglas
Ms M Caig
Mrs R Francis
Mrs V Keir

LD
MC
RF
VK

Non-Executive Board Member (Chair)
Non-Executive Board Member
Non-Executive Board Member
Non-Executive Board Member

KD

Medical Director (GG attending on behalf)

Mrs K Lewis
Mr J Ace
Ms J Watters
Mr J Boyd
Mrs J Brown
Ms S Thompson
Ms L Bass

KL
JA
JW
JBo
JBr
ST
LB

Director of Finance
Chief Executive
Chief Internal Auditor
Audit Director, Grant Thornton UK LLP
Engagement Leader, Grant Thornton UK LLP
Deputy Director of Finance
Executive Assistant to Director of Finance
(Minute Secretary)

Mrs A Wilson
Mrs S Beacher
Mr G Gault

AW
SB
GG

Mr C Greer

CG

Nurse Director
Deputy Nurse Director (Item 6 to 7 only)
General Manager IT (Item 8 only, on behalf of Dr
K Donaldson)
Financial Services Manager (observer)

Apologies
Dr K Donaldson
In Attendance

Welcome, Introductions and Governance
LD welcomed members to the Audit and Risk Committee meeting. LD recalled that
in March 2020, the Board approved temporary amendments to its Code of
Governance in response to the developing threat from COVID-19. Board
Committees were suspended at the time due to the emergency situation and the
Audit and Risk Committee meeting on 27th April 2020 was cancelled. At the Board
meeting on 25th May 2020, Board agreed that a modified committee structure
(referred to as ‘Lite’ committees) be re-established. Therefore, the Audit and Risk
Committee meeting schedule has now re-commenced in line this.
MANAGEMENT IN CONFIDENCE
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LD noted the following changes in membership:
•
•
•
•

Ros Francis is now Vice-Chair of the Committee.
Vicky Keir (new Employee Director) and Marsali Caig (new Whistleblowing
Non-Executive lead) were welcomed as new members of the Committee.
Lorna Carr and Stephen Hare have retired from the organisation (as at
31/03/20), therefore are no longer Board/Committee members.
It was also noted that Melissa Gunn has recently resigned as a Board
Member. LD advised that she would discuss the membership of the ‘Lite’
committee with the Chair of the Board.

LD thanked Melissa, Lorna and Stephen for their contributions to the Committee.
LD welcomed Craig Greer (Financial Services Manager) who was joining the
meeting as an observer today. John Boyd and Joanne Brown from Grant Thornton
would also be joining the meeting shortly.
LD highlighted the following administrative/governance notes to Committee:

1.

•

The last Audit and Risk Committee meeting took place on 27 January 2020.
As the meeting on 27 April was cancelled, the January minutes were
presented to Board on 24 April 2020 and approved. A copy of the minutes
were provided to Committee members today for information only.

•

The Audit and Risk Committee Assurance Statement was completed by the
Chair of Audit and Risk Committee and the Director of Finance in May 2020,
and circulated to Audit and Risk Committee members for comment. This has
now been finalised and all Committee Assurance statements will be presented
to Board for approval on 6th July 2020. A copy of the statement was
provided to Committee members today for information only.

•

As per the temporary governance guidelines, questions were requested from
Committee members in advance of the meeting to help with the flow of
discussions. It was noted that RF and MC submitted a number questions
which were collated and forwarded to leads for consideration. A table
incorporating responses was circulated to members. NOTE: At a later stage
in the meeting, it was agreed that the Questions List should be appended to
the final minute; this is attached at Appendix 1. LD thanked RF and MC for
their questions and encouraged members to ask further questions as needed
at the meeting today.
Apologies for Absence
Apologies noted above.

2.

Declarations of Interest
The Committee Chair asked members if they had any declarations of interest
in relation to the items listed on the agenda for this meeting. It was noted that
no declarations of interest were put forward at this time.
MANAGEMENT IN CONFIDENCE
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3.

Matters Arising and Review of Actions List
KL took members through each of the items on the Actions List. The following
items were briefly discussed:
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

KL noted a number of outstanding actions relating to Risk Registers and
also a question from MC in the Questions List querying if there would be a
review of the Sustainability and Modernisation (SAM) Programme risk
register (noting links with the Mobilisation Plan). KL advised that SAM
work is being reviewed in light of the recovery and remobilisation plan, and
that a revised risk register would be bought back to Committee in due
course. Work is also ongoing on other programme risk registers and the
corporate risk register; updates will be provided to Committee at a future
meeting. KL added that a new Health and Social Care Senior
Management Team (HSCSMT) structure is now in place and there may be
reporting of some programme risk registers via this avenue in the future.
Child Protection Outstanding Action - AW provided an update and advised
that an update has been provided on IssueTrack.
It was noted that there were a number of risk related actions; these will be
looked at further on in the agenda.
In terms of the inclusion of risk ratings for the overdue actions, JW
confirmed that these will be included in the July report to Committee. An
update on any Limited Assurance audits will also be included (eg. Health
and Safety Policy and Procedures, eESS, Risk Management).
Brexit – The corporate risk register was reviewed in February 2020; no
changes were made as the narrative covered all required areas. JA
provided a brief update on ongoing reviews of Brexit risks.
Health Equalities Steering Group – An update on the work of this group
was provided in the Actions List. LD queried if the group would report to
the new Public Health Committee (once established); JA anticipated that it
would.
Format of Annual Assurances – KL noted that there had been a few
comments re these in the Questions List. KL acknowledged that this may
need reviewed for next year and was keen to ensure Audit and Risk
Committee and Internal Audit are included in future discussions on this.

Audit and Risk Committee noted the Actions List and agreed to the closure of
the actions listed as ‘propose to close’.
JBr and JBo joined the meeting at this point.
4.

Financial Reporting Quarterly Update
ST presented the report which provided an update on the following items:
•
•
•

Banking Arrangements
Procurement of Supplies and Services
Accounting Policies
MANAGEMENT IN CONFIDENCE
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•
•
•
•
•

Accounting Entries impacting on Financial Statements
Update from Audit Scotland
Losses and Special Payments
Technical Bulletin
Review of fraud and Irregularities

A number of appendices were included:
•
•
•
•

A status update on the reporting and approval requirements for Audit and
Risk Committee
Summary of the current banking arrangements as at the end of Quarter 4
2019/20
Notifications of Awarded Procurements over £50k 1 April 2019 to 31
March 2020
Losses and Special Payments for the Year Ended 31 March 2020

ST highlighted some key points from the paper, including:
•

•

•

•

Tenders - No tenders in excess of £250k require to be included in the
minute. One award over £50k has been made since previously reported
(mini bus service for transfer of Oncology patients to Edinburgh). ST
provided further detail on this, noting that MC had asked what the mini bus
contract was for and its duration (see Questions List).
ST advised that, a number of transactions have been completed during
the year which are of a technical nature and have an impact on the
financial statement (these were due to be presented to Committee in April
2020 prior to the accounts being prepared). ST explained these in detail;
these related to:
o Change of direction for the Mountainhall Project which has triggered
an impairment review of the assets under construction for the
previously named Cresswell building.
o Review of the asset register and items still identified as being held at
the old DGRI site (now Mountainhall) and presumed to have been
disposed of. ST advised that this had minimal financial impact.
o Valuation of Board estate, noting this is to be revalued every 5
years. The full estate was revalued in 2018/19 and, therefore, in
2019/20, the Board placed reliance on indices provided by the
appointed valuers rather than undertake a further full revaluation.
Two legal claims were settled without prior approval from Audit and Risk
Committee for the period ending 31st March 2020 in relation to clinical
negligence claims. The Scheme of Delegation includes provision for these
to proceed with Scottish Government Health and Social Care Directorate
authority and report retrospectively to Audit and Risk Committee given the
nature of these claims. The Committee were asked to approve these
retrospectively.
Two further losses relating to stock require approval, however, the
paperwork is outstanding from the service; these will be brought back to
Committee in July for approval.

MANAGEMENT IN CONFIDENCE
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•

Due to the impact of COVID-19, the Auditor General for Scotland and the
Accounts Commission for Scotland intend to extend the current external
audit appointments by one year in the first instance.

Committee discussed the paper with the following noted:
•

•
•

•

•

In terms of the item re patient transfers, LD recalled that there had been
discussions some time ago re a community wide patient/public transport
review and queried where this was. KL recalled that the Health and
Social Care Partnership had been looking at models around this.
However, the mini-bus was specifically for patient transfer as part of our
routine requirements for our Oncology patients so was a necessity at this
time. There was brief discussion on the significant challenges for
transport services in relation to social distancing requirements going
forward, with JA highlighting some concerns re this; this will be fedback to
Board.
In terms of the two losses, LD noted that we would receive further
information on this in July and felt that it would be useful to include any
learning within the paper.
LD noted the update on the asset register and queried what our
assurances were on the system wide process. ST provided some brief
updates, advising that there have been some good improvements with the
asset register lately and that we were working on streamlining processes
to provide further assurance.
RF queried the process for the legal claims being submitted to Audit and
Risk Committee for approval, noting that the process feels superfluous to
requirement. ST explained that this was based on historical guidance
from the Scottish Government.
MC highlighted an item from the Questions List where she queried how
the Board considers learning from legal cases. JA recognised that we
needed to look at this. JA recalled that many of the cases were from some
time ago, however, there was perhaps a need to focus on adverse events
learning which would provide more contemporary learning opportunities;
JA advised that he would feed this back through Health Care Governance
Committee.

Audit and Risk Committee noted the update and approved the special
payments retrospectively.
5.

Compliance with Standing Financial Instructions Update
ST presented the paper which covered the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

SFI Waivers 2019-20 – summary of approved waiver was attached as an
appendix
SFI Breaches
Payments to Staff
Purchase of Supplies and Services
Other Breaches
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•
•
•
•

Escalated SFI Breaches
Authorised Signatories
Training and Development
SFI Waivers 2020-21

The following appendices were included:
•
•
•

Copy of temporary COVID-19 waiver
Log of Lifetime Waivers approved
Summary of escalated breaches

ST provided the following updates:
•
•

•

•

The Scheme of Delegation is being reviewed to ensure that any changes
being made in light of COVID-19 are properly reflected.
A total of 29 waivers were approved for the 2019-20 financial year. A
temporary waiver was signed by the Chief Executive in relation to COVID19 to allow with the short term pressures which may have presented in
the early planning stages.
ST advised that the waiver relating to the escalated breach for five
estates suppliers, had been extended to reflect the challenges of going to
the market place during COVID-19. This work is being followed up with
the General Manager to identify an agreed plan for the progression of this
over the coming months.
ST advised of the ongoing work of the Financial Governance Team in
relation to breaches, authorised signatories, and training
and
development. Some good improvements have been made over the past
few months, following the appointment of the Financial Control Coordinator.

Committee discussed the paper with the following noted:
•

•

MC advised that, as a new member, she would find it useful for the
financial values to be included in the waivers list. ST was happy to add
these back in if this was helpful to Committee. ST added that it may also
be useful to provide a couple of examples of approved waivers at each
meeting, to help give a better overview of the type of information
requested.
LD referred to the escalated breach for the five estates suppliers and was
pleased to note that an action plan was in place. LD was keen that Audit
and Risk Committee continue to see an update and improvements on this
going forward. ST advised that she would seek a further update for the
July meeting.

Audit and Risk Committee noted the report.
SB joined the meeting at this point.
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6.

Development of the Board’s Risk Management Strategy and Process
KL presented the paper which outlined the timeline and process for the review
of the Board’s Risk Management Strategy and associated risk policy
framework. KL noted that AW and SB had contributed to this piece of work
also. KL acknowledged that there had been considerable discussions on risk
over the past year and noted the various questions that had been received via
the Questions List.
KL highlighted the following key updates from the paper:
•

•

All associated risk documents supporting the Board are in the process of
being updated. A timetable for reviewing these was included in the paper.
The second draft of the Risk Management Strategy is underway and this
will be presented to Audit and Risk Committee on 27th July 2020. It is
proposed that the final Risk Strategy be presented to Board for approval
on 7th September 2020.
KL explained some of the work being undertaken to support the risk
review. A risk questionnaire has been issued to various staff and the
results have fed into the development of a Risk Management Workplan.
The Workplan also highlights the work to combine the Corporate Risk
Register and the COVID-19 Risk Register.

KL noted the impact of COVID-19 on progressing this piece of work, however,
felt that we were now in a good place to take the risk workplan forward with
renewed commitment and pace. KL added that we will take learning from the
recent Internal Audit and the COVID-19 crisis into consideration as we
implement our plan.
KL referred to the questions submitted in advance and noted that there was
an ask for Audit and Risk Committee to review the Risk Strategy in advance
of recommending to Board. KL noted the scrutiny role of the Audit and Risk
Committee and felt it would be useful to seek Committees’ view on the final
draft to ensure we are all comfortable with the final version. This could be in
the form of a workshop in advance of Board in September.
Committee discussed the paper with the following noted:
•

•

RF was encouraged to see the timeline and developments and advised
she would be happy to contribute to the Risk Strategy outwith Committee,
to support this being presented to Board in September. RF noted that
both she and MC had raised similar concerns in the Questions List in
relation to risk and also in terms of the related assurances in the
governance statement for the Annual Accounts 2019/20. RF felt it was
important that we look at the Strategy in detail before being approved by
Board.
MC agreed, adding that we hadn’t had sight of the risk appetite also. MC
commented that there didn’t seem to be a link between the risk appetite
and the covering Board/committee papers. MC was keen to ensure the
Risk Strategy is appropriately developed, and was happy to also be
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•

•

involved, adding that Board needed collective ownership of our Risk
Strategy.
LD agreed with the comments made, and was happy to hear of some
concrete progress in this area, recalling that risk had been a key area of
priority for Committee over the past year. The priority right now was to
ensure we have an effective workplan in place to get us to the right
strategy.
SB provided an update on various communications re risk with leads and
work on the consultation piece. SB spoke about the key elements of
effective assurance (clinical, financial Management and corporate/
reputational risk) and the need to ‘keep our base safe’.

LD was encouraged by the plan, adding that this was a critical area of work
for the Board going forward.
Audit and Risk Committee noted the report.
7.

Annual Risk Management Report - 2019/20
AW presented the Risk Management Annual Report for 2019/20. AW noted
that COVID-19 had a significant impact on the Board appetite and
management of risk, and had provided an opportunity for the Board to review
all associated risk policies and culture. The report:
•
•
•
•

Summarised the key activities and achievements relating to risk
management undertaken during 2019/20
Highlighted the progress with of our risk management arrangements
Highlighted issues relating to the management of COVID-19 and its
impact on the Board’s risk appetite
Outlined the risk management priorities/actions for the coming year

The following appendices were included in the report:
•
•
•
•

Communication of Risk Management Information
Corporate Risk Register
Risk Work Plan 2019/20 and outstanding actions
NHS Board COVID-19 Specific Risk Register

AW referred to feedback from the recent Limited Assurance Internal Audit on
risk, and felt that this had been a positive experience which provided an
opportunity to refresh some of our practices. AW also acknowledged the
various questions from Audit and Risk Committee Members, noting that it had
been useful to receive input and interest from Members. AW recognised that
we have had various challenges developing and embedding our risk strategy,
however, felt we were making progress and we were in a positive place to
move forward.
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SB spoke to the report, highlighting the impact of COVID-19 and recognised
that the report was quite ‘adverse events’ focused. SB noted that this would
be reviewed next year to incorporate all areas of risks, adding that work on a
Board Assurance Framework would recommence shortly and would feed in
into this also. SB advised that the workplan for embedding our strategy would
be the key document moving forward, which supports some clear actions for
implementing education and training, organisational connectivity and cultural
shift in terms of risk management engagement and positive risk management
delivery. SB also advised of work to combine the Corporate Risk Register
and the COVID-19 Risk Register.
Committee discussed the report with the following noted:
•

•
•

•

RF was keen to support any developments around risk. RF acknowledged
that the report was based on last year and that a comprehensive plan was
being put in place for this year, which was great to see. However, RF had
some concerns in relation to the assurances on risk outlined in the
governance statement for 2019/20.
MC was also encouraged to see that a clear workplan had been
established. MC also thanked AW for the statistical information on training
provided in the Questions List.
SB provided feedback from the recent risk questionnaires that highlighted
that there was a need for risk training across the organisation; this will be
taken forward as part of the workplan. MC queried whether this could form
part of our mandatory training. KL advised that priorities would need to be
discussed as part of our workplan, recognising that staff at various levels
and Board Members needed more support in this area.
LD acknowledged the comments made and agreed that while the report
gives some information on risk management from 2019/20, it is really
focussed on what we need to put in place for the future rather than
providing solid assurances for the previous year. LD recognised that a
future annual report would need more work to fully encompass all our risk
areas and strengthen our areas of focus. AW added that we would be
looking at separating out risk and adverse events in the report going
forward.

Audit and Risk Committee noted the report.
SB left the meeting at this point. GG joined the meeting.
8.

Annual Assurance
Committee (IAC)

Statement

2019/20

–

Information

Assurance

GG presented the paper (on behalf of Ken Donaldson) advising that the
Assurance Statement forms part of the overall assurances submitted as
evidence to support the Governance Statement. GG advised that the
Information Assurance Committee (IAC) met 4 times last year and have been
assured in all areas of information governance over this period and have no
areas of concern at this time. GG advised that work programmes have been
developed throughout the year to prepare for a new National Audit under
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“Network and Information Systems” (NIS) external audit. This has focussed
our information assurance efforts and planning. GG advised that we have
since been audited and the work in the coming year will be to address some
of the recommendations made.
LD acknowledged that development work on the IAC had been undertaken
over the past year and there had been some improved reporting to Audit and
Risk Committee. However, LD recalled discussions from previous meetings
where the need for more comprehensive updates/papers had been
highlighted. LD was keen to strengthen reporting going forward and felt that
the assurance statement provided today was too brief. RF echoed this, noting
that she was not clear where assurances from the IAC could be sought. LD
noted that, in addition to quarterly reports to Committee, some information
assurance had been provided by KD in his year-end assurance statement in
the assurance pack provided to Board Members. LD advised that she would
be looking for more substantial assurance reports at future meetings.
Audit and Risk Committee noted the report.
9.

Primary Care Development - Annual Report to Audit and Risk Committee
- Family Health Services Post Payment Verification 2019/20
KL presented the annual report on the post payment verification activities
undertaken by Dumfries and Galloway Health Board in collaboration with
Practitioner Services Division. The report summarised the
activities
undertaken in respect of 2019/20 and covered the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

PSD Payment Verification Activity 2019/20
General Medical Services
General Dental Services
General Ophthalmic Services
General Pharmaceutical Services
Patient Exemption Checking 2019/20

KL advised that there were are no undue concerns arising from the post
payment verification work across all 4 contractor streams for activity
undertaken in respect of Quarters 1 and 2 of the 2019/20 programme.
JW noted that we have activity for Quarters 1 and 2 only, recalling that the
timetable had been affected by COVID-19 this year. JW advised that
practitioners’ services nationally are looking at how to progress checks in the
future, given social distancing requirements.
Audit and Risk Committee noted the report.
10.

Annual Internal Audit Report - 2019/20
JW presented the Annual report which provided an overview of the outcomes
of the 2019/20 Internal Audit Plan and included the Chief Internal Auditor’s
opinion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Board’s internal control
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framework, risk management and governance processes. The report covered
the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Role of Internal Audit
Audit Plan 2019/20
Assurances gained from Audit work
Reporting to Audit and Risk Committee
Performance Management
Audit Activity
Reporting to Management
Audit Follow-up Processes

The following appendices were included in the report:
•
•
•

Progress of Audit Plans for 2018/19 and 2019/20
Internal Audit’s Key Performance Indicators
Annual Statement of Assurance from the Chief Internal Auditor

JW highlighted the following key points from the report:
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Internal Audit has completed 6 audits from the 2019/20 plan to
reporting stage. This is in addition to the completion and reporting of 11
audits from the 2018/19 plan.
Overall, the 2018/19 and 2019/20 audit plans have delivered mixed
levels of assurances, as outlined in the table. Five audits have given a
Significant level of assurance, ten audits have given Moderate
Assurance and there have been two Limited Assurance audits.
The Internal Audit function has suffered a number of resource
pressures during the course of the year which resulted in a shortfall in
audit days. Internal Audit successfully recruited to both an Auditor and
a Trainee Auditor role during the year which has supported clearing the
backlog and provide extra resource for the team.
JW highlighted the impact of COVID-19, noting that emerging priorities
from February onwards had impacted on the work of the Internal Audit
team and managers.
JW noted that MC had queried the 100.73 days of personal
development time for staff. JW advised that this was particularly high
this year due to two new staff starting and induction/training
requirements, and the impact of COVID-19 which resulted in some staff
utilising down time for personal development.
In terms of assurances and the impact of COVID-19, JW advised of
discussions at a national level where it was considered that these
needed to be taken from a point in time, given the unprecedented
challenges.
JW advised that an update on the plan for this year will be brought to
the July meeting, noting that we will need to consider what our priorities
are moving forward.
An update on overdue actions was provided, noting that the number of
overdue actions dropped considerably in year, which was due to a
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concerted effort on the part of management to clear these. It was noted
that these have risen slightly again, due to the impact of COVID-19
which was understandable given priorities. However, JW advised that
her preference would be to avoid blanket 3-6 month extensions moving
forward and ensure those that were a priority were progressed.
In terms of the assurance statement, JW provided background information
as to how this had been formed. JW advised that based on work
throughout the year, Internal Audit have concluded that:
•
•

There were adequate and effective internal controls in place throughout
the year, and
The Accountable Officer has implemented a governance framework in
line with required guidance sufficient to discharge the responsibilities of
this role

Committee discussed the report with the following noted:
•

•

•

•

LD expressed concern re the comment on page 8 that there had been
some challenging conversations with managers in relation to the areas of
risk management, business continuity and the board’s policy framework.
MC advised that she had also raised concerns re this in the Questions
List. JA referred to meetings undertaken with managers last year to
support clearing the outstanding actions, noting that these had been very
positive. JW advised that although managers are often comfortable with
requirements in relation to their own service, there did appear to be
some disconnect in relation to corporate processes such as risk and the
wider picture.
MC noted the reference on page 18 of the assurance statement that the
comments section on the Committee Assurance Statements has been
used in a range of ways. MC agreed that this was variable and queried
whether we should streamline to ensure that consistency of information
is collated. LD advised that she had also fed this back to the Chair. KL
advised that this could be looked at, however, noted that the Chair of
each Committee should take ownership of the statement to ensure
relevant information is included. JW added that this also links with work
on the Boards Assurance Framework.
RF advised she had also raised a query in the Questions List in terms of
how the Assurance Statements, Directors Statements, Risk report,
Internal Audit report etc are feeding into each other and also the
Governance Assurance Pack. RF felt that the current process wasn’t
working as effectively as it could be and needed to be reviewed.
LD acknowledged the various points made and recognised that this
would feed into the debrief on the Annual Report and Accounts process
for this year. LD noted that she would like the Chief Internal Auditor and
Committee members to be a part of the debrief session.

Audit and Risk Committee noted the report.
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11.

Annual Fraud Report - 2019/20
JW presented the Annual Fraud Report which detailed the progress against
the proactive plan of work to counter fraud during the year and highlighted
ongoing work proposed to carry this forward in the forthcoming year. The
report covered the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Fraud Policy Framework - Background
Referrals and significant issues – 2019/20
Proactive Plan – Recent Activity
Proactive Plan 2020/21
Counter Fraud Intelligence Alerts

JW highlighted the following key points:
•

•

•

•
•

During 2019/20, there were a number of issues brought to the attention
of the Chief Internal Auditor and some information was passed to CFS
to inform their intelligence alert processes. No referrals were taken
forward in 2019/20.
The Fraud policy was last reviewed during 2018/19 to reflect revised
guidance at that time and will be due for review this year. This policy
will be brought back to a future Audit and Risk Committee giving full
consideration to recent changes in other Board policies e.g.
Whistleblowing Policy.
The annual visit to the Board by Counter Fraud Services was
scheduled for 18th March 2020; however this was cancelled due to the
emerging situation around COVID-19. A follow up meeting took place
with CFS and some of the other Boards to discuss the impact of
COVID-19 on controls within Boards.
A Counter Fraud self-assessment tool has been made available, CFS
has offered to assist with completion of this and it will be brought back
to Audit and Risk Committee for consideration.
A national group has been set up to look at adopting a consistent
approach across the NHS in Scotland in relation to the policy
framework for fraud. This is still work in progress and information will
be brought back to Audit and Risk Committee in due course.

Audit and Risk Committee noted the report.
12.

Overview of NHS Board Annual Report and Accounts - 2019/20
ST presented the draft 2019/20 Annual Report and Accounts for NHS
Dumfries and Galloway to allow Audit and Risk Committee sufficient time to
review the contents and the associated assurances prior to the final document
being presented to Audit and Risk Committee on 27th July 2020 for
recommending approval to the Board meeting on 3rd August 2020. It was
noted that the draft Accounts had been circulated to all Board Members for
comment on 5th June 2020.
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The following appendices were included in the paper:
• 2019/20 Draft Annual Report and Accounts
• Draft Quick Guide to Annual Report and Accounts
• Draft Quick Guide to the Governance Statement and Assurance Pack.
ST highlighted the key points from the paper:
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

NHS Boards are required to submit a signed set of the Annual Report and
Accounts to the Scottish Government by 30th June each year, however,
this deadline has been extended by three months given COVID-19
pressures.
The audit is still ongoing; an update was included in Item 13 (External
Audit Plan Update) which includes a copy of the draft audit opinion, which
will form part of the final version of the Annual Report and Accounts. The
ISA260 audit report will be presented to Audit and Risk Committee in July
2020.
The audit has taken place remotely and this has required new ways of
working for both teams, which in the main worked well.
The Annual Report and Accounts guide is still in draft form, however, is
included at this time for background. This will be finalised ahead of the
July Committee and August Board meeting, once the ISA260 report has
been received from the auditors.
The Governance Statement guide which includes the assurance pack is
ready for review. At this time, only a few assurances are outstanding and
these will be presented at July Committee.
ST advised that, as per the guidance from the NHS Scotland Technical
Accounting Group (in light of COVID-19 pressures), there was no
requirement for Board’s to include a section on performance analysis this
year. LD asked for further explanation re this; ST and JBo provided some
background information. LD felt the lack of narrative around performance,
made the ‘story’ of the year less clear. There was a brief discussion re this
and it was suggested that some brief high level narrative could be added,
along with some links to some key Board papers, whilst keeping this to a
minimum.
ST noted that a number of questions and observations on the Draft Annual
Report and Accounts had been received and thanked Committee
Members for their input. Some of these are straightforward
typos/amendments and will be incorporated into the final version; other
comments will be considered as part of next year’s preparation. ST added
that she would happy to provide some guidance to Members individually,
recognising the complexities of the papers.

LD thanked ST, CG and the Finance team for the considerable work
undertaken on the accounts this year, given the challenging circumstances.
JBro left at this point in the meeting.
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In terms of risk, LD noted the questions raised via the Questions List and the
various discussions during the meeting today. LD referred to the content of
JA’s governance statement (as accountable officer), noting that there was
comment on activities relating to risk development and the limited assurance
internal audit on risk, however, no formal disclosure was included at this stage
in relation to risk. LD asked members for their views on this.
RF advised that her main concern was more around the detail provided in the
corporate risk table and target risk levels (page 15 and 16). RF felt that more
narrative was required around this and pages 17-18 also. MC also felt that
there needed to be a clearer story in relation to risk and the risk register. MC
acknowledged that a lot of development work is now being undertaken,
however, was keen to ensure there is a clearer distinction between the work
undertaken during 2019/20 and that planned for 2020/21. LD acknowledged
the comments made and felt we had an opportunity to refine the risk section
in advance of the next Audit and Risk Committee in July.
AW and VK left at this point in the meeting.
JW advised of some timing issues and commented that she had expected the
inclusion of a disclosure re the risk management internal audit and was keen
to clarify the process for considering a disclosure.
JA explained that he had brought the limited assurance risk management
audit into the narrative of the statement and also the plans that are being
taken forward to address this. JA explained that a disclosure normally
indicates a significant breakdown or something that surprised us, adding that
he had considered this carefully in relation to other potential impacts, and
specifically the current COVID-19 crisis, Scottish Government targets, patient
safety etc. JA felt that, in his view, the issues highlighted did not merit a
significant failure/formal disclosure. LD asked JBo if he had anything to add
from an External Audit point of view. JBo commented that a view could be
taken on the overall wider Board risk management arrangements, noting that
risk issues and an action plan have been highlighted in the statement.
Having heard the various views expressed today on risk (and in the Questions
List), RF encouraged a further review of the risk section in the governance
statement.
JA agreed to review the risk narrative in the governance statement and
provide clarity on the 2019/20 and 2020/21 work.
Action: JA
LD asked if there were any further comments on the Draft Annual Report and
Accounts. MC referred to her query in the Questions List as to whether we
should also include BAME and disability data in relation to staff composition.
ST had responded in the Question List that the staff composition table is
included as prescribed in the annual accounts manual, however this can be
discussed ahead of the 2020/21 accounts preparation. Disability data is
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noted within the staff numbers and expenditure table on page 28 of the Draft
Accounts.
In terms of the Questions List referred to at the meeting, it was agreed that
this should be appended to the minutes of today’s meeting.
Action: LB

Audit and Risk Committee noted the draft Annual Report and Accounts for the
year ended 31st March 2020, with particular reference to the Governance
Statement and the assurances provided.
13.

External Audit Plan Update
JBo presented the paper which provided an External Audit update, a timeline
for completion and a draft External Audit Opinion. JBo thanked ST, CG and
the Finance team for their input during these challenging times and advised
that the audit had gone smoothly to date and was now in its final stages, with
no key concerns. It was noted a final report will be presented to Audit and
Risk Committee on 27th July 2020.
Audit and Risk Committee noted the External Audit Update.

14.

Audit and Risk Committee Temporary Agenda Matrix
KL presented the updated matrix for the Temporary Board Governance
arrangements, which covers the June, July and October Audit and Risk
Committee meetings. KL advised that a number of meetings had been held
with LD to review future agenda items and priorities, and the matrix had been
devised as part of this work. KL added that the matrix remained fluid at the
current time.
Audit and Risk Committee noted the temporary agenda matrix.

15.

Updated 2020 Audit and Risk Committee Meeting Timetable
KL presented the revised timetable for the June, July and Oct meetings. Audit
and Risk Committee noted the timetable.

19.

Date and Time of Next Meeting
The next meeting of the Audit and Risk Committee will be held on 27th July at
2.00 pm to 4.00 pm via Microsoft Teams.
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Appendix 1
Audit and Risk Committee Meeting 22 June 2020
QUESTIONS LIST
Questions submitted in advance of meeting and responses
Meeting
date
22 June

Submitted
by
Marsali
Caig

Agenda Item

Lead

Question

Response

Item 3:
Actions List

Katy Lewis

Agree, the SAM work is being reviewed in the light of the recovery and remobilisation plan and we will assess
timescales for bringing risk register back to committee.

22 June

Marsali
Caig

Item 4: Q4
Financial
Update

Susan
Thompson

Given we've been advised the SAM programme will become the delivery
vehicle for the Mobilisation Plan, presumably there's a need to undertake
a comprehensive update of the Risk Register for the programme?
Section 14 and Appendix 3: please can you briefly explain what the
minibus £90K contract is for and its duration please?

22 June

Marsali
Caig

Item 4: Q4
Financial
Update

Susan
Thompson

Section 20: based on Appendix 3 contents, in 19/20 there was
approximately £5.38M in legal claims and £160K in legal expenses.
Where does the assurance about learning from legal cases happen?
Presumably Healthcare Governance? Can A&R ask for assurance from
them that they're seeking confirmation that learning lessons have taken
place and appropriate changes to systems, processes etc. have been
made? Also, how does the value of claims against us which are
successful impact CNORIS contributions?

Just to note that Appendix 3 does not show the full legal claims that the Board are dealing with, only what has been
paid out during the year. Total provision for claims at 31 March 2020 is £37.4m. A breakdown of the movement from
last year to this year is shown below which ties back to Note 14a.
Value of
Number of
CNORIS Movement
Provisions
Claims
Opening at 1 April 2019
£ 32,058,515.00
72
Closed with no settlement
-£
279,000.00
-13
Adjustments to provision value
£ 10,897,479.00
New Cases for 2019-20
£
276,911.00
14
Payments made
-£ 5,517,866.00
-22
Closing at 31 March 2020
£ 37,436,039.00
Closing Provision – Claims & Fees
£ 37,057,014.00
51
Closing Provision – Fees only
£
379,025.00
5
Note: The £10.9m of adjustments related to 35 different claims notified by CLO.

This contract is to supply a mini bus service to Edinburgh for Oncology patients, it takes patients to Edinburgh on a
Monday and brings them back to Dumfries on a Friday – Contract runs January 2020 to January 2023 (possible 12
month extension is included in the contract).

Contributions by members towards the accrued in-year deficit are based upon a member's proportion of the overall
risks assessed through the creation of clinical and non-clinical risk profiles.
22 June

Marsali
Caig

Item 4: Q4
Financial
Update

Susan
Thompson

Section 23: please can you explain why these are losses (37K of
pharmacy stock and 29K of theatre stock)

As per the Annual Accounts Manual “Stores losses” require to be recorded. These are disclosed at stocktaking or
physical checks.
In relation to pharmacy this is generally around expired stock and will be detailed in the form submitted by the
service. There have been two write offs for Pharmacy Stock this year totalling £49k (Items 22 and 63 on Appendix
4).
In relation to theatre the reason will be detailed on the form submitted by the service, last year it was around
orthopaedic stock and the service managed provided further detail on changes in process they had made to
minimise this.
I have attached last year’s submissions as background until we get the detail on the current write offs (Appendix 1
and 2)

22 June

Marsali
Caig

Item 4: Q4
Financial
Update

Susan
Thompson

Section 26: review of asset register. So given the conclusions in the final
paragraph of that section, is A&R Committee being asked to agree that a
whole estate revaluation takes place in 2020/21? or five years after the
last one in 2018/19?

No approval is being sought, apologies maybe a poorly worded paragraph.
The estate is required to be valued per the capital accounting manual.
4.3.3 Each Board needs to ensure that the whole of the estate is revalued every 5 years. NHS bodies may choose
to do this as a single exercise every five years or by way of a rolling programme. Any property not fully revalued in
year will require an interim revaluation on 31st March, either by applying appropriate indices from a professional
valuer or by interim revaluation. NHS Boards should make appropriate arrangements with their valuers to adjust
values of properties in years between full revaluations.
The level of work the Board carries out during the year on the estate will determine if we go for a full valuation or
whether we do using indexation again for 2020-21. We are required to ensure that the full revaluation has been
carried out before 2023-24. This decision is not taken by Audit and Risk Committee nor the Board at this time, this is
managed locally within Finance.
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Meeting
date
22 June

Submitted
by
Marsali
Caig

Agenda Item

Lead

Question

Response

Item 4: Q4
Financial
Update

Susan
Thompson

Appendix 3: can I ask what the £1+M contract with McLeans taxis is for
please and its duration (reported to A&R in July 2019)

This contract is to allow access to a tendered taxi service for 3 Years, the majority of taxis are used across our 3
Renal units (Mountainhall, Kirkcudbright, GCH) but also Out of Hours / Oncology / Mid Park. There is no
requirement to call off from the contract therefore the £1m is simply an estimate of cost over the 3 years based on
estimated journeys and agreed contract rates. The contract is priced at a pick up charge and charge per mile. The
contract runs from May 2019 to April 2022 (possible 12 month extension is included in the contract).

22 June
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Susan
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Section 15: what was the value of the 4 invoices which Financial
governance team picked up on?

£1087.59

22 June

Marsali
Caig

Item 5:
Compliance
with SFIs
Item 5:
Compliance
with SFIs

Susan
Thompson

Appendix 1: general observations... (i) is there a reason why the financial
values aren't included for each waiver? (ii) where those waivers are
described as being granted because they're the sole supplier, is there a
formal presumption of and process for negotiating a price with them,
particularly if they've been providing for some time (potential savings from
procurement rather than just accepting the price they provide)

1) They have been previously and then the reporting in the appendix was reviewed and summarised, this can be
added back in if that is the wish of the Committee.

Appendix 1 Waiver Ref 2019-19: when was the Covid extension granted
until? eg. when will A&R be given an updated position on the results of the
correct tendering process?

I think you are referring to 2019-19 Estates Waivers which was extended not the Covid waiver? The estates waivers
were initially extended until end of June 2020 but this has been extended for a further 3 months while the market
recovers. An update will be included when the work is concluded.

22 June

Marsali
Caig

Item 5:
Compliance
with SFIs

Susan
Thompson

2) There is no formal process around negotiating a price at a procurement team level as this is devolved to the
service however we are aware through conversations that prices are challenged and negotiated. Given the
small number of services which are procured this way a question could be added to the waiver document to
confirm this has been carried out.

th

th

In terms of the Covid waiver 2019-25 this was signed on 10 March 2020 and removed on 19 May 2020.
22 June
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General point: there seem to be a lot of waivers which are justified by that
Provider being the only one who can do the necessary eg. servicing. Is
there something about how the procurement works going forward to
ensure that we're not necessarily always tied in like that? They're
automatically setting up a monopoly position. Have the national DoF had
any discussions about these sorts of issues? if some of these services are
the only ones who can do it, is there not an argument for saying they
should be procured nationally or pan-health boards, thereby saving every
health board some money on what I'd shorthand describe as a
management fee?

There is further detail included on all waivers as justification, this is only summarised on the log as a general
comment.
The majority of our equipment does require to be serviced by the manufacturers or the warranty or validation is no
longer valid, in other cases they are often the only expert who can deal with the specialist equipment because they
have built it.
Most recently with the new hospital equipping the equipment purchases are off a national framework and the
servicing requirements are included with these, when the equipment is older I ask them to complete a waiver just to
ensure that they are appropriately covered from a governance perspective, it is likely in some cases this is not
required however we have not got to reviewing this piece of work yet.
Where an open market does exist this is tested however we are reliant on the professionals within the service
knowing this. We often challenge how they have reached this conclusions and reject the waiver.

22 June
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of Risk
Management
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Item 6:
Development
of Risk
Management
Strategy

Katy Lewis

I'd like to suggest that in advance of a new Risk Strategy being signed off
by the Board, that we have a facilitated workshop (externally led?) to
ensure we all understand what contemporary, good quality risk
management looks like and is comprised of. It's fundamental to how we
operate as a Board and in my personal view should be a priority for us all
in relation to board development.
T
I really welcome a fresh pair of eyes to our approach to risk and am
hopeful that we now have people in post who will be able to propose a
Risk Strategy that is achievable and useful. If that involves reconsidering
whether asking all staff to complete Datix in isolation is producing
meaningful information, I would welcome that opinion.
I am concerned that the revised Strategy is coming to A&R Committee in
July before further internal tweaks in August and being approved by Board
in September. I think A&R Committee, not Board, should be closely
sighted on this work, to make sure it remains targeted and I believe it’s
within our ToR to approve this review. The Non Execs who understand
Risk management best are now all on A&R Committee.
I do agree with Marsali that Board needs to have a session where they are
taken through the Strategy, have their NED responsibilities (as distinct to
those of managers, the Executive and Accounting Officer) explained and
have the opportunity to shape a refresh of corporate risk appetite.
Page 2 of 7

Agree with this comment it was always the plan, just not set out in paper. Suggest we have a discussion about what
this looks like when we meet in July to review the draft risk strategy.

Agreed we are keen to progress the strategy at pace but wish to do this with appropriate committee engagement.
We will work through details of a Board workshop/ session on the strategy and a review of the risk appreciate.
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Item 7:
Annual Risk
Management
Report
Item 7:
Annual Risk
Management
Report

Alice
Wilson

Is there any Scottish Benchmarking data available in relation to adverse
events/significant adverse events and duty of candour incidents?

No unfortunately not. We have been working with HIS to build a national notification system for SAE’s.
Benchmarking is very difficult as everyone has devised their own incident classification system and have different
thresholds for commissioning SAER’s.

Alice
Wilson

Page 26: presumably the fact that adverse events and Duty of Candour
training has been poorly attended is included on a risk register
somewhere? there are some quite serious implications potentially arising
from that

Not specifically but it is included in risk training plan.

Marsali
Caig

Item 7:
Annual Risk
Management
Report

Alice
Wilson

Page 26: the numbers of staff identified alongside the triangle model don't
really tell me anything; 143 members of staff did the intro to incident
reporting but what proportion of eligible staff is that, and similarly for the
other layers of training

4500 staff,
500 first line supervisors/managers (practitioners),
100 leads/managers
10 who would operate at expert level
Last year we trained 3% of staff (everyone); 15% of practitioners; 16% Lead/Manager and 25% at Expert.

22 June
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Katy Lewis

Presumably the review of the Covid19 Risk Register is also going to take
into account the SAM Programme which we've had described to us as the
delivery vehicle for the mobilisation plan?
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Katy Lewis

Page 30 Priorities: does an updated Risk Appetite statement and BAF fall
into the description of the very first bullet point under 'Risk' in the table? If
not, would suggest both those pieces of work should be added as
priorities

A review of the board and covid risk register is already under review. This will include the remobilisation and
recovery work which is incorporated alongside the SAM transformation work. This will be reflected in corporate risks
but the workstream itself will likely have a tactical risk register with the Programme Director for SAM already working
on this alongside the new deputy director of nursing.
Agree
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Management
Report

Katy Lewis

It's perhaps because I'm new but I'm not clear which Executive 'owns' the
Corporate Risk Register, BAF and Risk Appetite work. Also, who is going
to do the work described from page 43 onwards and to what timescales will we see a more detailed project plan at some point?

22 June
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Katy Lewis

Finally, what level of assurance would the author and sponsoring director
of the paper make to the Committee?

22 June
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Item 7:
Annual Risk
Management
Report
Item 8:
Information
Assurance
Committee

Katy Lewis

Please could I see a copy of the Information Assurance Annual report
(referred to on page 3 just above section 4 of the paper)

Meeting
date
22 June

Submitted
by
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Caig

22 June
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Caig
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The corporate risk register isn’t owned by own director but by the Board Management Team led by the Chief
Executive. The development of the strategy work was initiated by the Director of Finance prior to the new Nurse
Director being appointed with the Executive Nurse Director remaining with the delegated authority to lead the risk
work as part of the overall quality agenda. This work is being jointly developed through this route to ensure the
appropriate balance of clinical and non clinical approaches.
The work will be incorporated in the workplan for 20/21 and will be shared with committee.
In terms of the assurance this report provides is really up to the Committee and members to determine rather than
the author themselves saying it provides a certain level of assurance.

Please find attached (Appendix 3) Information Assurance Annual Report 2018/19 which was submitted to Audit and
Risk Committee in June 2019 as part of the annual assurances (and taken to Information Assurance Committee in
July 2019 also).
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Item 9:
Primary Care
Development
PPV
Item 10:
Internal Audit
Report 19/20

Katy Lewis

What level of assurance would the author of the report make to the
Committee on the basis of the contents of the paper?

In terms of the assurance this report provides is really up to the Committee and members to determine rather than
the author themselves saying it provides a certain level of assurance.

Julie
Watters

Page 8 description of management response - this is really concerning as
managers should be welcoming of scrutiny. Are there any plans for
awareness raising in relation to governance systems generally for
managers, and as part of that the role of internal audit? How can this be
strengthened?

This could be tied into Risk management training. I know that whole board governance processes are being looked
at as part of this.

Marsali
Caig

Item 10:
Internal Audit
Report 19/20

Julie
Watters

Page 10 main elements of non-audit time: can you please explain what
the 100.73 days of personal development time are? for a complement of 3
staff it seems like a lot, but understanding the definition of personal
development would help

Agree this is excessive, and is not normally this high. This covered 4 staff – 1 outgoing, 1 existing and 2 incoming,
with 2.83, 48.03, 16.60 and 33.27 days respectively. There is a 10 day allowance each for staff in the audit plan.
Two staff started in January so induction was tied into this for both and one is undertaking an IIA qualification. The
majority of this time was recorded in March and April where we had a member of staff shielding and were unable for
a number of weeks to progress any audit work. I had advised the staff to use this time for personal and team
development i.e. shielding staff member completed her CIPFA log book and the team finalised their PDPs and
Objectives for the next year. I would not expect this to be as high in future.
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Report 19/20

Julie
Watters

Appendix 3 page 18: the comment about Committee Assurance templates
being used in a range of ways by Committee Chairs struck a chord with
me; I wondered when we reviewed them at Board whether there should
be some greater standardisation of the free text section so that they all
covered the same type of areas...guidance if you can describe it as that

Discussed within meeting 22 June 2020

22 June
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Julie
Watters

Page 1: the recommendation on the cover sheet seems to be incomplete?

Oversight on my part. I used last year’s report format and deleted a second bullet point which related to the
Partnership Agreement being attached to the report and did not delete the narrative above.
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Page 5 section 5: worth noting the Whistleblowing Policy hasn't been
updated yet as the work nationally to put in place the new Whistleblowing
Standards has been paused due to Covid19 (and as yet there's no
timescale on restart); the only changes we've made is to make the
Medical Director accountable Director from 01/06 and update the NED
section and add a further whistleblowing contact

It would be good to discuss this further as I know that nationally, Counter Fraud Services are looking at the roles of
the new Whistleblowing Non-Executives and how this role can be supported by Counter Fraud processes. Similar
issues regarding awareness and potential fear of speaking up are important to both areas.
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Item 12:
Annual
Report and
Accounts

Susan
Thompson

Page 14 first para: although the report is for 19/20 is it worth stating that
the Medical Director will become responsible for Whistleblowing and that a
Whistleblowing lead NED was in place during 19/20 prior to the SG
appointed NED on 1st Feb?

Agreed, we will tweak narrative.
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Item 12:
Annual
Report and
Accounts

Katy Lewis

Page 14: Risk Management section: this is possibly the least robust
section of the document. No mention of the existing Risk Appetite
statement and how that steers governance. The section also talks a lot
about plans for 2020/21 rather than reflecting on 2019/20

This reflects a factual position as to where we are at, agree it could do with enhancement in future years.
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Katy Lewis

Page 15 Risk 5: is 'high' really the target risk level for harm or failure to
protect vulnerable individuals? if 'target Risk level' is supposed to reflect
risk appetite shouldn't this then be Low as it would confirm that as board
we have a low risk appetite for harm to patients? And similarly for some of
the other risks such sustainable workforce, failure to meet financial target
etc? I'm a bit confused by these headings.

Suggest that the risk workshop with non execs reviews this process and develops understand and agreement to
corporate risk.
This risk reflects it is difficult to get our risk level below high due to the nature of the risk.
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Katy Lewis

Page 16 Risk 11: are we really at high risk of failure to plan for major
incidents? COVID has tested the system and it seems to have withstood
the pressure delivering some excellent results? Risk 16: similarly, are we
really at high risk of cultural failure (likelihood x impact) and ability to
speak up? As whistleblowing NED, I'm really concerned by this, and it
doesn't fit what I've seen and heard so far?

As above.
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Item 12:
Annual
Report and
Accounts

Katy Lewis

Risk Management section generally: given the mention of the limited
assurance IA on page 15, the rest of the section could be stronger in
terms of what is being done about it, for example starting with a
comprehensive review of the Board's risk appetite which then informs the
Corporate risk register, the BAF etc. under the umbrella of the review of
the Risk Management Strategy

Noted.

22 June
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Item 12:
Annual
Report and
Accounts

Susan
Thompson

Page 28: should we also include BAME and disability data in relation to
Staff Composition?

Staff Composition table is included as prescribed in the annual accounts manual, if the Board wish additional
information to be included then this can be discussed ahead of 2020-21 accounts preparation if the information is
collected and available for inclusion, we have never previously included any additional breakdown to that included in
the manual.
Disability data is noted within the staff numbers and expenditure table on page 28 (Included in the total staff
numbers above were disabled staff of 46 WTE (2019 – 51 WTE)).
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Item 12:
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Report and
Accounts

Susan
Thompson

Pages 39-52 at the top has year ended March 2019 rather than 2020

Will update in final version

Susan
Thompson

Page 74 Market Risk: does this not take into account the Endowment
funds with Aberdeen

Will add in some narrative.

Susan
Thompson

Number of comments/observations/typos highlighted

ST will pick up for this year and then review any other ones ahead of next year preparation.

Susan
Thompson

Notes 4b, 5 and 6. I have a question about the consolidation of the IJB
under merger accounting. Am I right that this results in our gross
expenditure appearing to be double counted as we account for the
payment to the IJB plus the actual spend? Income from IJB shown to
bring the net back to correct. But the position for a casual reader looks
odd to me. Am I wrong? Or is the FReM finally eating itself?

Yes absolutely agree, makes no sense for a person just picking up the accounts. Has looked really odd since we
have started consolidating the IJB but the manual states:
Contribution of Health Board to Integration Joint Board
Expenditure incurred by the Board in relation to the devolvement of the Board’s contribution to Integration Joint
Boards (IJBs). This figure should equal the value of the budget delegated to IJBs (note operational expenditure on
the services actually provided by the Board on behalf of IJBs will be reflected elsewhere in Note 3 in the appropriate
functional line).
Our note numbers are different this is note 4 in ours
Income for Services Commissioned by Integration Joint Board(s)
NHS Boards should disclose here the value of income received for services commissioned by Integration Joint
Boards.
Technically the expenditure shown in the accounts under IJB is our contributions to the IJB. This is different from
actual costs incurred in delivering IJB related services (that will appear under staff costs / other costs etc). Similarly
the income from the IJB is amounts received from the IJB to deliver these services. While in fact there is no
payment to and from the IJB from an accounting perspective the transaction has taken place.

The Group accounts are prepared on an equity basis and therefore we recognise our share of the IJB assets / (net
under/ (overspend)) depending on the funding agreement. This is where we would have an adjustment in the
consolidation note.
22 June
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P14a. How did the Pension provision arise during the year? Are we still
funding early retirement on enhanced terms?

Page 5 of 7

The note is for pension and injury benefits although the column is only headed up pensions and other similar
obligations. The provision arising during the year is made up of three elements: change in life expectancy tables,
change in discount rates and one addition for permanent injury benefit notified by CLO, we wouldn’t be expecting
any new provisions for either pensions or injury benefits to arise in this category now.
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This section highlighted to me how far adrift we are from an embedded
understanding of Risk. And I think the section makes this transparent to
any risk professionals reading.

Agreed we will review and represent some of the aspects of the governance statement section on risk in final
version of accounts.

Risk

A big chunk is devoted to describing a SLWG, a Risk Executive Group
and a Tactical Health Group and what they will be doing in the future. Not
sure how this is relevant to the 2019/20 Governance Statement.
Our 17 corporate risks are well described and comprehensive but I didn’t
know what I was supposed to take from the 3 columns of levels.
Firstly ‘Target Risk’ is not explained. Is this our Risk Appetite? (Doubt it if
1. and 5. are High and non of the Patient Care are Low). Or is it the best
place we think each risk could get to given factors outside our control?
Needs an explanation.
I ‘m not sure that describing the movement from previous year for all Risks
is relevant for the 2019/20 Governance Statement. The issue is where we
are now and likely to be whilst where we were in the past seems
irrelevant.
Reading the assessments of Current Risk levels against Risk
Descriptions, made me wonder if people were considering just the Impact
of a potential issue and not considering Impact plus Likelihood or
Mitigations in place.
• Risk 2 Finance. How can we say this risk is consistently High,
when we have met our targets?
• Risk 3 Risk of inadequate Infrastructure is High despite a brand
new DGRI.
• Risk 5 Do we really mean to say publicly there is currently a High
risk in D&G of a vulnerable person coming to harm as a result of
our failure.
• Risk 11 Emergency planning escalated to High. Was interested
why this was escalated. The risk is that our business continuity
fails, not that there is a need to use. And our emergency planning
and systems look like they worked well when tested.
• Risk 12 We have assessed that we have a High risk of failing to
maintain IS security. But P13 IAC opinion is that we are assured
and have no areas of concern.
• Risk 15 and Risk 16 Do these describe our assessment of the
current situation in D&G or the hypothetical impact should
systems fail.
• Page 21 ‘no significant failures have arisen in....risk
management’. But P15 references an IA opinion that our system
of Risk Management provides only limited assurance. So can we
say this with confidence?
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The work of the SLWG and REG describes the position and the progress to date but acknowledges there is still
work to be done.
Discussion about levels in corporate risk register and assessment of risk versus will be progressed through
workshop discussions.
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Katy Lewis

I’m confused about what we’re trying achieve with an audited Governance
Pack and worry that we’re tying ourselves in knots. The timing of each
Assurance Statement and which ones feed into which doesn’t work for
me. We seem to have reached a point where we all appear to be placing
reliance on each other’s Assurance Statements.

COMMENT FROM KL:

I.e. The CIA Opinion and work for the year now seems directed to
checking the Accounting Officer’s Governance Statement. Which in itself
is a compilation of Committee and Director’s Assurance Statements, the
CIA Opinion, Annual Risk Report and Information Assurance Report.
The A&R Committee Assurance Statement is issued before, and so in
isolation to, the CIA Opinion, the Annual Risk report and the Information
Assurance Report, all of which the A&R Committee is supposed to review
to obtain our assurances.
An added complication this year is that I find it impossible as a committee
member to be assured either by the 2019/20 Annual Risk Report or the
2019/20 Information Assurance Annual Report.

The assurance pack wouldn’t normally go to Audit and Risk Committee as an agenda item, it is merely there so that
if any of the Board or A&R Committee members who wish to look into the assurances provided as evidence to back
up the governance statement then they can. Normally this would be in a folder in the Non Execs Office. The
assurances which they need to consider are the ones that actually go to Committee – internal audit report, risk
report etc.

COMMENT FROM JW:
I agree with your comments and will provide a bit of background to this.
I have formed the Statement of Assurance around Governance Statement guidance which in the past I was required
to explicitly state the following. The guidance does not now draw this out so the process is more flexible. I would
envisage that any changes we make to this are tied into a Board Assurance Framework moving forward. Previous
requirements were:
Independent Assurances
• Report from the Chief Internal Auditor or equivalent confirming whether:
o Based on the work undertaken, there were adequate and effective internal controls in place throughout
the year, including governance and risk management arrangements; and
o The Internal Audit plan has been delivered in line with Public Sector Internal Audit Standards.
• Advice from both Internal and External Audit on whether there are any exceptions around the following:
o Consistency of the Governance Statement with the information they are aware of from their work;
o The process adopted in reviewing the adequacy and effectiveness of the system of internal control;
o The format and content of the Governance Statement in relation to the relevant guidance; and
o The disclosure of all relevant issues.
The Governance Statement isn’t my only focus however I do try and identify where audits provide further evidence
to back up the committee and directors statements or, where required, would say where I have a differing view on
what is contained in the statements. The first part of my report focuses on the audits we have undertaken and from
this work and the testing we have undertaken is where I form my opinion on the internal control framework.
Re third paragraph:
This process had been improving in the past couple of years, with this information being available beforehand to a
set out timetable for information to come through. This year’s pressures with Covid have most likely impacted on
this. I discussed my opinion with both the Chief Executive and Chair of ARC so they were aware of assurances from
audit work and issues arising i.e. Limited Assurance audits but this was admittedly rather last minute this year.
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Agenda Item 114
Staff Governance Committee
Meeting Room 1, Mountainhall
Minutes of the Meeting held on 27 January 2020 at 10am

Present
Stephen Hare
Grace Cardozo
Fiona Gardiner
Melissa Gunn
Vicky Keir

Employee Director (Chair)
Non Executive Board Member
Staff Side Representative
Non Executive Board Member
Staff Side Representative

In Attendance
Jeff Ace
Caroline Cooksey
Lynsey Fitzpatrick
Andy Howat
Pamela Jamieson
Vic McDade
Arlene Melbourne
Natalie Morel
Tracy Parker
Rachael Nicholson
Alice Wilson

Chief Executive
Workforce Director
Equality & Diversity Lead (Item 8)
Health & Safety Manager
Head of Service – HR Manager
Workforce Sustainability Manager
Executive Assistant
Head of Service – OD&L Manager
Workforce Planning, Recruitment & Systems Manager
(Item 6)
Lead Physiologist - Clinical Physiology (Item 4)
Deputy Nurse Director

ACTION
1

Welcome, Introduction and Apologies
Everyone introduced themselves. Apologies were received
from Lesley Bryce, Kerry Lockerbie and Nick Morris.

2

Draft Minutes of the Previous Meeting held on 25
November 2019
The minutes were approved as a true and accurate record.
Action List
Jeff updated on the residential accommodation strategy:
• a group had now been established to look at
residential accommodation for staff/locums/trainees etc
• a bid for a medical school was being submitted
• he would bring a further update to the next meeting
Caroline updated that the first main item on page 3 re the
Sturrock Report was complete as the template action plan
NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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JAA

has been provided with these papers as requested. She
reminded members that one of the actions for this month,
namely developing the young people’s strategy, has been
moved to the March meeting due to the size of the agenda.
It was confirmed that Melissa, Lesley and Grace had met with
Vic to get an update on the recruitment brochure which had
been useful.
Natalie reported that re item 10 on the gender pay gap – a
meeting has been arranged for 27 March.
Andy reported that the reasons for DNA’s in Occupational
Health were not known unless people phoned in to cancel so
they were now looking into this by contacting people. A text
reminder service had also just been launched.
Agenda Matrix
Nobody had anything to add to the Agenda Matrix.
3

Matters Arising
Stephen reported that there has been an initial assessment
around the Sturrock Report which was a very brief overview
and work in progress and it will be looked at in more detail at
the upcoming workshop.
Jeff asked for it to be noted that the Chief Executive who was
leading on the Sturrock response had been from Highland but
is now supporting another Board and so Highland now have
an interim Chief Executive coming in which may disrupt some
of the national work for a while.

4

Staff Experience - Meeting our Resilient, Integrated, High
Performing Individuals & Teams
Rachael Nicholson gave a presentation on clinical physiology.
She advised that she worked in both cardiology and
respiratory.
iMatter was discussed and Rachael said her team had a
positive response to iMatter with the only low score being
around the visibility of management.
Melissa asked about previous tensions in the team and
Rachael explained that the team were previously located
separately at the old site and communications were really
poor but since moving to the new hospital they now saw
colleagues regularly and had better communication.
NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Caroline asked if there was anything Staff Governance
Committee or the Board could do to help make change better
other than visibility of managers and Rachael responded that
there was nothing else as there were no other issues in the
department
Stephen thanked
presentation.

Rachael

for

her

attendance

and

Rachael Nicholson left the meeting
5

Workforce Sustainability – Corporate Risk Assessment
Update and Performance Indicators
Pamela Jamieson highlighted the following:
•
•
•

Locum costs were now reducing in mental health
Vacancy information is the same as previously
provided
A new exit feedback policy had been approved and
numbers were starting to come in from the
questionnaires. Pamela was working with Vic to see
what the information looks like and how to follow it up
by looking at identifying patterns and trends.

Melissa asked about the locum spend on page 7 of the paper
and asked if there was any update on what progress was
being made on the hard to fill posts. It was reported that
nearly half the hard to fill posts identified the previous year
have been filled and the team were working on new posts
which were coming in and looking at how to start to build data
into this paper for future reporting.
There was discussion about vacancies, service redesign and
sharing services nationally and thinking differently about filling
posts in future.
Tracy Parker entered the meeting
Grace asked about costs against performance of the Retinue
Contract and Pamela agreed to bring a report to a future
meeting.
6

Integrated H&SC Workforce Plan and other Workforce
Planning Updates
Tracy Parker presented a paper covering a range of key
workforce planning items;

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Item 1 – the Integrated Workforce Plan
Item 2 –guidance that sits alongside the plan.
The
Committee were asked to look at the projections approval
process and to agree going forward with it.
Staff
Governance Committee agreed.
Item 3 – update on the development of a Scottish
Government workforce planning “strategic function” across
health and social care.
Item 4 – update on primary care transformation
Item 5 – general update on the Audit Scotland report which
was published in 2019 and NHS D&G were asked to provide
an update on where we were
Staff Governance Committee noted the report
Lynsey Fitzpatrick entered the meeting
Tracy Parker left the meeting
7

Organisation Culture – Corporate Risk Assessment
Update and Performance Indicators
Natalie Morel update on the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The induction programme has now moved to 2 weekly
but overall numbers remain constant
Equality and diversity work is being done around BSL
planning, gender pay gap and equalities outcomes
Very close to having more accurate data on face to
face training but there are still some glitches on
Learnpro
Appraisal rates have doubled to 8% - a high number of
staff are going on to the system but are not signing
appraisals off
iMatter cycle for this year has just been agreed and the
questionnaire will be running a bit earlier to avoid the
key holiday period
Scottish Government are asking for junior doctors to
complete a separate iMatter cycle

Staff Governance Committee noted the report
8

Workforce Data Report
Lynsey Fitzpatrick presented the Annual Equality Workforce
Data Report which reports staff in post, recruitment,
grievance and disciplinary cases.
Melissa congratulated Lynsey for her work on the report
which she felt was well written and easy to understand.
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Lynsey Fitzpatrick left the meeting
9

Committee Briefing on new Whistleblowing Standards
Caroline Cooksey gave a presentation on the new
Whistleblowing Standards. Melissa asked if the new Non
Executive Whistleblowing Officer had been appointed for
NHS D&G and was advised that the new Non Executive
Whistleblowing Officer posts have been appointed to but
Boards have not yet been notified of who they are (but
hopefully they will know shortly).

10

Staff Health and Wellbeing – Corporate Risk Assessment
Update and Performance Indicators
Pamela Jamieson provided the Committee with an update
and highlighted the following:
•
•
•

11

Sickness absence rates are reducing on the previous
year. The high figure in facilities is due to it being a
small directorate and all cases were being managed
The top reason for long term sickness are stress,
anxiety and depression – a mental health action plan
has been developed by the Working Well group
Sessions have been arranged for staff and managers
to look at the new Once for Scotland Attendance Policy
as there are differences from the current policy

Staff Health, Safety and Wellbeing Report – Provided with
an Improved & Safe Working Environment
Andy Howat gave an update and highlighted the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There was a 65% uptake on the flu campaign and a
61% uptake in the Care Homes
There has been an increase in case conferences and
case reviews
There is a rise in self referrals to physiotherapy
Work is being done to look at access to CBT as the
current Therapist is due to retire
Looking at how the new Once for Scotland policy may
impact on referral rates
Accidents and reporting has levelled in the past 2
months
There is a slight decrease in SHARPS incidents
Slips, trips and falls are steady
Violence and aggression is the biggest challenge
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Jeff reported that a new training module had been introduced
for Driving Safety and is compulsory for people using pool
cars from 1 April 2020.
Staff Governance Committee noted the report
12

Working Well Update
Caroline Cooksey updated that the working well programme
continues. She proposed that for the next meeting she and
Stephen provide a more detailed briefing about what has
been done in the past 12 months.

CJC/SH

Items to Note
13

17
18

Medical Education Committee Minutes – October &
November 2019 – Noted
APF Minutes – October 2019 – Noted
Link to New Independent Report on ‘Doctors’ and Medical
Students’ Wellbeing – Ken Donaldson would attend next
meeting to talk about this.
Scottish Government Feedback letter and response from
NHS D&G
Briefing Note – Once for Scotland Workforce Policies
Annual Medical Appraisal and Revalidation Review

19

Any Other Business

14
15

16

Grace asked about compassionate leadership and if there
were any plans to do self assessment in relation to
compassionate leadership standards. Jeff said that Ken
Donaldson was attending the Audit and Risk Committee that
afternoon to talk about it.
Caroline advised that she had met with Ken and Natalie to
have initial discussions about being a compassionate leading
organisation.
20

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held at 10am on Monday 23 March
2020 in Meeting Room 1, Lower Ground North, Mountainhall.
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